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Added value or perilous activity?  

The affordances and challenges of automatic annotation for CADS 

Paul Baker (Lancaster University, United Kingdom)  

Automatic annotation is the process of using computer programs to assign codes or tags 

to a corpus, based on a pre-existing categorisation scheme, supplementing texts with 

additional levels of information. While a popular technique in areas of corpus linguistics 

like register variation and grammatical analysis, it is less commonly used in CADS-based 

research, where analysts have tended to either use unannotated corpora or hand-tag 

their corpora, employing their own categorisation schemes based on specific research 

goals. In this talk I describe a range of tagging systems and accompanying software and 

then provide case studies from my own research which have used various automatic 

taggers, reflecting on what was gained and lost from taking this approach. I also discuss 

more recent developments in automatic tagging, including the image tagger Google Cloud 

Vision and the use of AI tools like ChatGPT to implement bespoke tagging systems. I 

conclude that automatic tagging can provide useful insights for CADS analysts while 

outlining a number of important caveats to consider. 
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The marriage of true minds … and some impediments 

Reflections on CADS in theory and practice 

Gerlinde Mautner (Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, Austria) 

CADS has arrived. For many discourse analysts, it is now the go-to method for studying 

large, representative datasets rather than small samples of purposefully selected texts. 

And indeed, Computer-Assisted Discourse Studies promises to deliver the best of both 

worlds: quantitative breadth and qualitative depth.  

That said, significant methodological challenges remain, such as the inherent bias 

of the approach towards lexical and local phenomena; the focus on verbal data at the 

expense of multimodality; the tendency for the quantitative part of the analysis to 

encroach upon the qualitive component; and over-confidence in computer-generated 

'findings' without careful contextualisation and interpretation.  

While I will argue in my talk that none of these pitfalls and limitations detract from 

CADS' great potential, I will also make a strong case for embracing a discerning, cautious 

and critical attitude towards it. In some cases, research designs really do benefit 

immensely if a CADS element is added; in others, research designs are better off without 

it. The challenge (obviously) is to know the difference. 

If we look beyond linguistics, however, we find that many researchers working with 

discourse data do not even consider using CADS, so that the question of weighing up its 

advantages and drawbacks does not even arise. In management studies, for example, the 

approaches used most frequently are content analysis on the one hand and topic 

modelling on the other. Corpus linguistics and CADS are often simply not on researchers' 

radar screen. 

 Together with colleagues from the UK, I've recently tried to reach out to these 

scholarly communities, attempting to convince them that linguistics generally and CADS 

in particular would make a useful addition to their conceptual and methodological 

armoury. Reporting on this work, I will conclude by outlining an interdisciplinary research 

agenda that aims to establish CADS more firmly in the methodological canon of the social 

sciences. 
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Populism as politics, narrative and trope 

A call for an integrated discourse- and corpus-linguistic approach to populism 

Anatol Stefanowitsch (Freie Universität Berlin, Germany)  

In discourse-analytic approaches to political populism, at least three phenomena need to 

be distinguished: first, populist policies and politics, second, populist framings and third, 

populist linguistic tropes (expressions instantiating these narratives). While we may 

assume a correlation between the three phenomena, they do not necessarily co-occur: a 

party can (claim to) pursue populist policies without using populist narratives, or it may 

use populist narratives without pursuing or proposing any populist policies and populist 

narratives may or may not manifest as populist linguistic tropes. This makes the study of 

populist discourses more complex than many scholars have so far assumed — 

specifically, using a single method of analysis is likely to yield an incomplete or distorted 

picture. I will illustrate this problem based on a qualitative and quantitative analyses of 

five years of press releases by the German Alternative für Deutschland. This far-right party 

is usually described as “populist” by political scientists (and by some discourse analysts); 

however, a closer look reveals a far more complex situation: many (perhaps most) of the 

party’s policies are not straightforwardly populist and where they are populist, they are 

mostly presented without the use of standard populist tropes. However, by integrating 

qualitative discourse-analytic approaches and quantitative corpus-linguistic methods into 

a broader historical and political analysis we can uncover a range of more or less subtle 

populist narratives and tropes. 
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Intersectional CADS 

Rachelle Vessey (Carleton University, Canada) 

Intersectionality refers to a research perspective in which a multiplicity of identity-based 

positions and subjectivities is foregrounded over a focus on singular identity categories. 

While intersectional perspectives have been increasingly adopted in linguistic research 

(Levon 2015), there has been little adoption amongst CADS scholars (although see 

Jaworska and Hunt 2017; de la Ossa 2019). 

Intersectionality scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991: 1249) has highlighted that 

access to resources and support can be contingent on the adoption of a particular 

language; as such, language use is a potentially important intersectional consideration. In 

this paper, I argue for an intersectional CADS approach that starts by addressing (and 

distinguishing between) linguistic and discursive choices. By “linguistic choice”, I attend to 

the significance of multilingualism, which is often overlooked within corpus research 

(Nurmi and Rütten 2017). By “discursive choice”, I refer to the semiotic activity through 

which we represent our meanings (Halliday 2013). Neither linguistic nor discursive choices 

are neutral and both contribute to meaning making. This paper aims to highlight how the 

intersection of linguistic and discursive choices produces non-obvious meanings 

(Partington 2017). 

I propose that an intersectional CADS approach can begin with the identification of 

meanings encoded in a corpus via the languages contained within it. Then, the analysis 

can proceed by identifying how language choices align with discursive constructions (and 

onward to other identity-related considerations). I offer two cases where I apply CADS in 

different ways to examine intersections of language choices and discursive choices, 

exploring implications for identity-based positionality and subjectivity. The first case 

addresses a small corpus of United Nations deliberations about multilingualism between 

1995-2022 (56,563 words), which took place in the six official languages of that 

organization (McEntee-Atalianis and Vessey in progress). In this study, corpus annotation 

is used to access intersections of language choice and the discursively marked 

positionality of UN member states. The second case is drawn from CADS research on the 

language of sexual violence and impropriety in the Canadian Armed Forces (1.6 million 

words), in which both official languages of Canada are used (Vessey forthcoming). Here, 

corpus segmentation and inter- and intra-corpus comparisons are used to establish how 

sexual violence and impropriety are discursively constructed on the basis of gender, 

military rank and language.  
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Empowerment vs. victimization 

Spanish-English semantic preferences in portraying Afghan women during the 

Taliban takeover  

Gema Alcaraz-Mármol (Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, Spain) 

Jorge Soto-Almela (Universidad de Alicante, Spain) 

Keywords: social media, corpus analysis, semantic preference, Afghanistan, woman   

Social media, a pivotal source of information and personal expression, has been 

extensively examined in linguistic research over the past decade. The studies in this area 

often employ varied methodologies like (critical) discourse analysis, multimodal analysis 

and corpus analysis, as further elaborated by Sun, Wang and Feng (2021). Twitter – now X 

–, a platform for broadcasting news and opinions on current events, has garnered the 

attention of linguists (Anderson and Huntington 2017; Lutzky and Lawson 2019; Breeze 

2020; Nugraha et al. 2021). The focus on women’s representation, whether in contexts 

such as sports (Adá Lameiras 2019), video games (Huntemann 2015), International 

Women's Day (Gray 2019), women's driving rights in Saudi Arabia (Altoaimy 2018), or 

elections with female candidates (Ruiloba-Nuñez and Goenaga 2022), highlights their 

diverse portrayal. Meanwhile, Twitter activism often presents women as empowered and 

challenging stereotypes, countering sexist discourse (Sampietro, Calvo and Campos 2020; 

Palomino-Manjón 2022; Williams and Gonlin 2017; Rentschler 2015).  

This research utilized Twitter to create a corpus of tweets about a globally 

impactful event in August 2021: the withdrawal of international troops from Afghanistan 

and the subsequent Taliban interim government announcement. The Taliban’s takeover 

of Kabul on August 15, 2021, following President Ashraf Ghani’s flight to the United Arab 

Emirates, had significant repercussions, especially for women, whose rights were under 

threat.  

The study aims to analyse and contrast the portrayal of Afghan women in tweets 

from Spain and the United States, focusing on semantic preference during the critical 17-

day period from the Taliban’s Kabul takeover to the Afghan borders’ closure. Tweets in 

Spanish (ES Corpus) and English (US Corpus) containing the hashtags and keywords 

Afganistán/Afghanistan were collected through the Twitter APIv2, amounting to over 5,000 

Spanish and 16,000 English tweets. Using WordSmith (Scott 2012), content words were 

extracted after applying a stop-list. The lemmas mujer and woman featured prominently, 

with a higher ranking in Spanish. Their semantic preference was analysed through 

collocates, as described by Bednarek (2008), involving semantic labelling and classification 

in each language.  

The results seem to indicate that in both the ES and US Corpora, the lemmas mujer 

and woman are among the top 10 words in discussions on the Taliban’s Kabul takeover. 

This highlights the prominence of women in an apparently warlike discourse. The 

semantic preferences for mujer and woman span three categories: empowerment, 
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mistreatment and benevolence-empathy, with empowerment more prevalent in the ES 

Corpus (24.85%) and benevolence-empathy in the US Corpus (20.32%). This study reveals 

a dual narrative of victimization and empowerment in representing Afghan women on 

Twitter during the Taliban takeover of Kabul.  
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The mainstreaming of misogyny? 

Andrew Tate’s prevalence in corpora from Reddit and the British press  

Dawn Archer (Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom) 

Frazer Heritage (Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: misogyny, mainstreaming, manosphere, semantic domain analysis, interdiscursivity  

Journalists have recently highlighted growing concerns over the mainstreaming of 

misogynistic ideologies due to influencers like Andrew Tate (e.g. Kingsley 2023). To date, 

little linguistic research has been done to confirm – and, where relevant, explore the 

prevalence of – such mainstreaming (though see Solea & Sugiura 2023 for a discussion of 

the mainstreaming of male-supremacist views more broadly).  This paper thus explores 

Tate and his ideologies by investigating the degree to which he/they are reflected in 

corpora from Reddit and the British press.     

We initially explored intertextual references to Tate in a 7.7-million-word corpus of 

Reddit data scraped in October/November 2023. We found that explicit reference to him, 

his actions and/or ideologies only occurred 9 times.  Tate and his ideologies were 

appraised negatively in every occurrence, in relation to women, veracity, likeability, 

masculinity and/or money.   

This led us to explore intertextual references to Tate in a 1,004,420-word corpus, 

representative of 2023, generated from Lexis Nexis. We found that he appeared 6,358 

times across 1211 articles, with the press typically framing him in negative ways: they 

exhibited particular concern regarding the degree to which they perceived his ideologies 

to be being mainstreamed and the influence this might have on young people.   

As our preliminary findings indicated that intertextual references typically 

challenged Tate’s ideologies/appraised him negatively, we also explored whether his 

ideologies were being mainstreamed through interdiscursive references. We scraped a 

sample of 6,000 words from Tate’s professional website to, first, determine his use of self-

presentation and other presentation, under two assumptions: that such techniques are 

part of impression management (henceforth IM) and that IM is a well-known 

influence/manipulation strategy, given that it equates to the ‘strategic management of 

behaviour (and, potentially, appearance) in order to influence the perceptions of others’ 

(Goffman 1959), (Archer 2018: 205). A key semantic field analysis (Rayson 2008) reveals 

that Tate typically discusses (views of) women, (mentions of) veracity/credibility, (words 

associated with) likeability, (hyper) masculinity and (the importance of) money: that is, the 

things he is often criticised for (see above). However, initial comparisons of the differing 

corpora suggest that these semantic domains are constructed in very different ways by 

Tate, with him constructing them especially positively (thereby providing us with a way 

into his different worldview to the “mainstream”). We conclude, from this, that Tate’s views 

and thus influence, are not as “mainstream” as the British press appear to fear.    
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Based upon the findings, we highlight two needs. The first relates to the 

importance of critically reflecting upon any presuppositions relating to an influencer’s 

“reach”, “significance”, degree to which they are (becoming) “mainstream”, etc. The second 

arises out of other available reference corpora of Reddit data being more than 5 years 

old. We believe there is a need for such reference corpora to be frequently updated – as 

well as being made available in some capacity –so that it is possible to study whether 

people like Tate become “newsworthy” for a “season” only or over time. 
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Linguistic variation in NHS tweets throughout the first year of 

the pandemic 

National and regional findings   

David Beauchamp (Coventry University, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: coronavirus, health communications, crisis communications, sentiment analysis, 

social media 

The sudden onset of the coronavirus pandemic necessitated rapid and widespread 

communication from institutions to the public.  To this end, the use of social media by 

health organisations was extensive.  Although there has been an abundance of research 

into coronavirus-related social media communication in the first year of the pandemic, 

most of this research focused upon the initial short-term period of the first few weeks and 

months of 2020.  There has been little research into long-term strategies of social media-

based public health messaging during the coronavirus crisis. Of particular interest is the 

extent to which it may have aligned with or departed from existing frameworks of best 

practice for health communications, which recommend health communications be 

engaging, credible, relevant, informative and dialogic (Morgan 2009; Schiavo 2013; 

Malecki 2020).  

This research paper examines the linguistic content of the tweets of two NHS 

twitter accounts during the coronavirus pandemic: one the national level twitter account 

of the NHS (@NHSuk) and the other a regional level account based in Northwest England 

(@NHSNW).  Its assumption of variation in the nature of the language used is rooted in 

the Hallidayan/Functional approach to language (Halliday & Matthiessen 2014).  This 

posits that the changes in social situation over time and differences between the 

communicative goals of national and regional NHS representatives, will be realised 

through variation in linguistic output.    

A corpus of 2563 tweets were collected from March 2020 to March 2021.  Corpus 

linguistic software (Sketch Engine) and R are used to analyse the tweets in terms of their 

keyness, sentiment polarity and complexity and how these changed throughout the first 

year of the pandemic.  Trends identified through quantitative and statistical approaches 

are then examined more closely at the level of the individual tweet for a more in depth 

understanding of communicative practices and how these evolved over time.  

The results reveal some striking similarities and differences between the linguistic 

output of the two twitter accounts.  Both sets of tweets show similar use of positive 

sentiment during times of crisis and more negative sentiment at times of relief.  However, 

there are also clear differences in strategies of engagement and key themes, with the 

national account focusing more on generic form and more scientific content, while the 

regional account shows greater variation in form and more emphasis on engagement 

with relevant stakeholders and other members of the public.  
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It is hoped that the findings of this research can inform best practice for 

institutional communications teams to devise effective strategies which can be deployed 

in the event of future, similar crises. 
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What’s in a name? 

Representing aphasia and autism over time: A CADS perspective  

Cinzia Bevitori (Università di Bologna, Italy) 

Guilia Bencini (Università Ca' Foscari Venezia, Italy) 

Keywords: aphasia, autism, referential strategies, corpus-assisted critical discourse study 

There is a current debate in disability discourse with respect to the socio-cultural 

meanings of two alternative linguistic referential strategies in English: adjectival 

premodification (disabled/blind/deaf/autistic person) or post-nominal modification with a 

prepositional modifier and a nominal element that specifies the nature of the disability 

(person with a disability/low vision/hearing impairment/autism). These referential options 

are known as identity-first and person-first language. The rationale for person-first 

language is to focus on personhood as the central notion, therefore not identifying a 

person with their disability. Proponents of identity-first language, instead, claim that pre-

modifying syntax affirms disability as essential to one’s lived experience and identity. 

Previous corpus-based studies have examined identity-first vs. person-first language as a 

window onto how disability is represented in newspaper discourse, either examining 

disability in general (Potts et al. 2023), or focusing on one specific condition (Karaminis et 

al. 2023)  

We present the results of a diachronic corpus-assisted study comparing two health 

conditions: aphasia and autism, under the hypothesis that the shift towards identity-first 

is not uniform across conditions and depends on the existence of recognized 

communities. Aphasia is an acquired language and communication disorder and is 

typically conceptualized as an impairment. Autism is a congenital neurodevelopmental 

condition, increasingly seen as a difference, not an impairment. Unlike aphasia, autism 

has a growing identity affirming community within the broader neurodiversity movement. 

Our research questions are as follows: Are there similarities and/or differences in the use 

of person-first vs. identity first language for autism vs. aphasia? Are there evolutions over 

time? We expected to find differences in the use of referential expressions and their 

discourse/evaluative prosodies. We used a purpose-built diachronic corpus (January 2000 

– December 2022). We selected two comparable scientific journals: Aphasiology and Autism 

and randomly sampled two issues per journal per year. The corpus consists of 568 texts 

and approximately 4,107,000 running words. We performed quantitative and qualitative 

analyses using Sketch Engine and Wordsmith Tools 8. We computed the frequency and 

distribution of select search terms. For ‘aphasia’, these were: with * aphasia, PWA (acronym 

of person/people with aphasia), the noun aphasic/s and the adjective aphasic. Search terms 

for ‘autism’ were: with * autism, ASD (acronym for autism spectrum disorder) and the noun 

autistic/s and the adjective autistic. We used word sketches and concordances to identify 

collocational profiles for each term.   
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As predicted, quantitative analyses of the frequency distributions of identity-first 

and personfirst language revealed differences over time and across conditions. On 

average, we observed an increase of person-first language for aphasia (i.e., from aphasic 

to person-with-aphasia). For autism, the shift was in the opposite direction, with an overall 

increase in the use of identity-first language (i.e., from person with autism, to autistic). A 

qualitative analysis of their collocational profile and patterns in their lexico-grammatical 

contexts showed a meaningful shift in their discourse prosodies over time. We will further 

discuss the implications of these findings with respect to evolving disability frameworks 

(Shakespeare & Watson 2010; Grue 2015), within and across different communities of 

practice.  
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Professionalism and positioning in investment advice on YouTube   

Ylva Biri (University of Helsinki, Finland) 

Keywords: self-presentation, positioning, YouTube, influencers, instructional discourses  

This paper discusses positioning and interdiscursivity by YouTube influencers offering 

financial advice. These so-called ‘finfluencers’ are a hitherto understudied group of content 

creators, often lacking institutionally sanctioned credentials, whose output is consulted by 

young people in particular and may thus impact their financial literacy and understanding of 

wealth and financial success (Guan 2023). Besides acting as experts in their profession, 

influencers seek to be engaging and authentic (e.g., Chan 2019; Tolson 2010). Their self-

presentation can be seen as situational and discursively constructed (Davies & Harré 1990) 

and as interdiscursive in so far as it addresses the different needs and practices of the 

communicative context of a YouTube video (e.g. Bhatia 2018). This paper asks (1) what kind 

of situational discursively constructed performances or ‘positions’ YouTube finfluencers 

construct discursively and (2) what macro-level (discursive) self-performances or discourses 

these positions contribute to over the course of a video.  

The corpus data of the analysis contains 123,000 tokens from 23 English-language 

YouTube videos, representing 8 hours of footage. The videos represent tutorials provided by 

the YouTube algorithm to the search query “how to invest”. The strategies of self-

presentation selected for the paper are identified through corpus-assisted discourse 

analysis. For identifying situational positioning, a corpus query of the pronouns “I”, “we” and 

“you” is used to identify identity-labels and -claims of the influencer in relation to their 

audience. This quantitative approach operationalises positioning strategies as lexico-

grammatical constructions while allowing the statistical comparison of positions. For a more 

contextualised view of the positions, segments in the instructional videos are manually 

analysed in terms of their rhetorical goal.   

While a YouTube video contributes to a more stable professional “self” of the 

finfluencer, a single video contains multiple situational positions connecting to varying 

discourse goals. The functions of linguistic positioning strategies in the corpus vary in terms 

of how pronouns are used for self- and otherpositioning to involve and engage their 

audience (Biri 2021). Interdiscursive awareness (Bhatia 2018) is evident as the finfluencers 

build rapport with their audiences for example by self-positioning as approachable and 

relatable. There are also differences in what rhetorical goals or practices their videos include, 

but generally a video switches between explaining, demonstrating, or narrating the 

influencer’s own experiences. In the finfluencer context, many positions also relate to 

narratives of the influencer’s own experiences or the viewer’s hypothetical experiences or 

expectations. These segments contribute to ideological discourses by presupposing that 

striving towards wealth is desirable, as the influencer positions themselves as a role-model 

of someone who has attained wealth through hard work. The findings contribute to the 

growing research on YouTuber discourse while pioneering the new topic of “finfluencers”, 
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whose discourses on consumption and lifestyle differ from that of, e.g., beauty influencers, 

a researched but more female audience-oriented discourse community.  
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Migration and metaphors of water 

A contrastive corpus-assisted study  

Mario Bisiada (Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain) 

Dario Del Fante (Università degli studi di Ferrara, Italy) 

Irene Elmerot (Stockholms Universitet, Sweden) 

Charlotte Taylor (University of Sussex, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: metaphors, collocations, cross-linguistic CADS, migration discourse    

Existing research shows that metaphors from water domains are frequently and cross-

linguistically used to talk about migration phenomena (Charteris-Black 2006; Tkaczyk et al. 

2015; Porto 2022; Taylor 2020, 2022). Much of this work has been conducted on countries 

that have sea access, so that talking about “waves of immigrants” may be part of those 

countries’ embodied connection to seafaring. This has given rise to questions about the 

generalisability of these findings and so there is still work to do on landlocked countries. 

Such countries, in theory, do not have a marine cultural heritage (and embodied experience) 

to the same extent and might be expected to have a different discursive conceptualisation 

of water metaphors. This talk examines issues around water metaphors and the 

embodiment hypothesis by asking: does living in a country with sea access influence the use 

of water metaphors? A wider question addressed by this research is to what extent 

discursive strategies are used like Foucault’s (1972) epistemes across languages, irrespective 

of their conceptual mappings (e.g. national discourse).  

We focus on water metaphors in political debates from four countries, two land-

locked and two coastal: Austria, Czechia, Italy and the United Kingdom. To analyse these four 

countries, we use the multilingual comparable ParlaMint corpora (Erjavec et al. 2023), 

containing transcriptions of parliamentary debates 2015–2022, a period which in Europe 

involves two intense immigration phases.  

The analysis combines corpus linguistic and discourse analysis (Baker 2023). Firstly, 

we identify cooccurrences of names for people who move (e.g. refugees, asylum seekers, 

immigrants, migrants and functional equivalents) and lexical items which might refer to water 

(e.g. flow, wave and equivalents). We undertook this independently to ensure that we had a 

‘bottom up’ approach to the metaphors in each language corpus. Secondly, we analyse these 

collocational patterns and concordances in each of the four corpora to identify the targets 

of water metaphors (i.e. who is being described as water), the evaluation offered and the 

discourses invoked (e.g. natural resource or natural disaster). Lastly, we compare the 

findings across the four contexts, drawing out similarities and differences and interpreting 

these findings to ask whether the discursive and conceptual proximity of migration and 

water – people arriving by the sea – influence the metaphorical production. Tentative results 

show that Austrian has three popular water metaphors, two of which are based on riverine 

terminology, Czech has four popular ones, of which three are riverine, English presents eight 
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of which four are riverine and Italian has four popular water metaphors, of which two based 

on riverine terminology. In general, there are no water metaphors exclusively occurring with 

just one topic, but for Austria, words meaning “stream” have mainly migrational collocations. 

For Czech, both “flood” and “wave” have mainly migrational collocations in the whole corpus, 

whereas the noun and verb for “stream” also have other topics. For English, the nouns 

“torrent” and “deluge” have other collocational topics than migration, whereas “influx, tide, 

stream, surge, flood, wave” have migrational collocations. For Italian, the nouns “wave”, 

“flow” and “influx” mainly occur within migration discourse. 
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We won’t let the heritage of many thousand years be lost!  

Discursive legitimation strategies in the Facebook comments of Fidesz supporters 

Natalia Borza (Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Budapest, Hungary) 

Keywords: discursive legitimation, social media, comment, values and norms, populism   

According to a widely accepted definition of populism (Mudde & Kaltwasser 2017: 6), it is an 

ideology which “argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté générale (general 

will) of the people”. This paper investigates the motivations of the supporters of a right-wing 

populist party in Hungary. The present study focuses on the discourse of the addressee of a 

populist party. The research uncovers what motivated people to vote for the governing party 

Fidesz to act as a representative of the Hungarian people in an international context in the 

European Parliament elections in 2019. The study seeks answers to the research question: 

What values played a role in shaping the voting preference of the party’s supporters?   

In order to map the motivations of the supporters, the following methodology was 

applied on a specifically built corpus. Postings that campaigned for the EP elections from the 

official Facebook page of Fidesz were collected (N=165). The data collection spanned a five-

week-period, starting from the month before the EP elections (23 April 2019) and lasting until 

a week after their end (2 June 2019).  The first half-a-thousand comments that attracted the 

most likes and replies (N=495) given in response to the social media postings of the party 

were compiled. The genre of comments, typically brief and anonymous spontaneous 

reactions, was chosen for the present research as it allows for gaining insights into the 

genuine opinion, sentiments and feelings of the commenters. The compiled corpus included 

comments that were the most actively circulated in the discourse community in order to 

ensure that the data covered the most popular reactions, thus the most typical views among 

the supporters.  The sample of comments was analysed using van Leeuwen’s (2008) 

framework of discursive legitimation strategies. Van Leeuwen’s comprehensive framework 

embraces four major categories (authorisation, moral evaluation, rationalisation and 

mythopoesis) with various further subdivisions. As several other subcategories emerged in 

the data, van Leeuwen’s categorisation was extended. The supporters’ comments were 

manually annotated according to the extended taxonomy.  

The discursive constructions of legitimation that the supporters used in their social 

media activity showed a rich variety. The topoi of the supporters’ discursive legitimations 

revealed that they promoted a system of values that involved norms both at the individual 

level and at the social level of their community. The identity of being Hungarian played a 

major role in the supporters’ party choice. The discourse of the commenters shed light on 

what being Hungarian meant for the supporters, namely, belonging to the generic 

community of Hungarians, practicing Hungarian culture and upholding Hungarian traditions. 
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Data-driven learning in academic email communication 

A comparative study in L1 and L2 Italian   

Nicola Brocca (Universität Innsbruck, Austria) 

Elena Nuzzo (Università Roma Tre, Italy) 

Keywords: data-driven learning, formal email, pragmatic awareness, Italian L1/L2  

Extensive pragmatic research has been conducted on students writing emails to academic 

staff in their first language (L1) (Biesenbach-Lucas 2007, 2009) and in intercultural 

communication contexts (Economidou-Kogetsidis 2011; Saviç 2018). This research extends 

to Italian L1 and L2 contexts, as explored by Andorno (2014), Clemenzi (2020) and Pagliara 

(2019, 2020). These studies have consistently observed that students often unintentionally 

make poor decisions related to communicative purpose or language usage, leading to 

unfavorable assessments of the sender’s personality. Notably, research by Luijkx et al. (2022) 

highlights that receivers judge pragmatic infelicities in emails from non-native speakers as 

stringently as those from native speakers.   

This contribution addresses these challenges by exploring the impact of a Data-

Driven Learning (DDL) approach within a telecollaborative setting. The aim is to enhance 

understanding of pragmatic aspects in formal email writing in Italian for both native and 

non-native speakers. DDL promotes students’ analysis of language using corpus data, 

encouraging a process of inquiry, investigation and discovery with authentic materials, 

thereby fostering greater autonomy in learning the target language (Boulton & Vyatkina 

2021). Additionally, DDL is designed to develop lifelong, self-directed researchers – a crucial 

trait for professionals in a constantly evolving world.  

The study introduces a 4-week module conducted in the Spring Semester of 2023, 

focusing on formal email writing. It involved eight monolingual, non-native pre-service 

teachers from the University of Innsbruck and their peers at the University of Roma Tre. The 

module incorporates task-based language teaching and corpus-based analyses using the 

corpus (Brocca 2022), focusing on the observation of pragmatic elements such as formulaic 

greeting forms in emails from both native and nonnative speakers.  

Employing a mixed-methods approach, this study used a pre-post design 

questionnaire to assess pragmatic judgments of email components using a Likert scale, 

complemented by open follow-up questions to evaluate metapragmatic competencies. 

Results indicated a statistically significant improvement in non-native pre-service teachers, 

with minimal enhancement observed in native students. The study also revealed that 

positive corpus evidence bolstered awareness of appropriate form usage; for example, the 

closing formula “cordialmente” (kind regards) was recognized as appropriate with higher 

frequency post-intervention. Conversely, negative evidence had a lesser impact on 

identifying inappropriate usage; for instance, post-intervention, the expression 'Sig.re' (Mr.) 

followed by the professor's name was not more frequently recognized as inappropriate. 

Crucially, the findings suggest an increase in students' autonomy in investigating and 
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analyzing pragmatic issues, underlining the potential of DDL in enhancing pragmatic 

awareness for both native and non-native learners.   
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Politicians VS LLMs 

A corpus analysis on implicit persuasive techniques  

Nicola Brocca (Universität Innsbruck, Austria) 
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Keywords: political language, LLMs, implicit communication, manipulation  

Human communication aims to influence beliefs “by design” (Mercier & Sperber 2017), but 

nonbona fide true (i.e. questionable or false) content can turn persuasion into manipulation 

(Reboul 2017). In particular, it is well recognized that certain linguistic strategies, such as 

implicit communication, may convey manipulative content effectively (Sbisà 2007). Lately, 

the worldwide success of Large Language Models (LLMs) has raised concern, as they can be 

easily exploited for manipulation (Burtell & Woodside 2023; Goldstein et al. 2023a, b). This is 

even more concerning since distinguishing between human and model-generated news is 

challenging for users and machines alike (Kreps et al. 2022; Chaka 2023). This study aims to 

explore the connection between implicit meaning and potentially manipulative content, with 

a focus on political communication, known for containing non-bona fide true implicit content 

(Lombardi Vallauri & Masia 2014; Garassino et al. 2019, 2022). Specifically, we delve into non-

bona fide true presuppositions – conveyed by means of different triggers, such as definite 

descriptions (ex. The black cat), factive predicates (ex. It’s strange she could not be here), 

change-of-state verbs (i.e. John stopped telling lies), among others, as well as vague 

expressions whose meaning is likely to be underdetermined in certain contexts of language 

use (as is the case of some qualitative adjectives or common nouns).  

In this investigation, we compare two small-sized corpora. The first is constructed 

from authentic speeches delivered by Italian, French and Spanish politicians, while the 

second consists of ChatGPT generated speeches that simulate those of the same politicians. 

Each corpus contains approximately 50,000 tokens and has been manually annotated.  

To create the first corpus, we selected six politicians known for their diverse political 

views: Emmanuel Macron and Marine Le Pen from France, Giorgia Meloni and Nicola 

Zingaretti from Italy and Pedro Sánchez and Santiago Abascal Conde from Spain. We chose 

two speeches per politician, delivered during recent political rallies. The corresponding 

chatbot versions, created using ChatGPT4, constitute the second corpus.  

This exploratory study poses several research questions:  

(a) How similar are the chatbot versions of politicians to real French, Spanish and Italian 

politicians?   

(b) Notably, is the frequency of presuppositions and vagueness strategies comparable 

in original texts and in ChatGPT-generated texts?   
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(c) Is the discourse function (i.e., attack, praise, stance-taking, etc., cf. Garassino et al. 

2019, a.o.) of presuppositions and vagueness strategies in Chat GPT’s texts similar 

to that performed by the same strategies in real politicians’ texts?   

 

As of now, comparative analyses of real and automatically generated texts are part of 

a newly emerging research field that views Large Language Models (LLMs) as highly 

influential tools affecting how we use and comprehend language. Therefore, a corpus-based 

analysis should be meticulously conducted to gain a deeper understanding of this emerging 

phenomenon and to avoid succumbing to manipulative interactions.  
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Language ideologies and identities of new speakers of Scots 

A corpus-assisted discourse study  

Linda Bruce (The Open University, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: language ideologies, identity construction, Scots, new speakers, CADS   

Scots is Scotland’s largest minoritised language, with around 1.5 million speakers (National 

Records of Scotland 2013). From the 17th century onwards Scots underwent a process of 

dialectalisation and today’s speakers tend to select forms in their everyday discourse that 

index a broad range of social meanings (Eckert 2008), within a “multi-dimensional 

sociolinguistic variation space” (Maguire 2012: 55). Although stigmatising language 

ideologies continue to circulate, painting Scots as a non-standard dialect of English, ‘slang’, 

or associated with rural, uneducated communities, more recently, a language revitalisation 

movement has developed, viewing Scots as a linguistic and cultural asset for modern-day 

Scotland. Since 2001, Scots has been protected and promoted through the European Charter 

for Regional or Minority Languages (Council of Europe 1992); it is increasingly present in 

Scottish schools and is more visible on social media and in broader cultural contexts.  

However, no scholarly attention has so far been paid to new speakers of Scots, i.e. 

“language users who have typically made the conscious choice to acquire the minoritized 

language … through individual efforts rather than … through intergenerational transmission” 

(Hornsby 2022: 1). Using a corpus approach to discourse, this study investigates language 

ideologies of a group of new speakers of Scots in Scotland, as well as the ways they construct 

their identities in relation to their use of Scots and other languages. This research seeks to 

fill a gap in the scholarship concerning new speakers of minority languages and to help 

inform Scots language policymakers about the motivations, opinions and learning needs of 

this under-researched group of Scots users.   

As a new speaker of Scots myself, I conducted semi-structured topic-based one-to-

one interviews with 25 new speakers of Scots, as well as a discussion group with four 

traditional speakers working in Scots language teaching and support. I transcribed and POS-

tagged the resulting data, creating a 220,000-word corpus of the speech of new speakers of 

Scots (CONSOS) and a supplementary corpus of Scots language professionals (SCOTSPROFS). 

Following Jaworska and Kinloch’s framework for CADS with multiple data sets (2018), I 

identified candidate key items (Gabrielatos 2018), then classified them into semantic 

domains including actors, emotions, ethnicity and nation, evaluation, language, ownership, self 

and identity. Collocation patterns for key items were explored and discourse analysis carried 

out on examples relevant to the research question “How similar/different are new speakers 

of Scots, in terms of (1) language ideologies and identity constructions and (2) perceived 

differences between new and traditional speakers of Scots?”  

This study highlights three prevalent language ideologies, which I have named as (1) 

Language labels matter; (2) Language hierarchy in Scotland; and (3) The hierarchization of Scots 

speakers. These ideologies are constructed, repeated, challenged and/or rejected by the 
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interviewees. The participants also intersubjectively construct their identities through 

discourse (Bucholtz & Hall 2010), taking up positions such as Scots language 

experts/enthusiasts, advocates and activists, insiders/outsiders, fakes, rebels, enablers, 

mediators and creative experimenters.  
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Mental health and illness in the Italian press 
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The World Health Organization defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental and 

social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. Despite this definition, 

mental health discourse undergoes stigmatization and several studies have highlighted 

media’s crucial role in its propagation (Klin & Lemish 2008; Aragonès et al. 2014; Ma 2017; 

Atasanova et al. 2018; Brookes et al. 2022; Price 2022). Nevertheless, contributions on Italian 

are scarce and limited to specific conditions, such as schizophrenia (Carpiniello et al. 2007; 

Magliano et al. 2010; Pingani et al. 2018). This work contributes to covering this gap, 

providing a corpusassisted analysis of how mental health and its conditions are represented 

in the Italian press.   

In line with Price (2022), we aim to answer the following questions: Has the health-

illness continuum shifted towards the negative pole? How is reference to illness expressed 

and linked to stigmatization? To answer these questions, we collected a corpus of 350 articles 

(236,872 tokens) published between 2007 and 2023 in three major Italian newspapers (La 

Repubblica, Il Corriere, La Stampa), using the software BootCaT (Baroni & Bernardini 2014). 

The keywords used to create the corpus cover general mental health discourse and specific 

conditions (depression, schizophrenia, eating disorders, bipolar disorder, personality 

disorders). The analysis involved calculating frequencies, collocates and manual annotation 

of concordances using AntConc (Anthony 2023) and SketchEngine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014).   

The occurrences of salute mentale (mental health) were tagged as positive, neutral or 

negative depending on their context (5 words to the left and to the right). For example, if in 

the context there was mention of illness, hospitalization or crime, the occurrence was tagged 

as negative, whereas if there was mention of promotion or support as positive. Secondly, for 

each mental condition, we tagged occurrences of referential expressions as “identity first” if 

they contain nominalizations (i.e., “the depressed”), or as “person first” if mental conditions 

are expressed through modifiers (i.e., “person suffering from depression”).   

The results show that salute mentale more frequently occurs than malattia mentale 

(mental illness) and benessere (wellbeing); most occurrences of salute mentale showed 

negative orientation (50%) followed by neutral (27%) and positive (23%). Among the top 

collocates, there were both neutral (dipartimento, “department”) and negative (problemi 

“problems”) words. Through SketchEngine’s Thesaurus function great overlap was also 

shown between salute and malattia. Compared to Price’s (2022) results, the situation in the 

Italian media seems to be more nuanced: the semantic shift seems milder and salute and 

malattia frequently share their contexts of occurrence. Concerning specific conditions, we 

found that “identity first” reference was mostly used for depression, followed by eating 
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disorders and schizophrenia. This type of reference, if used for personality disorders, 

schizophrenia and, to a limited extent, depression, was associated to violence and crime. 

However, the use of “identity first” expressions is not predominant: this could be due to the 

publication of guidelines for the representation of mental illness/health by journalistic 

associations (so-called Carta di Trieste 2011) as well as the increased sensitivity and exposure 

following the Covid-19 pandemic.  
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“I am a heterosexual woman who likes to party! vs. she/they, I live 

life to the fullest and sometimes draw stuff” 

A corpus analysis study of WSM and WSW’s self-presentation strategies on Tinder 

profiles  
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The focus of this study is set on the different self-presentation strategies used by women-

seeking-men (WSM) and women-seeking-women (WSW) on Tinder profiles in the UK, which 

builds on prior corpusanalytical research on dating profiles (Baker 2018; Collins 2019). Data 

was collected through Tinderbotz, a scraping tool which gathered the information publicly 

displayed on Tinder profiles. Then, to ensure an ethical research praxis, it assigned each 

profile random identification numbers that guaranteed the anonymity of the users and 

deleted all possibly identifying information (Instagram account name, Snapchat account 

name). The resulting sample was constituted by two sub-corpora (WSMC and WSWC), 

containing a total of 405 profiles (average number of words=40) from women (18-24 y.o.) 

based in the UK. Sketch Engine was used to search for significant n-grams and keywords in 

both sub-corpora and chi-square tests were conducted to test for significance. Tinder’s 

affordances determine that gender identity is established by selecting it among the options 

available (man/ woman/ Beyond binary) and/ or by alluding to it in the “about me” section of 

the profiles. In this regard, more instances of “woman” were found in the WSMC while the 

WSWC contained self-made descriptions of gender identity in their bios (as seen, for instance 

by the specification of gender pronouns, e.g., she/her; they/them), which can be interpreted 

as greater gender identity awareness. The lemmas “university”, “work” or “place” were found 

with similar frequency in both corpora. However, in terms of language variety, the WSMC 

seemed more homogeneous than the WSWC, as the latter included more diversity in terms 

of nouns and adjective selection. Nevertheless, some tendencies were still salient. The WSMC 

included more mentions of social networks, identified as nonsmokers and mentioned 

interests such as drinking, fashion and nightlife more frequently than the WSWC. 

Contrastingly, lemmas like “art”, “life” and “foodie” had a higher frequency in the WLWC. In 

terms of adjectives, “social” was among the most frequent attributes mentioned in both 

corpora, but it was much more frequent in the WSMC than in the WSWC. Contrastingly, 

“open” appeared more frequently in the WSWC than in the WSMC. Finally, sexual references 

(“sexy”, “hot”) were found in the WSWC but not in the WSMC. Our analysis of n-grams showed 

a similar interest in engaging in relationships by WSW and WSM, but more frequent 

specifications of turndowns (e.g., “I don't") were found in the WSMC. Further studies are 

needed to determine the possible motivations for these differences (platform type, age, 

socioeconomic background, etc.) and to determine the consistency of these findings.  
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Online news readers’ metaphorical conceptions of climate change 
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Comprehending climate change is difficult given its severity, complexity and far-reaching 

nature. Likely for this reason, studies applying Conceptual Metaphor Theory have been 

popular within discourse-analytic work on climate change communication. Such work to date 

has identified four prominent metaphorical conceptions for communicating climate change: 

as CONFLICT, as RELIGION, as ILLNESS and as JOURNEYING (Atanasova & Koteyko 2017; Currie & 

Clarke 2022; Woods et al. 2012). However, such work has predominantly focused on 

archetypical bricks-and-mortar institutions, such as parliamentary politics, scientific 

institutions, traditional news media and corporate industry. Among others, Boykoff (2011) 

and Stibbe (2012) have argued that there is a risk that hegemonic, neo-liberal discourses 

both: (i) dominate the climate change debate, naturalising such conceptualisations and their 

consequences and (ii) limit our understanding of climate change phenomena, precluding 

other ways that climate change is – and can be – discussed and comprehended.  

Here, a 75-million-word corpus of newsreader comments on all the Guardian Online 

climate change articles (2009-2023) are analysed using a corpus-assisted discourse studies 

methodology. Such data are a unique, highly opinionated and informationally-rich digital 

genre (Ehret & Taboada 2021), free from strict institutional logics. This study reports findings 

for three analytical inquiries concerning metaphorical conceptualisations of climate change 

in the data: first, it assesses the presence and pragmatic characteristics of the 

aforementioned conceptual metaphors, finding JOURNEYING and CONFLICT to be most salient. 

Second, the presence of other conceptual metaphors not previously reported in the 

literature from prior studies (e.g. as MONEY) and their characteristics are noted. Third, given 

the polylogic (Marcoccia 2004) nature of this digital media, of the metaphorical 

conceptualisations identified, it is determined which are most challenged by fellow 

commenters (typically, CONFLICT metaphors) and how so discursively.  
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Science improves our everyday lives, especially science that is aimed at safeguarding and 

protecting public health and safety, such as by improving the air we breathe and the water 

we drink (Carter et al. 2019). Because of science, food is safe and plentiful and diseases can 

be treated, cured, isolated and prevented from spreading (Siegel 2017). Science also 

anticipates threats to the environment and natural disasters, like hurricanes and storms 

(Carter et al. 2019). Although scientific advancements can be misused accidentally or for ill, 

science nevertheless has led to the development of new technologies, which have enhanced 

many individuals’ quality of life to a level that could never have been expected previously 

(Siegel 2017). Yet, these advances in humanity’s safety and prosperity are being significantly 

undermined and threatened by anti-science discourse and actions. In this talk, we focus on 

the discourses of a particular strand of anti-science; namely, anti-vaccination. Specifically, we 

use Keyword Co-occurrence Analysis (KCA) (Clarke et al. 2021) to uncover dimensions 

representing the most dominant patterns of co-occurring keywords across a corpus of 

37,676 texts from pseudoscience and conspiracy websites that mention vaccin*. We then use 

Atlas.ti to assist in the interpretation of our dimensions from multiple angles, including 

discourse, register, style and vaccine attitude. Our results demonstrate some of the 

persuasive strategies and repertoires used by those expressing anti-vaccination sentiment.   
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Amidst global concern for the escalating environmental crisis, Environmental, Social and 

Governance (ESG) reporting has emerged as a standard practice among listed companies, to 

record and communicate their commitment and actions towards sustainability. China makes 

no exception: indeed, the diffusion of ESG reporting among Chinese companies has followed 

a pattern similar to their Western counterparts. Besides providing investors and 

stakeholders with information, ESGs are a powerful discursive tool to shape companies’ 

image, vis-à-vis mounting public pressure for corporate accountability (Yu & Bondi 2019).  

In recent years, linguistic research has investigated the discursive dimension of 

Chinese ESGs, employing methods such as critical discourse analysis (Gong 2019), critical 

metaphor analysis (Yu 2020) and cross-cultural comparison (Huang 2019; Yu & Bondi 2017). 

Despite progress made, little effort has been made to incorporate an ecolinguistic approach 

(Stibbe 2021) in the analysis of environmental discourse in Chinese ESGs. We aim to fill this 

gap by means of a systematic, ecolinguistics-informed study of vocabulary choices and 

themes employed in Chinese ESG reports.  

To this end, we collected a sample of ESG reports from companies listed in the “2021 

Chinese Largest Companies per Revenue” (List A), mostly State-owned and those included in 

the “2021 Hurun China Private Companies SDG Readiness 100” (List B). Based on the 

different ownership of the companies in the two lists and since companies in List B comply 

with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) criteria, our assumption is that the two lists may 

reflect diverse attitudes toward sustainability. After eliminating redundancies from the two 

lists, we extracted the environmental sustainability section from each report. The final 

corpus contains 136 semantically-tagged reports (68 in each List), with a size of 

approximately 500,000 words.  

Keyword analysis comparing List A and List B was conducted on Sketch Engine and 

#LancsBox X for words, multi-word terms and semantic tags. The results obtained by 

triangulating keyword analysis and manual clustering of keywords with semantic tagging 

highlight different sustainability and political discourses across the two subcorpora. Reports 

in List A resonate with the Party-State agenda, setting a general blueprint towards the 

attainment of overarching national goals. The discourse of progress towards these goals 

appears constructed by making reference to overarching principles and archetypal cases, 
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rather than insisting on monitoring and accurate metrics. Conversely, reports in List B are 

more down to earth and tangible, in that they highlight the impacts of corporate operations 

and mention criteria to monitor them, alongside with measures to mitigate potential harm. 

By doing so, they also appear less prone to the risk of erasing contentious environmental 

issues. From an ecolinguistic perspective, these findings shed light on the building blocks of 

diverse environmental discourses in ESG reporting and the way corporate environmental 

discourse may be normalized. On a more political note, they highlight two different 

approaches that currently coexist in China’s sustainability arena: on the one hand, an 

ideology of sustainability rooted in official, wide-ranging discourses (List A), which by 

constant reiteration may become interiorized by citizens and power holders alike, 

strengthening at the same time the centrality of the PartyState; on the other hand (List B), 

the provision of specific criteria that may enable the public (or part of it, e.g. the companies’ 

shareholders) to hold companies to account for their progress (or lack thereof) in meeting 

sustainability targets.   
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Climate change is an issue which affects almost every area of human and nonhuman life. It 

is so woven into the fabric of society that fully comprehending or articulating the issue is 

challenging and potential solutions can appear irrational (Morton 2013; Lazarus 2009). 

Studying the language used to conceptualise climate change is crucial as a means of 

understanding how the issue itself, as well as ways of dealing with climate change, are 

perceived and acted on (e.g. Fløttum 2017: 7-8). Previous research examining climate change 

discourse while employing corpus approaches to discourse studies include analyses of news 

media (Gillings & Dayrell 2023), blogs (Fløttum, Gjesdal, Gjerstad, Koteyko, & Salway 2014), 

newsreader comments ( Koteyko, Jaspal, & Nerlich 2013) and parliamentary debates (Currie 

& Clarke 2022).  

 Here, we build on existing research, focussing on how climate change is 

conceptualised in UK parliamentary discourse. Parliamentary discourse is, of course, crucial 

to study in the context of climate change, not only due to the social power that political 

decision-makers possess, but also as it is in parliament where the necessary legislative action 

can be taken to enact bold, society-level changes to deal with climate change (Currie & Clarke 

2022; Willis 2017). The UK parliament has been relatively fast to act, compared with other 

countries, in terms of setting climate change targets, but clear policy to achieve these targets 

has been lacking (Willis 2019: 889).  

We take a diachronic approach, exploring the extent to which discursive constructions 

of climate change have altered from when the term first began appearing regularly in the UK 

Houses of Parliament in the late 1980s and 1990s, towards the present day. This kind of 

research helps to better understand contemporary uses and understandings of climate 

change (Taylor 2021: 464). Analysis of verb collocates of the term ‘climate change’ in Hansard 

data (Hansard, n.d.) shows the use of active verbs including ‘address’, ‘mitigate’, ‘deal with’, 

as well as conflict metaphors, including ‘tackle’, ‘combat’ and ‘fight’ have been becoming more 

frequent over time as we move towards the present day, suggesting that UK political 

decisionmakers are increasingly discussing the need to take action against climate change. 

The increase of conflict metaphors can also be observed in the growing use of nouns such 

as ‘fight’ and ‘battle’ (e.g. ‘the UK’s battle against climate change’). Adjective collocates, 

analysed in terms of appraisal (Martin & White 2005), reveal that language used to describe 

climate change has been becoming more dramatic or serious in recent years, with terms 

such as ‘catastrophic’ and ‘existential’ increasing in use and becoming top-ranking collocates 

in 2019 and 2020, whereas terms such as ‘important’ – ranked highly in the early 2000s and 
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perhaps comparatively more neutral – drop off in use. Moreover, climate change is 

increasingly described as a ‘threat’ and a ‘challenge’ in the 2000s and 2010s. These findings 

could reveal that UK political decision-makers’ overall conceptualisation of climate change 

may well be moving in line with newly introduced terms such as ‘climate emergency’ and 

‘climate crisis’. 
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The discursive construction of the climate and health polycrisis in 

English, French and Spanish 

Niall Curry (Manchester Metropolitan University, United Kingdom) 

Gavin Brookes (Lancaster University, United Kingdom) 

The climate crisis is arguably the greatest challenge of our time, impacting the future of our 

planet and all life inhabiting it. As a result, there has been a surge of interest in addressing 

this issue in corpus and discourse studies. Largely focusing on the English language, studies 

in the area have centred on a range of texts and contexts, revealing and critically analysing 

the different actors involved in the exacerbation of climate issues, e.g., climate sceptics, 

corporations, government, lobbyists. Likewise, different representations of climate issues 

have been addressed, spanning foci on extreme weather, deforestation and climate 

scepticism, for example. In many cases, these actors and representations are evoked to 

signal the impact of the climate crisis on the likes of the economy, human, animal and 

planetary health and food production. Among these areas of impact, the interconnectedness 

of climate and health crises is noteworthy (Bevitori & Russo 2023), with entities like the World 

Health Organisation declaring climate change not just an environmental issue but a health 

issue in and of itself. Yet, despite the evident links between climate and health issues, corpus-

assisted discourse studies of climate and health crises have typically centred on the 

investigation of how such crises are independently discursively constructed. This paper 

addresses this dearth in both the study of the climate and health crises as a form of 

intersecting polycrisis and multilingual studies of this phenomenon.   

This analysis draws on a corpus of parascientific communication from The 

Conversation's English, French and Spanish language websites with a view to understanding 

better how experts from different cultural backgrounds socially construct the climate and 

health polycrisis for non-specialist readers. The corpus is composed of every climate-themed 

blog published in The Conversation before January 2024, reflecting an evident tertium 

comparationis worthy of analysis (Curry 2021). Using keyword and concordance analysis, a 

number of framing activities are identified that demonstrate the myriad ways in which 

climate and health crises intersect and how this process can differ across cultures. These 

include: defining and contextualizing the polycrisis; representing cause and effect; and 

proposing solutions. When interrogated to determine variation in the cultural and 

epistemological construction of knowledge of the climate and health polycrisis, the findings 

highlight the crucial role of cultural and linguistic diversity in shaping responses to global 

crises. In concluding, we make a case for pluriversal approaches to knowledge production to 

address the complex challenges posed by global polycrises.  
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Changing meanings in discourses around politics 

Exploring the outrage culture keywords 

Daria Dayter (Tampere University, Finland) 

Keywords: political discourse, cancel culture, Trump, news discourse, persuasion 

The value of using corpus-assisted discourse studies, an approach to the study of discourse 

based on the computer-aided analysis of large volumes of naturally occurring data, has been 

frequently demonstrated in research projects that attempt to make sense of societally 

relevant issues. The more corpus-oriented branch of this approach has specifically worked 

on the analysis of discourse keywords. Discourse keywords are lexical items that are 

frequent in the discourses under scrutiny, function as semantic nodes at which an in-depth 

analysis unfolds, cluster with other discourse keywords prominent in the discourse under 

scrutiny (Schröter et al. 2019; Taylor & Del Fante 2020). They also often concern 

controversially debated issues in public discourses: for example, “illegal immigrants” or 

“austerity” (cf. Schröter & Veniard 2016; Taylor 2017). 

In this talk, I will approach the study of persuasive discourses on societally relevant 

issues by focusing on discourse keywords. In particular, I will report an analysis of the 

discourse keywords “cancel culture”, “woke” and “outrage” (culture), in a corpus of 

Anglophone news on the web (NOW corpus, english-corpora.org) over the period of 2015-

2023. By tracing the relative frequencies of these discourse keywords in three-months 

increments I identify the periods of time when they are especially salient and demonstrate 

the parallels in their use, strongly associated with the landmark speeches by Donald Trump. 

I follow this with a manual discourse analysis of their collocates, similarly identified in three-

months increments and show that the emerging semantic groupings demonstrate pejorative 

development over time. Finally, through manual analysis of random samples of 

concordances, I demonstrate that different wordforms of the same discourse keyword may 

have distinctly different usages: for example, while “cancel culture” has almost exclusively 

negative meaning post-January 2020, “to cancel someone” appears in positive context 

approximately half the time and refers to a morally just and fair action. 
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Vaccine and vaccination in parliamentary discourse in Brazilian 

Portuguese during COVID-19 

Analysis of processes and appraisal  

Rodrigo Esteves de Lima-Lopes (Universidade Estadual de Campinas, Brazil) 

Keywords: discourse analysis, Systemic-Functional Linguistics, parliamentary discourse, evaluativity, 

transitivity, Brazilian Portuguese  

This presentation discusses the initial results of processing the 'BRPoliCorpus' (Lima-Lopes 

2022), a corpus of Brazilian political language. The corpus has been under development since 

2022 and includes a database containing all inaugural speeches of Brazilian presidents from 

1889 to 2022. It has expanded within a collaboration between UNICAMP and TU-Darmstadt, 

focusing on parliamentary discourse and candidate's government projects. The data 

analysed in this presentation is restricted to parliamentary debates collected during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, as data related to government programs are still undergoing collection 

and encoding processes. I will reflect on the challenges of data collection and organisation, 

as well as conduct an exploratory analysis of relational processes related to plenary sessions 

discussing terms such as vacina ('vaccination') and vacina ('vaccine') during this period. 

Despite data availability to the public due to Brazilian government regulations, these data 

need to be compiled in a structured manner and have their sparse metadata organised. 

Additionally, the data is provided through dynamic links, complicating mass scraping. 

Regarding the chosen theme, the interest in discourse arises from the evident opposition 

between pro and anti-vaccine discourses established in the Brazilian Congress during the 

period. Data scraping was made possible by reconstructing links through Python scripts 

(Python 2023), which reconstructed the original URLs. Data analysis was conducted using the 

R programming language (R Core Team 2021), with tagging, concordance and placement 

packages. Thus, processes served as research nodes, observing nouns and adjectives related 

to them. The theoretical framework of this work is on Systemic-Functional Linguistics 

(Halliday 2004), specifically in the systems of transitivity and appraisal (Martin & White 2005; 

Thompson & Alba-Juez 2014). The transitivity system is a tool for understanding the quantum 

of transformation and representation of human experience, while the appraisal system is a 

tool for understanding our position towards someone or an idea, how we evaluate it and to 

what extent we affiliate with it. This research seeks to analyse how processes and their 

arguments are chosen when endorsing, defining, denying and assessing the concepts of 

vaccine and vaccination within the corpus. The approach is comparative, examining whether 

evaluative and representational patterns establish themselves differently depending on the 

ideological affiliations of politicians. The results show consistent lexical-grammatical 

patterns aligned with the discursive positioning of parliamentary representatives.  
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Re-presentation 

A corpus-assisted semantic profile of the noun representation in CADS studies on 

newspaper discourse  

Dario Del Fante (Università degli studi di Ferrara, Italy) 

Keywords: newspaper discourse, CADS, representation and language 

The existing literature on newspaper discourse from a CAD (Critical Discourse Analysis) or 

CADS (Corpus-assisted Discourse Studies) perspective is extensive and there is a large 

volume of published studies that mention the noun representation in their titles or who put 

the representation in the press as the main object of investigation. As argued by Partington, 

“the adoption of this particular term, in preference to other possibilities presumably deemed 

less functionally appropriate (…), is not without some interesting repercussions” (2015:1). 

Generally, these works focus on the use of language to represent a social 

phenomenon like migration (KhosraviNik 2009; KhosraviNik et al. 2012), Islam (Baker et al. 

2013), Europe (Marchi & Taylor 2008), homelessness (Schneider et al. 2010; Zufferey 2014), 

obesity (Brookes and Baker 2021) and many other events. However, except for some works 

such as Mitchell (1991) for literary studies, Fowler (1991), Hall (1997) and Partington (2015) 

for news media studies, Van Dijk (2002) concerning political discourse and, more recently, 

the work by Brookes and Baker (2021: 2-7), the explanation of what the act of representation 

means is often not directly and overtly addressed. In general, there are references to 

concepts such as ‘discursive representation’, ‘representation of social actors’ or 

‘representation’, but there is no explicit explanation of what representation precisely means 

and how it works in language. However, the fact that the notion of representation is not often 

clearly defined in many works (generally for a matter of space) does not mean that the notion 

is taken for granted or the implications are not considered. For this reason, it would be 

interesting to investigate how the notion of representation is presented. On the basis that 

the meaning of an expression derives from its use in context, which is intended as all its 

manifestations through which the expression itself acquires its meaning, the aim of this work 

is to give a corpus-assisted discourse perspective on the use of the lexical item 

representation in the academic discourse focused on the news media. A written English 

corpus of approximately 200.000 words has been compiled by collecting open-access papers 

(or papers whose I have access to) whose title contains the words representation and press 

OR representation and newspaper. The papers have been retrieved through Google Scholar.               

The methodology has been composed of two steps: 

1. A priori definition of the meaning of representation from the main literature on the 

topic;  

2. Analysis of the semantics of representation by investigating the collected corpus in 

order to formulate the a posteriori definition of the meaning of representation. 
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The general aim of this work is to understand whether there is a common agreement 

among researchers on the role played by the notion of representation in the press given the 

centrality of such a concept. This study does not pretend to give a full account of the use of 

representation in general. Its scope is narrowed around such academic research interested 

in examining how language is used to present reality through newspapers. 
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Lexical Priming Theory 

Evolution, evaluation, extension  

Eugenia Diegoli (Università di Bologna, Italy) 

Alan Partington (Università di Bologna, Italy) 

Keywords: Lexical Priming, Michael Hoey, semantic association, evaluation, evaluative cohesion  

Michael Hoey’s (2005) Lexical Priming (LP) theory was revolutionary in a number of ways. It 

was the first lexis-driven theory of language to combine large quantities of authentic ‘usage-

data’ (in corpora) and psycholinguistic/cognitive research to explain the functioning, 

acquisition and (re)production of language in appropriate contexts. At the same time, it 

married the study of micro-contexts, typical of CL, with the macro-textual vision of the 

experienced discourse analyst that Hoey was.   

According to the 2005 version of LP theory, during any encounter with a word (or a 

combination of words), we subconsciously note the words and the structures it commonly 

occurs with (its collocates and colligations), the semantic sets with which it normally co-

occurs (its semantic associations) and the communicative functions it conveys (its pragmatic 

associations). We also note discourse patterns that operate within a longer distance from 

the word in focus (such as problem-solution, cause-effect, etc.). The more frequent the 

encounters with the word the more fixed in memory these associations, that is, primings, 

become.   

With the aid of a series of Hoey’s last unpublished lecture slides (numbering 1,499, 

2014-2017), which he requested his family leave to us to work on and the Japanese language 

written corpus of online communication Yahoo! Chiebukuro Data, we examine current LP 

theory, some of the ways it has evolved, some of its unresolved issues and add a suggestion 

or two of our own (Hoey himself stresses repeatedly that this is a theory in development).  

Some issues that remain unresolved in the 2005 version include some confusion 

about the status of word as against the morpho-phoneme, as well as some scepticism about 

the Sinclairian notion of lexical item (Sinclair 2004). What is the precise distinction between 

semantic and pragmatic associations – why for instance is UNCERTAINTY pragmatic but 

UNEXPECTED semantic? If pragmatic meanings are codified and conventionalised in the 

collective minds of a community of speakers, do they not, as many argue, belong in the realm 

of semantics? And most significant of all is the lack of attention paid to evaluation (i.e., the 

appraisal of an entity as essentially good or bad; Hunston & Thompson 2000) at both the 

micro and macro (cohesion) levels of analysis.   

Using Hoey’s own favourite examples (consequences, in broad daylight, NOT hear a 

word against <someone or something>, <turn> a blind eye to <something bad>, etc.), we show 

how evaluative meanings are pervasive at all levels and primed in speakers’ minds in the 

same way as the other phenomena Hoey pays attention to. We then add our own thoughts 

on evaluative cohesion (Partington 2017).   
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Finally, the most striking novelty in Hoey’s late unpublished slides is his desire to have 

LP theory tested on languages other than English to accumulate evidence to corroborate the 

fact that LP is a universal theory of language (with local adaptations). This talk is part of a 

project to test LP on a particular discourse type of Japanese (of which the first speaker is a 

fluent speaker) in an attempt to carry out Michael Hoey’s wishes.  
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Multimodal meaning-making 

Showings in video-mediated conversations  

Stefan Diemer (Hochschule Trier, Germany) 

Keywords: corpus-assisted discourse analysis, video-mediated conversations, grammar, 

embodiment, multimodality  

This paper analyzes how spoken utterances and embodied behavior combine to create 

meaning in showings (the display or foregrounding of objects), in video-mediated 

conversations. The analysis is based on two datasets, ViMELF (2018) and TaCoCASE (2023). 

Both corpora contain dyadic conversations between previously unacquainted partners via 

Skype. Gestures were separately transcribed, analyzed and categorized to permit both 

quantitative and qualitative analysis. The corpora are available online via WebCorpLSE 

(2024).  

The role of gestures in the creation of meaning has been investigated extensively; less 

so in videomediated conversations, where the affordances of the medium restrict the scope 

of gestures to some extent. Previous studies in face-to-face environments (Goodwin 2010) 

and video-mediated settings (Licoppe 2017) indicate that showings are used to supplement 

lexis, but that the visual channel can also create a common focus of attention, organize the 

showing sequence and initiate interactive assessment (Rosenbaun & Licoppe 2017; 

Mondada 2019).  

Participants in the two datasets use showings to introduce objects into the 

conversation by holding them into the pickup field of the camera. Showings can supplement 

the lexical designation for the item in question, either simultaneously, or consecutively. They 

also can replace the verbal level partially or completely. If the object is not available, 

showings can make use of forced perspective shift by moving the camera or, alternatively, 

imitating the lexical referent through the use of gestures and facial expressions. Showings 

also provide an opportunity to semantically frame the lexical item, e.g. by introducing humor 

or irony, particularly in combination with other nonverbal behavior such as laughter or 

pausing, opening up the possibility of interactive assessment.  

The study illustrates the fundamental nature of language as an embodied activity. 

Showings in videomediated communication are ‘environmentally coupled gestures’ 

(Goodwin 2007: 197) that combine multiple semiotic fields and constitute a complex 

collaborative activity.  
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Evaluative cohesion and the values of delegitimization  
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Keywords: corpus-assisted discourse studies, forced lexical priming, delegitimization, evaluative 

cohesion 

This paper is concerned with questions of evaluation in general and in particular with 

evaluative cohesion (Partington 2022; Partington forthcoming). Evaluation is fundamental to 

persuasion as the process of getting others to share one’s evaluations. Evaluations can be 

built up in texts as part of a purposeful persuasive strategy and used to construct arguments 

(Hunston 2010). Hoey’s lexical priming theory describes in detail (Hoey 2005) how we are 

primed by our encounters with language production, for the semantic associations, including 

evaluative associations, of lexis. Repeated evaluations foreground some aspects of a 

perceived reality, in such a way as to promote a particular definition of a problem, an 

interpretation, or a moral evaluation. When authors frequently repeat a certain form of 

evaluation to deliberately ‘flood’ the discourse with messages for a particular strategic 

purpose we can speak of forced priming (Duguid 2011; Duguid & Partington 2017; Duguid 

2022), or an artificial boosting of the ‘incremental effect of discourse’ (Baker 2006: 13). The 

evaluation is frequently the point of the discourse and a cohesive factor in it. Although 

accumulations of evaluative lexis can be identified by quantitative methods (Labov 1972), 

such as sentiment analysis (Liu 2020), we still need close reading of the texts to be able to 

infer and characterise the strategies used to build an argument cohesively (Duguid & 

Partington 2024). In this case study we will use as an example the British Daily Mail, ‘‘Britain’s 

most influential newspaper, the authentic voice of ‘middle England’” (Henderson et al. 2016: 

87)”. The paper has been studied in the past for its role in the Brexit debate (Breeze 2018) 

and as a key combattant in what have been described by some as ‘the culture wars’ (Stoegner 

& Wodak 2015). The paper, like any news organ, can frame and reframe to suit its purpose 

and does so, formulaically, to construct its affiliations and delegitimise those constructed as 

enemies. It both echoes and grooms its readers. Here we examine salient items which 

emerge from applying a CADS approach to our dataset which comprises the 2021 section of 

the Daily Mail within the SiBol Corpus, accessible on SketchEngine (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) by 

adopting a corpus-assisted comparative perspective (Taylor & Marchi 2018; Partington, 

Duguid & Taylor 2013). The corpus size is 11 million tokens and 132,000 types. The 

delegitimising strategies of the Daily Mail thus emerge as a cohesively evaluative 

characteristic of the paper over many texts. We examine how these strategies, which include 

evaluative reporting verbs (whining, whinging, sneering, gloating, carping, clamouring, bleat 

crow, scoff), the attribution of affect (rage, fury, terror, horror) and the lexis of conflict (the 

animal rights brigade, the woke brigade, the politically correct brigade, woke class-war 

rabble, implacable, unappeasable) are employed to construct an imagined embattled 

position and how negative labelling (woke, smug, sanctimonious, virtue-signalling, hand-
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wringing, pearl-clutching) is used to delegitimise opposing positions without rebuttal of the 

content of their argument.   
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A useful methodological synergy? 

Examining what makes a phrase legal, political or even altered by combining corpus 

linguistics with statutory interpretation  

Remart Padua Dumlao (Monash University, Australia) 

Keywords: statutory interpretation, legal text, modality 

Although scholars have theorised corpus linguistic techniques as a new approach to 

legislative and constitutional interpretation (Solan 2020), researchers have not sufficiently 

investigated their methodology and actual application. My research explores the advantages 

of corpus linguistics as an alternative to legal interpretation and will attempt to fill this gap. 

The legality of this method arises from the widely accepted belief in courts that we should 

consider statutory terms in their ordinary sense when a statute does not expressly specify 

them or when definitions based on their usage in actual legal proceedings exist (Jack 2011; 

Bernstein 2021; Chomsky 2011). Corpus linguistics might offer a valuable technique for 

understanding the term's "new originalism" as well as its conventional meaning (Whittington 

2004: 43), serving not only as a means to understand the terms themselves but also as a tool 

to comprehend how they circulate, transcend and translate in various communication forms.  

In this paper, I focus on a specific incident in the Philippines, where a robust debate 

emerged regarding the meaning of the phrase "may be removed from office" in Section 2, 

Article XI of the 1987 Constitution, both before and during the filing of the impeachment 

complaint against Maria Lourdes Sereno (also known as Republic v. Sereno) in 2018. While 

these are not the sole grounds for her impeachment, they provide a starting point for 

discussing legal interpretation across various fields. I developed a specialized corpus named 

Philippine Legal Texts (PhiLeTex), which includes the constitution, laws and pronouncements 

and contains 203,210 tokens and I compared it to the PhilE corpus (Phil-Brown), comprising 

674,000 words of Philippine non-legal texts (Collins, Borlongan & Yao 2014). This comparison 

enabled me to analyze the use and interpretation of the modal "may" in Philippine law. To 

identify what distinguishes the word 'may' from the most common modalities in Philippine 

English, I compared the PhiLetex to the Phil-Brown corpus (Collins, Borlongan & Yao 2014; 

Baker 2019). I then used the purpose of 'may' in legal texts as a criterion to determine 

whether the views of various Philippine legal professionals regarding the modal ‘may’ are 

driven by political hype, supported by legal justification, or based on shared understanding.  

The study suggests that in the Philippine legal system, stakeholders contest and 

negotiate the interpretation of a legal phrase, like 'may,' often placing significant weight on 

both legal and shared understandings. This methodological and analytical approach should 

assist legal professionals and researchers interested in statutory interpretations by 

illuminating whether a particular word serves as a legal term or emerges from information 

manipulation or political scheming. I will also discuss some implications, suggestions for 

further research and valuable corpus linguistics techniques for analyzing legal texts.  
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The wolf ate us and the wolf being cancer 

A methodological comparison of metaphor retrieval approaches  

Nathan Dykes (Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany) 

Keywords: metaphor, methodology, cancer, web corpus, semantic tagging  

Metaphors have long been a source of interest in various areas of linguistics, including 

discourse analysis. Corpus-informed approaches play an important role in this context, 

since they can help to add nuance to established beliefs, such as the view that violence-

based metaphors are always disempowering to patients (cf. Semino et al. 2015).  

However, extracting a wide range of metaphors from a corpus is challenging: by 

definition, a study interested in retrieving a wide range of metaphor realisations from a 

certain domain will have to find a way to deal with the unpredictability of its lexical forms. 

A popular approach is to start from a corpus sample, manually identifying all metaphors 

of interest. The overall corpus is then annotated with the USAS tagger (Piao et al. 2008) 

and all tags featuring a relevant metaphor in the sample are checked on the entire 

dataset. USAS has been successfully applied to metaphor identification in various studies 

and genres (e.g. Demmen et al. 2015, Sun & Jan 2014). Methodologically speaking, Koller 

et al. (2008) have found it to achieve better recall than manual annotation of their overall 

data. However, recall of the USAS approach has not been quantified beyond this 

observation, i.e. there is no indication of how the proportion of relevant metaphors that 

one can expect to find this way. Moreover, USAS is currently the only established method 

to systematically search a thematic corpus for a large variety of target domain vocabulary 

(besides reading extensive amounts of corpus data). While other knowledge sources such 

as dictionaries are regularly used in corpus-based metaphor studies, they typically serve 

to verify the metaphor status of a candidate word rather than as a way of yielding 

additional candidates. An even more under-used resource are word embeddings, which 

can help to identify distributionally and thereby often semantically, similar lexis.   

The study corpus consists of video transcriptions from RussiaToday’s English 

YouTube channel, with all texts having cancer as their main topic. The automatically 

generated captions were extracted and converted to a corpus of ca. 250.000 tokens.   

This study compares the extraction of metaphors with the USAS semantic tagger 

to two alternative methods. As a starting point for all three methods, the same random 

text sample is manually checked for violence metaphors.  

The two alternative methods both aim to directly extend the list of metaphor 

candidates via external resources: in one case, via general-purpose dictionaries, in the 

other case via distributionally similar words according to word embeddings trained on 

large web corpora.  

All three methods successfully retrieve a wide variety of both established and 

creative violence metaphors for cancer. At the same time, USAS is the only approach that 

hardly finds any target domain words which were not retrieved by either of the other 
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methods. As argued by Koller et al. (2008), semantic domains provide useful indicators as 

to whether a given tag is likely to yield additional target domain items that were not 

present in the manual sample. In terms of quantitative performance, the USAS approach 

is deemed to achieve the best compromise between recall and efficiency, while the 

dictionary method achieves the highest recall at ca. a third of all relevant metaphors.    
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Finding absence through double triangulation 

Cross-linguistic corpus-assisted discourse analysis of the incest taboo in the 

French and British press (2017-2022)  

Sophie Eyssette (Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy & Uniwersytet Śląski w Katowicach, Poland) 

Keywords: corpus linguistics, critical discourse analysis, absence, cross-linguistics, incest taboo  

60.000 children are victims of incest every year in France (CIIVISE, 2023). In the UK, no 

number is provided by the official authorities. The absence of data in the UK does not 

mean there is no incest; rather, it suggests that the prevalence of incest is still a strong 

taboo. Anthropologically, incest is either defined as marital prohibition (Durkheim 1987; 

Héritier  

2012; Lévi-Strauss 1949), intrafamilial sexual abuse (Armstrong 1978; Dussy 2021; 

Gilgun 1995; Justice & Justice 1980; Russell 1983, 1999), or consensual intrafamilial 

relationship (Brey 2022; Ovidie 2022). Notably, linguistic taboos on the incest taboo have 

received limited attention in linguistics (Foubert, Marinato and Vallery 2022). This lack of 

research led to the investigation of the French and British press coverage on the incest 

taboo from 2017 to 2022. Furthermore, this paper aims to provide a methodology for 

finding absence in a corpus. It will be suggested to apply a double triangulation: a data 

triangulation between French and British corpora and a method triangulation between 

corpus linguistics and critical discourse analysis (see appendix).  

It has been widely discussed that the combination of corpus linguistics and critical 

discourse analysis offers several advantages for researchers, especially the ability to limit 

bias and yield more robust statistical findings (Baker 2023; Baker & Egbert 2016; Marchi 

& Taylor 2016; Vessey 2013). It is argued here that this triangulation allows researchers to 

find absence, as critical discourse analysis provides contextual elements to understand 

what is missing in a text (Strand 2018; Taylor 2014). Furthermore, some methods in corpus 

linguistics have been developed to investigate absence, one of which is comparison 

(Duguid & Partington 2018; Partington 2014). This paper aims to compare two different 

sets of language for the first time. As mentioned above, while statistics in France are 

available, they are missing in the UK, which leads us to question whether the mediatic 

coverage of the incest taboo is framed similarly or diversely.   

The findings show that the British press tends to favour an erotic perception of 

incest, through the coverage of consensual intrafamilial relationships. However, in the 

French press, the emphasis is on child sexual abuse, due to a high-profile scandal in 2021 

that changed the perception of the incest taboo abruptly. Therefore, the paper aims to 

show how this methodology of double triangulation provides double checks and balances 

to avoid overinterpreting absence in the corpus.  
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Appendix 

Schema of the double triangula on for finding absence in corpora  
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The discourse of inclusion & disability on social media on the 

example of a German corpus of 214,926 Tweets on #disability 

and #inclusion between 2007-2023  

Annamária Fábián (Universität Bayreuth, Germany) 

Igor Trost (Universität Passau, Germany) 

Keywords:  #DisabilityDiscourse, #DiscourseofInclusion, #SentimentAnalysis,  

#DigitalDiscourseAnalysis, #CorpusLinguistics  

Whereas there is a wealth of studies on the language of discrimination, particularly within 

discourse studies, research addressing specifically the linguistic strategies of individuals 

belonging to different diversity dimensions for inclusion are comparatively rare. At the 

same time, many linguistic studies make use of data from digital media, itself an 

increasingly popular object of study in linguistics (Crystal 2011; Zappavigna 2012; Marx & 

Weidacher 2014; Bubenhofer 2017; De Decker & Vandekerckhove 2017; Jang et al. 2019; 

Wang & Taylor 2019; Abel & Glaznieks 2020; Marx et al. 2020; Wright 2020). On the one 

hand, studies on linguistic strategies of diverse individuals for inclusion are continuously 

rising, on the other hand digitalization provides more visibility to diversity as ever before, 

which faces academia to keep up with the emergent need of more linguistic insights into 

the rapidly developing linguistic strategies of diverse individuals for inclusion on social 

media. This study overcomes this emergent issue by introducing a corpus linguistic 

examination of these digital linguistic strategies with qualitative and quantitative (corpus-

driven) methods and examines the digital discourse of inclusion and disability on social 

media. For this corpus linguistic analysis, we use a corpus of 214,926 Tweets published in 

the time span of 2007-2023 under the hashtags `inclusion´ and ´disability´. This unique 

study in applied (German) linguistics provides valuable insights into the vocabulary of 

inclusion and disability and the co-occurancies of the lexical units and the n-grams by 

using AntConc and CorpusExplorer. In addition, our research also includes emotions in 

the German digital discourse on disability and inclusion and shows a classification of the 

Tweets via Sentiment Analysis (SentiStrength). The presentation highlights the relevance 

of a quantitative and qualitative examination of the (German) social media 

communication of inclusion and disability and for this, also the use of tools eligible for the 

lexical and sentiment analysis of big language data from social media on the example of 

the German digital discourse on inclusion and disability on Twitter/X in the time period of 

appr. 15 years. This urgent scientific contribution also aims at a significant methodological 

value to representative discourse studies as discourse linguistic interest in emotions has 

rapidly started raising but the knowledge of particular software-driven methods are still 

limited. In addition, we present also the challenges regarding classificatory issues of the 

vocabulary when using Software for the representative analysis of emotions and however, 

methodological solutions for more valid representative lexical analysis in digital 

discourses.   
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A first step towards a better planet 

Phraseological patterns of anticipatory discourse in youth environmentalism  

Mariasophia Falcone (Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia, Italy) 

Keywords: anticipatory discourse, phraseology, GenZ, agency  

The recent global environmental protests, sparked by Greta Thunberg's Friday school 

strikes in 2018, have significantly mobilised younger generations, notably Generation Z 

(GenZ), in support of the environmental cause (Wahlström et al. 2019). Consequently, 

youth environmentalism has surged globally, with members of GenZ growing increasingly 

concerned with environmental themes. As younger generations clearly have a long-term 

stake in environmental issues and will bear the brunt of current environmental decisions, 

an increase in eco-anxiety, along with a growing worry about the future have been noticed 

as some of the outcomes of this rise in environmental awareness (Seemiller & Grace 2018; 

Clayton 2020; Clayton & Karazsia 2020). In addition, future-oriented issues are particularly 

central to environmentalism itself, given that, unlike other political struggles, it is uniquely 

centred on securing the future and safeguarding its very existence to allow life on earth 

(O’Brien & Lousley 2017). In light of this, investigations into the discursive construction of 

the future (anticipatory discourse), defined as texts or utterances oriented towards future 

events, actions, or states (de Saint-Georges 2012), within GenZ environmental activism 

appear quite promising. Therefore, the present study investigates recurring phraseology 

of anticipatory discourse in a corpus of blog posts of three GenZ environmental 

organizations published between 2018 and 2022 (GCWebC). The analysis follows a corpus-

driven approach (Tognini-Bonelli 2001) and adopts a closed-class keywords only 

methodology for discourse analysis (Groom 2010). More specifically, grammatical 

keywords have been used as a starting point into the analysis of phraseological patterns 

which have revealed a key presence of future-related phraseology. Furthermore, as the 

analysis of anticipatory discourse involves considering the stance conveyed within the text 

in relation to the degree of agency supposed, leaning more towards agentive or fatalistic 

(de Saint-Georges 2012), attention has also been directed towards interpreting the 

organizations' agency towards future events or consequences, mainly in terms of their 

capability to take proactive measures in forthcoming situations or influence specific 

outcomes. Eventually, findings have revealed, on the one hand, a prevalence of 

phraseological patterns with epistemic stance portraying the future more as a 

consequence than as a possibility. Meanwhile, on the other, a somewhat ambivalent 

agency has been noticed: in terms of individual or collective behaviour, especially towards 

institutions, GenZ environmental organizations adopt a more agentive-leaning approach, 

while leaning towards rather fatalistic in relation to the state of the Earth and the 

ecosystem.  
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Frames and framings of German extremism discourse 

A distributional-semantic method for the corpus-driven exploration of semantic 

frames  

Tim Feldmüller (Leibniz-Institut für Deutsche Sprache, Germany) 

Keywords: extremism, corpus-driven, frame-semantics, word embeddings, collocation networks  

The contribution presents results of a research project that has developed a corpus-

driven (Tognini-Bonelli 2001) method to reconstruct frames and framings of the German 

extremism discourse of the period 1999 – 2021. Based on the distributional hypothesis 

"that there is a correlation between distributional similarity and meaning similarity" 

(Sahlgren 2008: 33) and Tognini-Bonelli's claim "that the choice patterns of words in text 

can create new, large and complex units of meaning" (2001:102), an attempt was made to 

interpret distributional patterns as frame-semantic structures in the sense of Busse (2012) 

- a complex frame model that represents a synthesis of, among others,  Fillmore's, 

Minsky's and Barsalous' frame designs. A combination of methods aimed at the 

syntagmatic distribution of words (collocations) with those that systematically analyze 

their paradigmatic distribution (word embeddings) has proved to be particularly fruitful.  

 Word embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013) are a way of reversing a collocation 

analysis. Instead of asking which words co-occur with a given word, they provide 

information about which words fit into similar contexts. Technically, they represent n-

dimensional vectors that are embedded in a common vector space. Proximity in this 

vector space indicates a similar collocation profile and thus semantic equivalence 

(Bubenhofer 2020). By applying a clustering algorithm (k-Means), neighborhoods can be 

identified in the vector space. In this way, word clusters that can be interpreted as frame 

elements (FE) of an extremism frame can be determined, for example actors (Terrormiliz 

| Terrormiliz_iS | Terrormiliz_islamischer_Staat / terror_militia | terror_militia_ISIS | 

terror_militia_islamic_state), actions (Attentat | Terroranschlag | Anschläge / attack | 

terror_attack | attacks) or characteristics (Antisemitismus | Rassismus | 

Rechtsextremismus / antisemitism | racism | right-wing_extremism) of extremism 

(variants).1 At the same time, the contained words represent lexical units that evoke the 

frame.  

Collocations in turn make it possible to analyze the relationship between the FEs. 

To analyze not only isolated syntagmatic relationships but “a complex network of 

semantic relationships” (Brezina, McEnery & Wattam 2015: 141), the mutual collocations 

of the clusters were calculated and converted into a collocation network. The nodes of the 

network represent the WE clusters, while the edges are based on their collocation values 

 

 
1 Clusters labeled after their three most central words in the vector space. Statistically significant bi- and 

trigrams have been merged before the training.  
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(log-likelihood). The network can also be analyzed using network analytic methods, as 

advocated by Baker (2016); here, an automatic community detection algorithm (spin glass) 

has proved fruitful in identifying thematic sub-frames that can inform framing analysis.  

In order to investigate the framing of extremism variants, which has been shown 

to be extremely variable (Ackermann et al. 2015), a large corpus (1.3 billion tokens) was 

constructed from three German newspapers (Taz, Spiegel and Welt) for the period 1999 – 

2021 and both diachronic and newspaperspecific sub-corpora were built. One example 

for changes in framing on the diachronic axis, is that the potential for violence of right-

wing extremism after 9/11 is lost from the media spotlight for many years - a finding that 

is already evident in the macrostructure of the frame and is congruent with existing 

discourseanalytical literature (Czulo, Nyhuis & Weyell 2020).  
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How humans vs. machines identify discourse topics 

A methodological triangulation  

Mathew Gillings (Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, Austria) 

Sylvia Jaworska (University of Reading, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: concordance analysis, topic modelling, ChatGPT, close reading, triangulation 

Identifying discourses and discursive topics in a set of texts has not only been of interest 

to linguists, but to researchers working across the full breadth of the social sciences. 

Traditionally, these analyses have been conducted based on small-scale interpretive 

analyses of discourse which involve some form of close reading. Naturally, however, that 

close reading is only possible when the dataset is small and it leaves the analyst open to 

accusations of bias, cherry-picking and a lack of representativeness (Mautner 2015).  

Designed to avoid these issues, other methods have emerged which involve larger 

datasets and have some form of quantitative component. Within linguistics, this has 

typically been through the use of corpusassisted methods, whilst outside of linguistics, 

topic modelling is one of the most widely-used approaches. Increasingly, researchers are 

also exploring the utility of LLMs (such as ChatGPT) to assist analyses (Curry et al. 2023). 

How corpus linguistics, topic modelling and LLM-assisted work differ, though, is in the 

degree of contextualisation available to the researcher. Topic modelling algorithms 

reduce texts to a simple bag-of-words, presenting only a list of co-occurring words to the 

researcher for analysis. Researchers utilising topic modelling typically eyeball these words 

and attempt to ascertain topic labels (Gillings & Hardie 2022). On the other hand, corpus-

assisted methods and in particular concordance analysis, allow the user to see words of 

interest within their co-text (typically a few words on either side). Corpus-assisted 

methods, then, are somewhere in between the completely decontextualised topic 

modelling and the completely contextualised close reading.  

This talk reports on a study assessing the effect that analytical method has on the 

interpretation of texts, specifically in relation to the identification of the main topics. Using 

a corpus of corporate sustainability reports, totalling 98,277 words, we asked 6 different 

researchers, along with ChatGPT, to interrogate the corpus and decide on its main ‘topics’ 

via four different methods. Each method gradually increases in the amount of context 

available.  

• Method A: ChatGPT is used to categorise the topic model output and assign 

topic labels;  

• Method B: Two researchers were asked to view a topic model output and assign 

topic labels based purely on eyeballing the co-occurring words;  

• Method C: Two researchers were asked to assign topic labels based on a 

concordance analysis of 100 randomised lines of each co-occurring word;  

• Method D: Two researchers were asked to reverse-engineer a topic model 

output by creating topic labels based on a close reading.  
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The talk explores how the identified topics differed both between researchers in 

the same condition and between researchers in different conditions shedding light on 

some of the mechanisms underlying topic identification by machines vs. humans or 

machines assisted by humans. Ultimately, we find that the more context is available, the 

more divergent the interpretations of the text. We conclude with a series of tentative 

observations regarding the benefits and limitations of each method and 

recommendations for researchers when it comes to choosing an analytical technique for 

the identification of discourse topics. 
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Corpus-assisted framing analysis of Italian newspaper discourse 

on diabetes before and during COVID-19 pandemic 

A case study on La Repubblica  

Luca Giordano (Università degli Studi di Napoli L’Orientale, Italy) 

Keywords: framing, Italian, newspapers, diabetes, COVID-19 

The term “diabetes” encompasses type 1, gestational and type 2 diabetes, the most 

common. All diabetic subjects, regardless of type, risk serious COVID-19 complications1. 

In the news, the important type distinction is often ignored and the causes for the 

condition are framed as mostly behavioural rather than also medical and societal, 

promoting blame.  

This study answers two research questions (RQs):   

• RQ1: Does the relative frequency of diabetes types in La Repubblica’s coverage 

before and during COVID-19 pandemic reflect type 2’s prevalence among 

diabetic patients?  

• RQ2: Was diabetes framed any differently before and during COVID-19 

pandemic by Italian newspaper La Repubblica?   

The main contributions of this study are 1) to fill the research gap on this topic in 

the Italian context to allow comparisons with other findings and 2) to shed light on the 

framing of diabetes in newspaper discourse during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

The data, processed with AntConc2, is a subset of the TRADISAN corpus2 (Giordano 

& di Buono 2023), a collection of 32,101 health-related Italian news published by 38 

newspapers. From La Repubblica subset two timeframe-defined subcorpora are created, 

containing respectively articles published within the 3 years before the pandemic, 2017-

2018-2019 and during the 3 years of pandemic in Italy, 2020-2021-2022 (Table 1). The 

reference corpus is ItWac (Baroni et al. 2009).  

Both quantitative and qualitative analyses are conducted. In the quantitative 

analysis, first a keyword list is generated for each subcorpus to observe the rank and 

keyness by likelihood of the term “diabete” (Table 2). Next, the raw frequencies in each 

subcorpus of the umbrella term “diabete” with all its variants are computed (Table 3). 

Finally, the collocational profiles of the term “diabete” in the subcorpora are analysed to 

highlight some interesting linguistic patterns (Table 4).  

In the qualitative analysis, first the rankings and keyness of the term in the two 

keyword lists are compared. Next, raw frequency differences and the importance of 

diabetes type distinction are discussed to answer RQ1; follow examples and finally the 

framing analysis is conducted to answer RQ2.  

 

 
1  American Diabetes Association - How COVID-19 Impacts 

People with Diabetes 2 AntConc  
2 TRADISAN corpus  
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The results of the quantitative and qualitative analyses show that:  

• Diabetes coverage (keyness) by La Repubblica decreased during the COVID-19 

pandemic;  

• The type distinction was almost always ignored. When made, type 2 was the 

most frequently mentioned (answering RQ1), followed by type 1. Gestational 

diabetes was never mentioned;  

• Regarding RQ2, before the pandemic two frames were mainly used: Behavioural 

and Fight & Control. Diabetes was framed as an individual’s battle: examples 

show that diabetes “attacks”, “generates risk” and the patient “controls”, 

“protects” and “suffers”. This puts heavy emphasis on individual behaviour and 

might perpetrate blame (Broom & Whittaker 2004; Gollust & Lantz 2009; 

Stefanik-Sidener 2013; Gounder & Ameer 2018); 

• During the pandemic, two different frames were mainly used: Medical and 

Related pathologies. The focus shifted to related pathologies, with high 

reference to COVID-19 infection and heart-related complications. Heavy 

emphasis was put to the correlation between diabetes and COVID-19, 

highlighting purely medical factors instead of only behavioural ones.  
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Appendix  

Subcorpus  # Articles  # Tokens  

La Repubblica pre-covid (2017/18/19)  311  41270  

La Repubblica during-covid (2020/21/22)  2548  880864  

Table 1 – Subcorpora  

  

Subcorpus  Keyword list rank  Keyness (Likelihood)  

La Repubblica pre-covid (2017/18/19)  #13/418  183.733  

La Repubblica during-covid (2020/21/22)  #318/1603  129.150  

Table 2 – “Diabete” keyword in the data  

   

 Query  La Repubblica pre-covid  

(2017/18/19)  

La Repubblica during-covid  

(2020/21/22)  

diabete  35  121  

diabete di tipo 1  0  1  

diabete di tipo I  0  0  

diabete infantile  0  0  

diabete giovanile  0  1  

diabete insulino-dipendente  0  2  

diabete mellito di tipo 1  0  0  

diabete mellito di tipo I  0  0  

diabete tipo 1  0  0  

diabete tipo I  0  0  

diabete di tipo 2  3  19  

diabete di tipo II  0  0  

diabete mellito di tipo 2  1  0  

diabete mellito di tipo II  0  0  

diabete tipo 2  0  2  

diabete tipo II  0  0  

diabete gestazionale  0  0  

TOTAL  39 (range 21)  146 (range 70)  

Table 3 – Raw frequencies of “diabete” and variants  
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      Precovid          

Collocate  Rank  FreqLR  FreqL  FreqR  Range  Likelihood  Effect  

il  1  29  21  8  14  38.156  1.993  

cuore  2  9  5  4  6  30.722  3.777  

2  3  4  0  4  4  18.959  4.786  

proteggi  4  2  1  1  1  18.284  7.873  

controllare  5  3  2  1  2  16.970  5.458  

soffre  5  3  3  0  3  16.970  5.458  

rischio  7  7  4  3  5  15.823  2.861  

attacca  8  2  0  2  1  15.306  6.873  

cardiovascolari  9  3  1  2  3  14.567  4.873  

tipo  10  4  0  4  4  14.108  3.873  

      Duringcovid         

Collocate  Rank  FreqLR  FreqL  FreqR  Range  Likelihood  Effect  

ipertensione  1  18  8  10  17  145.119  7.222  

tipo  2  24  1  23  17  129.258  5.274  

2  3  24  1  23  17  87.179  3.958  

cardiovascolari  4  12  2  10  10  78.779  6.144  

obesità  5  13  9  4  12  78.554  5.762  

malattie  6  16  7  9  14  63.772  4.232  

il  7  66  50  16  35  43.169  1.326  

patologie  8  9  5  4  7  37.007  4.331  

con  9  37  30  7  20  32.534  1.588  

ipercolesterolemia  10  3  2  1  3  28.698  8.300  

croniche  11  5  3  2  5  28.633  5.535  

sovrappeso  12  5  3  2  5  27.804  5.413  

cuore  13  7  4  3  4  27.800  4.225  

persone  14  13  13  0  7  27.660  2.759  

come  15  22  20  2  20  27.199  1.956  

rischio  16  15  8  7  12  25.691  2.399  

annoverare  17  2  1  1  1  24.994  10.300  

proteggi  17  2  1  1  1  24.994  10.300  

tipo2  19  2  0  2  2  22.002  9.300  

cardiache  20  3  1  2  3  20.841  6.426  

insulino  21  2  0  2  1  20.313  8.715  

iperglicemia  22  2  1  1  1  18.220  7.979  

associate  23  3  3  0  3  17.753  5.676  

soffrono  24  3  3  0  3  17.595  5.637  
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giovanile  25  2  0  2  1  17.481  7.715  

scompenso  26  3  2  1  2  16.599  5.394  

controllare  27  3  2  1  2  15.751  5.185  

cardiaco  28  3  2  1  2  15.215  5.053  

Table 4 – Collocational profiles of “diabete” in pre- and during-covid subcorpora  
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The contextual variables of academic spoken discourse 

A metadiscursive perspective  

Tuğçe Aslıhan Güler (Middle East Technical University, Turkey) 

Çiler Hatipoğlu (Middle East Technical University, Turkey) 

Keywords: metadiscourse, academic spoken discourse, corpus-assisted discourse analysis  

This study depicts a detailed picture of metadiscourse functions of speech that 

participants employ during dialogic speech events in a specific academic discourse. With 

this aim, the focus of the study is to extensively analyze discourse functions of 

metadiscourse that participants use in formal meetings and to examine to what extent 

the contextual variables of academic discourse such as participant roles, type of 

interaction and participants’ alignment to or distance from each other affect their use of 

metadiscourse. 

To analyze the discourse functions and explore the dynamics inherent in academic 

settings, a spoken corpus of thesis advisory meetings has been compiled for this mixed-

method study. The data, a corpus of 23.667 words (176 minutes), collected from two 

advisory meetings through video recordings and were transcribed and analyzed with 

MAXQDA. A total of count of 1655 instances of code frequencies revealed through the 

qualitative analysis. The dataset was categorized by gender, the role of participants, use 

of inclusive language and discourse functions of metadiscourse (Adel 2023).   

The findings revealed diverse patterns concerning ‘we’ references made by 

participants. Regarding randomly coded segments of ‘inclusive use of language’ through 

pronoun ‘we’, while candidates and supervisors predominantly employ inclusive ‘we’ when 

referring to each other, demonstrating a discourse reflexivity (Mauranen 2010) and co-

operation (Fortanet 2004), internal and external committee members tend to address the 

entire committee using exclusive ‘we’, as a distancing tool between the committee 

members and candidates. Metadiscourse functions were then systematically coded using 

Adel’s taxonomy (2023). Within the discourse functions encompassed by the domain of 

‘words and their meanings’, the predominant function identified was clarifying, evidencing 

a variety with monologic speech.  Subsequent to this, an analysis was conducted to 

investigate discourse functions associated with topics and information flow. Within this 

subcategory, all five discourse functions were coded with their additional subgroups for 

managing topic and managing phorics. A notable amount of coded discourse functions in 

the dataset fall under managing phorics. Comments on discourse constituted an additional 

category within the category of topics and information flow. Notably, the most recurrent 

discourse function coded was labelling speech acts, followed by contextualizing the 

discourse featuring dominantly. The audience orientation category predominantly 

involved acknowledging the audience, in line with the previous findings on monologic 

speech events (Adel 2023). This prevalence is largely attributable to the dialogic nature of 

speech, evident in the frequency of codes such as ‘thank you’ or ‘congratulations’. 
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Remarkably, managing audience behavior constituted the most frequently occurring 

discourse function. Concluding the taxonomy, the discourse functions of labelling author 

persona required further exploration, given the dynamic and adaptable nature of dialogic 

speech, allowing for the introduction of new functions and supplementary assumptions. 

The findings were contextualized within the academic spoken discourse, providing a 

thorough and nuanced understanding of how metadiscourse is employed, the diverse 

range of functions it serves in dialogues and conversations and the effects of contextual 

variables on the use of metadiscourse. 
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Constructing discursive opposition 

A case study of affixal negation in Ta-Nehisi Coates’s discourse on race  

Yulia Hathaway (Universitetet i Bergen, Norway) 

Keywords: affixal negation, corpus-assisted discourse study, U.S. discourse on race, Ta-Nehisi 

Coates  

This paper presents a corpus-based study of the use of the most productive negative 

affixes in English (un-, non- and anti-) - in a particular domain: discourse on race in the USA. 

It also discusses methodological considerations for corpus investigations of affixal 

negation.   

Negation is conceptualized as a phenomenon of semantic opposition (Horn and 

Wansing 2020). However, negation and its subtypes have rarely been investigated in 

discourse studies and affixal negation has been an understudied subtype of linguistic 

negation (Joshi 2020). Furthermore, alternative discourses (e.g. antiracist discourse) have 

not been widely analyzed in (critical) discourse studies (Van Dijk 2023). Nevertheless, some 

scholars argue that the study of negation can offer insights into production and 

reproduction of ideologies (Nahajec 2021). This paper describes linguistic properties of 

affixal negation in a specialized corpus and discusses how this type of negation is used in 

an oppositional type of discourse to challenge ideological and societal norms.   

Alternative discourses are often fragmented requiring a compilation of specialized 

corpora. This study analyzes the works of Ta-Nehisi Coates, a contemporary African 

American writer, recognized as “the most important essayist in a generation […] who 

changed the national political conversation about race” (Fear 2019). The Corpus of the non-

fictional writings by Ta-Nehisi Coates (COCO) is comprised of 349 full-text online articles 

from 10 U.S. news outlets and one monograph (468,899 words), covering a period of 22 

years (1996-2018). Methodologically, the study combines corpus linguistic techniques 

with contextual(ized) discourse analysis. However, prefixed words are not easily extracted 

from large datasets. The challenge of identifying relevant tokens is further complicated by 

typographical variation in negative prefixation in English (with/without a hyphen or space) 

and infrequency of tokens (Duguid 2010). Therefore, a two-step search procedure, using 

WordSmith tools 7.0, was employed to identify all the relevant tokens of negative affixation 

in COCO. Based on the notions of lexicalization and productivity, the prefixed forms with 

un- (898 tokens), non- (122) and anti- (95) were selected for contextual analysis.   

Results show that, in COCO, the three prefixes attach relatively freely to a variety 

of bases:  

individual bases (e.g. nonevent), compounds (e.g. anti-crime wave) and phrases (e.g. 

un-first-ladylike), indicating that affixal negation can be used to produce novel or low-

frequency formations in appropriate contexts. Such lexical creativity contributes to “the 

construction of discourse meaning… in subtle and interesting ways” (Munat 2007: xiv). 

Furthermore, even though the terms racism (188) and racist (111) occur throughout the 
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corpus (1997-2018), their prefixed antonyms are not attested prior to 2013. The term non(-

)racist (5) has more negative connotations as it subtly indicates denial of or a passive 

attitude toward racism; whereas the use of anti(-)racism (4) and anti(-)racist (11) indicates 

a call for action against racism, which points to Coates’s antiracist discourse as a part of a 

social movement from 2013 onwards.  
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Emotionality revisited 

A new look at the frequency and dispersion of emotional lexis in US Hollywood 

film screenplays 

Christian Hoffmann (Universität Augsburg, Germany) 

Keywords: telecinematic stylistics, emotionality, AI-based text segmentation, key domain method, 

screenplays 

Linguistic expressions of emotionality have been described as “the most, essential feature 

of telecinematic language at large, used for example to create drama and conflict” (Werner 

2021: 45; Bednarek 2012, 2018). Studies have shown that emotional lexis, e.g. expressive 

interjections, swear words, emotional verbs, tends to be elevated in telecinematic 

discourse when compared to non-fictional monitor corpora of spoken (American) English 

(Berber Sardinha & Veirano Pinto 2017, 2019; Veirano Pinto 2018). To study the 

emotionality in films and television, most corpus stylistic studies have either drawn on 

comparatively small corpora (one feature film or television series or a limited set of 

episodes) or large-scale text corpora (thousands of feature films or television series based 

on subtitles). While the results of the first group of studies have raised concerns about 

their representativeness for film discourse, the second group has mainly pointed out 

quantitative trends in the use of emotional lexis but often failed to engage in sufficient 

qualitative downsampling (Werner 2021: 43). 

This study aims to close this research gap, providing a closer look at the character, 

film or genre-based reasons for the increase of emotional features in Hollywood 

screenplays: Specifically designed python scripts allow for the automatic segmentation of 

functional text spans, based on consistent levels of textual indentation, e.g. screen 

directions, character tags, character contributions, etc. The procedure has been applied 

to create the Augsburg Screenplay Corpus (ASC, 852,659 tokens), containing 100 different 

US American Hollywood screenplays, equally stratified across four main film genres 

(Action/Thriller, Comedy, Drama, Horror) and five consecutive time periods (1970s, 1980s, 

1990s, 2000s, 2010s). The ASC also holds additional annotations regarding film genres, 

film titles, character gender, character names and character types to systematically 

compare the use of emotional lexis on different levels of analysis. The study combines 

classic concordancing (frequency and dispersion) with the (semantic) key domain method 

(Archer, McEnery, Rayson & Hardie 2003). It first elicits emotional lexis in the screenplays 

and then explores its dispersion across different analytical strands, e.g. time, gender, film 

genre. 

The results of this study show how, where and (potentially) why emotional 

expressions are employed in US Hollywood screenplays. It is shown that (a) the frequency 

of emotional lexis varies significantly across the four main film genres and between 

female and male characters, (b) the types of emotional expressions used across film 

genres are notably different, (c) the general level of emotionality in US Hollwood 
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screenplays is rather stable across time and (d) there is a considerable intrageneric 

dispersion of emotional lexis between films and film characters. More specifically, the 

overuse of expressive or emotional lexis is often linked to a very limited set of film 

characters, which suggests that screenwriters employ these “surge features” (Taavitsainen 

1999) strategically as implicit characterisation cues (Culpeper 2001) for specific characters 

of their movies whilst moderating their use of for others. 
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Stop being single 

A corpus-assisted discourse analysis of scholarly educational videos’ comments 

and danmu on romantic relationships   

Jing Huang (South China Agricultural University, China) 

Tanjun Liu (Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University, China) 

Keywords: comments and danmu, romantic relationships, youth-oriented video-sharing platform, 

LancsBox  

The rocketing divorce rate and the plummeting marriage rate in mainland China in the 

past few years evoked public concern about the hardships of not only maintaining a 

marriage but also getting into a marriage or relationship. Tuodan (literally, to get out of 

being single) has become “a problem”. Some academics keenly participated in such public 

discussions, created contents on popular social media and shared ideas or suggestions. 

This study focuses on a 10-episode educational collection on the topics of romantic 

relationships and “stop being single” uploaded on one of the most popular youth-oriented 

video-sharing platforms in China, Bilibili, by a wellknown university sociologist, Shen Yifei. 

The videos altogether led to more than 40000 comments and replies and 81000 danmu 

(on-screen comments like bullet curtain). Two corpora of these comments and danmu 

were separately built. Manual cleaning was also conducted. Drawing upon a corpus-

assisted discourse approach, this study uses #LancsBox v.5.x. (Brezina, Weill-Tessier & 

McEnery 2020) to analyse these comments and danmu. We focused on key terms such as 

romantic relationships (恋爱 lian’ai, 谈恋爱 tan lian’ai), stop being single (脱单 tuodan) and 

explored their usage in collocations and contexts, examining how these concepts are 

constructed. The initial analysis shows that romantic relationship is commonly described 

in terms of patterns (模式) and disagreement has occurred on it. Some pursued after 

idealised or established relationship/love patterns, which is dismissed by some others, 

who advocate fostering realistic relationships and engaging in interactions with specific 

individuals. This debate corresponds to Shen’s suggestion, regarding not imitating the 

previous generation in following up set relationship patterns. Another frequently 

occurring collocate of romantic relationship is self (自己 ziji). Many viewers emphasised 

their own needs and preferences over those of the dates, which indicates a self-priority 

approach to considering entering into a relationship. These strike a stark contrast with 

the Chinese previous generation, where a functionalistic approach and a couple-as-a-

team orientation predominantly influenced people’s decisions to enter a relationship or 

marriage. These findings signal an individualistic trend and resonate with the surge of 

egoism (Yan 2003) in relationship discourse in current China. This research contributes to 

understanding the transforming beliefs about love, relationships and dating in China by 

focusing on the comments and danmu on a youth-oriented video-sharing social platform. 

It helps clarify the practices involved in co-constructing romantic relationship discourses, 
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particularly in terms of the impact of academic influencers upon audiences as well as the 

agency of media participants.  
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Emotivity in popular science talks? 

An analysis of evaluative language used by speakers to express attitude and 

emotions in TED talks: Introducing the EmotionalizTED corpus  

Mirela Imamovic (Universität Hildesheim, Germany) 
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Previous studies in the identification of evaluative expressions have used Appraisal theory 

in the contrastive language analysis of scientific research articles (Yuchen et al. 2021), 

spoken language in casual conversations of various genres (Eggins & Slade 1997), 

translation analysis (Munday 2012a), audiovisual translation of subtitles (Munday 2012b). 

I apply Appraisal theory (Martin & White 2005) to the contrastive analysis of evaluative 

linguistic expressions in spoken popular science (PopSci) in English and German on a 

dataset of TED talks. The study presented here is part of a broader interdisciplinary 

project (a corpus-based discourse analysis of attitudinal evaluations and audience 

engagement) investigating a) the use of speakers’ evaluative language (attitude and emotions) 

in popular science speeches and the way they use audience-engaging markers (pronouns, 

imperatives, questions) and b) the translational aspect of emotions and attitude from English 

to German. No attempts have yet been made to the role of these communicative functions 

in popular science. The study seeks to answer how the discourse topics (e.g. technology, 

science) are evaluated, i.e. what the most frequently expressed attitude is and if there are 

any domain-specific effects.  

In this talk, I introduce the EmotionalizTED specialised corpus which consists of 380 

texts (190 English (North American) TED talk transcripts and 190 German 

subtitles/translations) (see Appendix A). The data has been collected from the TED.com 

website. The corpus contains 95 men’s and 95 women’s speeches on various topics within 

11 disciplines. Those disciplines are art, business, education, entertainment, history, 

medicine, natural science, philosophy, politics and law, psychology and technology. 

Selected English transcripts contain speeches of different speakers and German subtitles 

are all translated by different native German translators.  

I report on keyword analysis findings on the use of speaker self-mentions (an 

aspect of audience engagement, see Hyland 2005) in all English transcripts. The reference 

corpus used was the COCA (spoken) corpus. The analysis shows that the pronoun “we” is 

used in distinctive patterns followed by the emotion verbs (we all + verb) and followed by 

evaluative adjectives (we are + adjective), e.g. “we all feel” and “we are powerless”. The results 

suggest that the speakers’ tendency to use pronouns (referring directly to themselves or 

people in general) as a way to engage the audience is also a mechanism for expressing 

their attitudes. The analysis of German translations reveals that “we all” and “we are” are 

directly translated as “wir alle” and “wir sind”, respectively. The use of exact patterns in 

German translations remains to be analysed further. Future work will also include an 

analysis of more fine-grained evaluative linguistic patterns in  
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English and compare the expressions of emotion and attitude in the corpus of TED 

talks (spoken PopSci) with a corpus of PopSci written articles. The evaluative expressions 

in English will then be compared to the ones in German translations to find out whether 

they are translated directly, or if they are altered or omitted.  
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Appendix 

 EmotionalizTED Corpus  

DISCIPLINE  ENGLISH ORIGINALS  GERMAN TRANSLATIONS  

 Transcripts  Words  Subtitles  Words  

Art  16  35,973   16  31,753   

Business  16  32,639   16  29,209   

Education  15  37,050   15  32,010   

Entertainment  15  30,269   15  27,408   

History  15  29,242   15  26,334   

Medicine  17  41,636   17  37,936   

Natural Science   22  55,468   22  49,280   

Philosophy   15  41,841   15  38,730   

Politics and Law   17  42,536   17  38,482   

Psychology  17  39,567   17  35,127   

Technology  25  43,209   25  37,960   

11  190  429,430   190  384,229   

Total texts: 360 

 Total words: 813,659  
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Negotiating metaphorical frames:  

A corpus-assisted study of sinophobic discourses in editorials and reader 

comments during the COVID-19 pandemic  

Ilaria Iori (Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia, Italy) 

Keywords: metaphor, sinophobia, news discourse, reader comments, discriminatory discourses  

Studies on representations of migrants have underscored the crucial role of metaphors 

in discriminatory discourses (Musolff 2015; Taylor 2021).  Recent investigations on COVID-

19-related Sinophobia observed negative evaluative frames in different media platforms, 

including social media (Lee 2021) and news websites (Cho 2021; Kim, Cooks, & Kim 2022). 

Particularly in news websites, the play of voices in the comment sections can be 

particularly insightful, as readers can extend or twist the communicative purpose of the 

metaphorical frames first proposed in the editorials (A’Beckett 2012). Despite these 

aspects, little attention has been paid in the literature to the extent to which metaphors 

in news articles and editorials are reproduced in their respective comment sections. 

Hence, this study explores the textual voices emerging from the reader comment sections 

taking a dialogic perspective. Specifically, it investigates the communicative functions of 

metaphors used to frame China and Chinese social actors in editorials and reader 

comments, concentrating on how metaphors first proposed in the editorials are 

reproduced in the comment sections. The case study focuses on one of the most-read 

newspapers in Italy (La Repubblica) and Australia (Daily Telegraph), as both countries 

experienced significant cases of anti-Asian hate (see Kamp et al. 2023; Miyake 2021). The 

analysis addresses the following research questions: (i) What are the most recurrent 

metaphors used to represent China and Chinese social actors in the editorials? (ii) To what 

extent are these metaphors reproduced in the comment sections? (iii) What functions do 

they perform in editorials and reader comments? Methodologically, the study combines 

discourse approaches and corpus linguistic methods (Partington, Duguid & Taylor 2013). 

An ad hoc corpus was compiled collecting all editorials on China published in the first six 

months of 2020 with their respective comment sections. Drawing on Charteris-Black 

(2004), candidate metaphors were manually recognised in a smaller sample of texts and 

their concordance lines were closely analysed using #Lancsbox 6 (Brezina, WeillTessier, & 

McEnery 2020). Metaphors were identified referring to the Metaphor Identification 

Procedure (Pragglejaz Group 2007). Then their functions were examined referring to the 

Conceptual Metaphor Theory (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). Results show that metaphors in 

the editorials frequently carried negative connotations in both the Australian and Italian 

corpus (e.g., ‘monster’ or ‘impero senz’anima’/empire without a soul).  However, in the 

Italian editorials, more positive metaphors were also recognised (e.g., ‘amico’/friend). 

Australian reader comments tended to reproduce and expand upon the metaphorical 

scenarios introduced in the editorials using various linguistic expressions. In the Italian 

comments, metaphors were reproduced to extend the meaning of the metaphorical 
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frame or strongly criticise it. Despite some cross-cultural variations, several metaphors 

discursively constructed Orientalist representations of China and its social actors in both 

the Australian and Italian corpus, portraying them as the exotic other (Kawai 2005). This 

framing contributed to creating an ‘us versus them’ narrative (Van Dijk 1998), potentially 

stigmatising the social actors involved. 
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“That’s diabetes on a plate”  

Analysing online news reader comments about the representation of diabetes on 

The Great British Bake Off  

Ursula Kania (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom) 

Antonia Phillips-Beeching (University of Liverpool, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: corpus-assisted critical discourse analysis, online news media, diabetes, health 

communication, participatory online spaces  

During the season 10 semi-final of the UK TV show The Great British Bake Off (henceforth: 

GBBO), judge Paul Hollywood commented that a contestant’s bake looked like ‘diabetes 

on a plate’, triggering complaints by viewers as well as a broader debate on media 

representations of diabetes. 

The fact that media representations of diabetes matter (and that 

misrepresentations have negative effects such as increasing stigma for those affected) 

has long been acknowledged (Hunt et al. 2022, for a recent summary/study). However, 

even though GBBO has attracted some academic attention (Bradley 2016), its role in both 

(allegedly) mirroring as well as shaping public opinion not only on conditions such as 

diabetes but also regarding various other aspects of ‘health’ and ‘diet culture’ has not been 

scrutinized systematically yet.   

The current study is a first step towards closing this gap, using the debate around 

Paul Hollywood’s comment on diabetes as a case study. As part of the UK media coverage 

of the incident, the tabloid Daily Mail published an article on 23th October, 2019, entitled 

‘Paul Hollywood apologises after GBBO fans branded him 'vile’ for likening a cake to 

'diabetes on a plate'’. Like many other online news outlets, the Daily Mail invites readers 

to submit comments – since these comment sections “provide news audiences with an 

immediate, interactive and far-reaching possibility to participate in the interpretation of 

current events” (Ziegele 2019: 1), they offer valuable insights into readers’ perceptions and 

attitudes related to the news story.   

All 863 user comments posted under the article were extracted from the Daily Mail 

website (using the free version of Data Scraper) and the resulting corpus (approx. 17,000 

words) was subjected to quantitative as well as qualitative analyses (e.g., keywords, word 

frequencies, sentiment analysis; supported by AntConc and NVivo), using corpus-assisted 

critical discourse analysis (Baker & McEnery 2015).  

Findings show that comments fall into three different (sometimes overlapping) 

themes: 1. health/lifestyle, 2. media/media personalities, 3. ‘woke culture’. While the 

presentation of findings will focus on the first two themes and associated discourses (such 

as ‘Type 2 diabetes as self-inflicted due to poor individual lifestyle choices’and ‘Media 

personalities should be positive role models’), mentions of ‘woke culture’ and closely 

associated terms (such as ‘snowflake(s)’) will also be discussed, due to their prevalence. 

Now often removed from its original meaning (in the struggle for civil rights), ‘woke’ can 
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be mobilised as an insult, “signify[ing] a supposed progressive over-reaction” (Cammaerts 

2022: 735), to shut down any discussion about discrimination or problematic 

representations by stating that ‘it was just a joke’. Comments within this theme are 

discussed in the context of specific affordances provided by this participatory online space 

(such as upvoting and downvoting other contributions, replying to other users, etc.).   

Overall, this study contributes to our understanding of (online news readers’ 

discussion of) media representations of diabetes (and other health issues) and provides 

insights into the dynamics of comments sections provided by online news media.   
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Business knights and superwomen 

Gendered representation of leaders in Estonian media.  

Elisabeth Kaukonen (University of Tartu, Estonia) 
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Keywords: Estonian, media discourse, leadership, gender studies   

Occupations, especially leadership, continue to be viewed through gender ideologies. 

Numerous studies have shown, for instance, that women are judged to be unfit for 

leadership positions due to gender stereotypes (Heilman 2001; Koburtay et al. 2018), as 

authority still continues to be associated with masculinity (Schein 1973; Castaño et al. 

2019). As a result, it is harder for women to get promoted and they remain under-

represented in top leadership positions (Cook & Glass 2014). This situation has not 

dramatically improved, despite decades of research and policy initiatives. These 

stereotypes persist in public and media discourse. While this topic has been studied 

extensively, there is only limited research on the post-socialist world (for Estonia, Pilvre 

2011). Yet countries like Estonia are interesting case studies, as post-Soviet suspicion of 

gender equality initiatives coexists with EU legislation and egalitarian practices of Nordic 

companies. This complex discursive blend merits closer attention.  

 This presentation grows out of a collaborative project of Praxis Think Tank and 

University of Tartu which studies gender and organizational culture in private and public 

sector enterprises. The presentation specifically focuses on one section of this study, 

gendered discourses in the media coverage of male and female leaders in Estonia. In the 

study, web subcorpus of Estonian National Corpus 2021 (Koppel & Kallas 2022), as well as 

interviews and profile stories from two Estonian media publications were studied with the 

help of corpusassisted discourse studies and critical discourse analysis (Baker 2006; 

Partington et al. 2013; Stefanowitsch 2020). The aforementioned corpus includes different 

web texts, such as news articles, homepages, as well as forums, blogs, commentaries and 

many more. Interviews and profile stories were collected from a media database Station. 

Our study aimed to find answers to following research questions:  

• Through which discourses are Estonian female and male leaders portrayed?  

• What types of femininity and masculinity are highlighted in the case of leaders?   

• What leadership qualities do the leaders mention and how are they gendered? 

• How is the leader's gender conveyed in media texts?  

  

The results demonstrate that both female and male leaders are portrayed through 

gender stereotypes, as either ultra-feminine or ultra-masculine, respectively. The results 

confirm previous research, according to which, for example, female leaders are often 

portrayed as superwomen, women face more prejudice in leadership positions and it is 

assumed that the lack of female leaders is often women’s own fault. (see Sheerin & 
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Garavan 2021) However, the material also reflected a shift towards valuing leaders who 

exhibit traits conventionally associated with femininity (Koburtay et al. 2019).  
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Using corpus linguistics to safeguard children against online 

harms  
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Funded by Innovate UK, the Knowledge Transfer Partnership (KTP) is a UK-wide 

programme that connects forward-thinking businesses with the UK’s world-class 

knowledge bases to deliver business-led innovation projects. This paper focuses on 

findings from the KTP between Birmingham City University and Renato Software Limited, 

a company specialising in a cloud-based classroom management and safeguarding 

software called ‘Senso.cloud’. Senso.cloud currently monitors students’ keystrokes to 

identify keyword violations that signal potential safeguarding issues (e.g., ‘bomb’, ‘kill 

myself’) so that schools’ Designated Safeguarding Leads can intervene and protect 

children. The KTP seeks to enhance Senso.cloud’s keyword violation detection, utilising 

CADS methods (Partington et al. 2013) to improve the context sensitivity and overall 

accuracy of the monitoring system.  

To achieve this, a 4,326,947-word corpus (comprising 6,448 documents) of 

testimonies concerning safeguarding issues was collected from a range of online sources, 

including mental health blogs; charity websites; Reddit; X (Twitter); and YouTube. The 

overall dataset encompasses five sub-corpora that relate to specific safeguarding themes. 

These include suicide; mental health and eating disorders; bullying and discrimination; 

drugs and substance abuse; and sexual exploitation. This paper focuses on the ‘suicide’ 

sub-corpus, comprising 1,094,914 words (25.3% of the total dataset).   

Using Sketch Engine’s (Kilgarriff et al. 2014) keyword tool, the ‘suicide’ sub-corpus 

was compared to a 14,461,253-word corpus of children’s Microsoft Teams messages to 

identify statistically significant key terms. Sketch Engine’s word sketch and concordance 

tools were then used to uncover the contexts in which the key terms categorised as 

‘mental processes’ and ‘adverbs’ were embedded. By using CADS methods to count what 

is difficult to count (Marchi 2024), the findings of this analysis revealed some of the more 

subtle, non-explicit phrases children might type on school computers that indicate they 

are suffering from mental health issues and suicidal ideation. These phrases will be added 

to Senso.cloud’s keyword violation libraries, enhancing the system’s detection of mental 

health issues and potentially saving lives.  

As well as helping Renato Software Limited to become the most linguistically 

accurate safeguarding tool in the EdTech industry, positioning the company as a market 

leader, the results of the linguistic analysis conducted throughout the KTP will inform the 

UK Government’s response to online threats. This will ultimately improve the 

safeguarding capabilities of institutions bound by a duty of care (i.e. schools) and help to 

protect children from online harms.  
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Turn and turn again 

On efficiency and formulaity in humorous fictional TCD   

Monika Kirner-Ludwig (Universität Innsbruck, Austria)  
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analysis (FCA), popcultural linguistics 

In alignment with the conference focus, this study offers insights into the text type of 

telecinematic dialogues (e.g. Bednarek 2018, 2017; Piazza et al. 2011: 1) and how they are 

structured and patterned when they specifically feature humorous formulae (cf. Kirner-

Ludwig 2023). Such humorous formulae may range from humorous interjections (e.g. 

<How about them X>), proverb-like formulae (e.g. <it takes one to know one>) and 

situation-bound utterances (e.g. <not if I see you first>) to various recitable joke types (e.g. 

<your mama>; <X called they want their Y back>) and isolated formulaic punchlines (e.g. 

<that’s what she said>; cf. Kirner-Ludwig 2018, 2023). Samples are taken from a self-

compiled Sketch Engine corpus, comprising 19,422,645 words from 34 US American TV 

series.  

While much linguistic discussion has been dedicated to “the limitations and gains 

of using [instances of scripted] fiction […] as specimens for the study of language” 

(AlvarezPereyre 2011: 47; also cf. Attardo 2001) and to what extent“ artistic-commercial 

films [and other scripted TCD might] prove ‘good enough’ substitutes” for real 

spontaneous interactions (Alvarez-Pereyre 2011: 49), this study is going to zoom in on 

fictional TCD’s unique features, i.e. on the fact that, when it comes to formulaic humor, 

the architecture and construction of fictional TCD dialogues is inherently and recurringly 

pattern-like and, in that, will significantly outrun spontaneous unscripted speech in terms 

of expectability of formulaic turns. This will be shown by applying a CA-transcription 

template that – on the basis of earlier case studies – itemizes expected turn types (_exp) 

and optional (sets of) turn types (_opt) in dialogues featuring HFs. 
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Metaphors of slavery 

A metaphor analysis of pro- and anti-slavery pamphlets 

Laurin Klocker (Universität Innsbruck, Austria) 

Keywords: metaphors, discourse analysis, political discourse, slavery, abolitionism 

Emerging in the 1780s, the British abolitionist movement sought to dismantle the 

institutions of the African slave trade and ameliorate the conditions of the enslaved in the 

colonies. The debate dragged on for decades, owing to the fierce opposition mounted by 

slavery interest groups. Among other outlets, pamphlets served as an important tool to 

spread information and sway public opinion (Dumas 2016: 51-56). The present study 

focuses on the metaphors used to frame the enslaved and members of the slavery 

interest within such pamphlets, building on the theoretical foundation of conceptual 

metaphor analysis laid by Lakoff and Johnson (1980). These metaphors can highlight the 

conceptual frameworks underlying the respective political stances and reveal the 

strategies used to justify or vilify the slave trade (Charteris-Black 2011: 36; Lakoff & 

Johnson 1980: 3-5).  

For the analysis, a corpus compiled of three pamphlets from each of the opposing 

political camps was created and analyzed with the AntConc corpus processor. As the core 

issues of the debate shifted over the years (Dumas 2016: 12), only texts published during 

the early efforts of the abolitionist movement were considered to ensure comparability. 

Keywords from the respective target domains served as the basis for the identification of 

relevant metaphors, with the data thus gathered being supplemented with a close reading 

of the pamphlets.  

The metaphors reveal both similarities and differences in the framing of the 

enslaved and the slavery interest. While OBJECT and ANIMAL metaphors were frequently 

employed on both sides, they may either serve to dehumanize or to create sympathy for 

the enslaved. Proposals to ameliorate the conditions on plantations resulted in a shift 

from the OBJECT to the ANIMAL frame: The enslaved were to be bred and treated like LIFE 

STOCK, as opposed to their being viewed a mere RESOURCE to be purchased and expended. 

Members of the interest, on the other hand, were framed as CRIMINALS by abolitionists, 

while their opposition sought to reverse the role of victim and oppressor. Most strikingly, 

although the abolitionist pamphlets show a greater tendency towards humanizations, 

many of their metaphors still reflect the deep-seated notions of racial hierarchy and 

differentiation of the time.  
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A classification scheme of discourse studies on social media 

The benefits and pitfalls of adopting a CADS approach 

Susanne Kopf (Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien, Austria) 

Keywords: social media, social media analysis classification scheme, corpus-assisted discourse 

studies 

This paper deals with how social media and social media data can be approached via 

corpus-assisted discourse studies (CADS). It introduces a classification scheme for the 

different ways of studying social media from a discourse analytical angle. For this, it 

proposes that, in the main, discourse analytical research can address social media from 

four different angles. In addition, the paper details how these four approaches to studying 

social media may benefit specifically from a Corpus-Assisted Discourse Studies (CADS) 

methodology. It also discusses potential weaknesses of taking a CADS approach and how 

these weaknesses can be mitigated. 

Social media, here defined as “web-based and mobile services that allow 

individuals, communities and organizations to collaborate, connect, interact and build 

community by enabling them to create, co-create, modify, share and engage with content 

(user- or bot-generated)” (Nau, Quan-Haase & McCay-Peet 2022: 15), have yielded ample 

research in linguistics generally and discourse studies specifically. Principally consisting of 

digital language material (in addition to other forms of semiosis), social media data lend 

themselves to collecting and corpus building. That is, at least in comparison to analogous 

data which need to be digitised, etc. first, building corpora from social media data is 

relatively easy and there are even tools that support automated scraping or annotation 

of social media data ( Berberich & Kleiber 2023 for an overview of various tools). 

Therefore, it is unsurprising that past research in corpus linguistics has dealt with social 

media and social media data, ranging from, for example, corpus pragmatic studies on 

business to customer interaction on Twitter (Lutzky 2021) to corpus-assisted discourse 

analyses of governmental social media communication (Hansson & Page 2023). Indeed, 

even the issue of social media’s multimodal in addition to linguistic meaning-making has 

received research attention in corpus-assisted discourse studies, see e.g. Corpus-Assisted 

Multimodal Discourse Analysis (CAMDA) (see more on this in, e.g. Caple 2018). 

This paper complements existing research by introducing a classification scheme 

of how social media can be studied form a discourse analytical perspective. Specifically, it 

contends that past linguistic and discourse-analytical research falls into four broader 

categories: 1) Social media as data repositories, 2) Discourse(s) about social media, 3) 

Discourse by social media providers and 4) Discourse analytical contextualisation and 

theorisation of social media. After detailing these categories, the presentation explores 

how the categories established can be studied through a CADS lens. Here, the paper 

addresses the benefits of taking a corpus-assisted discourse analytical approach to social 

media, e.g. mitigating the danger of cherry-picking data. In addition, it discusses potential 
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pitfalls of adopting a CADS perspective and deals with how to avoid certain issues when 

designing a corpus-assisted discourse analytical study of social media. 
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The evolution of woke 

From social activism to political propaganda  

Arina Kurkina (ITMO University, Russian Federation) 

Keywords: woke, polysemy, context, corpus, dictionary   

For the past few years, the word woke has been a focal point of the political conversation 

revolving around the clash of values in present-day America.  

Originating in the African-American community, the adjective woke was initially 

used as a means of drawing attention to racial discrimination by left-wing activists. 

However, it is now being met with increasing derision and condemnation from both 

conservatives and liberals. The strategic use of woke as a tool of political propaganda not 

only serves to discredit opponents, but also amplifies the polarization of public discourse, 

effectively weaponizing language. (Sobande, Kanai & Zeng 2022; Kóczé, 2022)  

That said, contemporary online English dictionaries (Collins, Merriam-Webster and 

Cambridge) fail to present any changes in the word meaning, describing the adjective as 

a primarily positive phenomenon. In order to clarify the meaning of the adjective woke, 

400 randomly selected contexts from American media websites for the periods from 2013 

to 2017 and from 2022 to 2023 were analysed. The selection criteria for media outlets, 

encompassing FOX News, CNN, NBC and The New York Times, were based on the 

ideological spectrum as outlined by The Pew Research Center 1 , thereby ensuring a 

comprehensive overview of both conservative and liberal perspectives. The analysed 

contexts were restricted to the contexts with woke as an adjective, resulting in a corpus of 

26,000 words.  

The context analysis revealed two senses of woke characterized by contrasting 

evaluation.  

The first sense (negative woke) refers to the ideology of the progressive wing of the 

Democratic party as a form of toxic ideology that the Democrats forcibly promote in 

educational institutions, government structures and in the armed forces; woke is 

represented as an imminent threat to the values of America, with such words as 

indoctrination, infiltrate, tyranny occurring in the near context.  

- He [Rep. Jim Banks] added: "The most toxic part of this tyranny is its doctrine -

'wokeness.' "So, he's taking action: 'This Congress, I will create the first-ever AntiWoke 

Caucus.'" "Wokeness is especially prevalent and dangerous at universities and in 

primary schools because the Left recognized students as the most vulnerable and 

useful targets for indoctrination." (FOX News)  

 

 
1 URL: https://www.pewresearch.org/journalism/2020/01/24/americans-are-divided-by-party-

in-thesources-they-turn-to-for-political-news/  
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The second sense (positive woke), on the contrary, highlights how woke ideology 

promotes critical thinking, active citizenship and initiative, all considered essential 

qualities for the American identity.  

- Actually, the U.S. military is sort of woke, in the sense that it is highly diverse and 

inclusive, encourages independent thinking and initiative on the part of junior 

officers and is, at the higher levels, quite intellectual. (The New York Times)  

  

The distribution of context types across time periods shows that contexts using 

woke from Republican perspectives are the most prevalent at the moment (275 out of 300 

contexts). In contrast, the years 2013 to 2017 saw a prevalence of the positive 

interpretation of the word woke (95 out of 100 contexts). It can be assumed that initially 

the adjective woke had an exclusively positive evaluative potential and was used primarily 

by activists and in media devoted to pop culture. Thus, the Republicans managed to 

appropriate this adjective and use it as a political weapon. The original positive sense of 

the word has been forced out of use.   
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Up in British English and American English during the years 1600-1999 
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The English word up is characterized by a complex linguistic behavior that derives from 

its multifunctional substance. According to modern grammars (Quirk et al.1985; Biber et 

al. 1999)  up can be a preposition working as the head of a prepositional phrase (e.g. up 

the hill), or it can behave as an adverb specifying place and direction (Bolinger 1971) which, 

on many occasions, is paradigmatically linked to upstairs (e.g. it is up/upstairs); At the same 

time, it may occur as an adverbial particle in phrasal verbs (e.g. to give up) or in phrasal-

prepositional verbs (e.g. to live up to) (Denison 1985). The multifunctional substance and 

the existence of a great amount of variability in the use of up that is registered in modern 

times are the results of interacting factors that prompted the linguist renewal of this form 

over time.  

Existing studies have demonstrated that up underwent syntactic reanalysis driven 

by exemplar-based analogy and was affected by recontextualization intended as the 

process resulting in “new options for the re-use of a linguistic construction” (von Mengden 

& Kuhle 2020: 253) which favored divergent paths of development and phenomena of 

layering. The actualization of the multifunctional status of up has been linked to processes 

of change leading it from the status of a free preposition or an adverb to a bounded 

status: syntactic reanalysis and analogy transformed up into a particle occurring in phrasal 

verbs and phrasal-prepositional verbs. These processes characterized the history of up 

since earlier periods of English (Denison 1981; Hiltunen 1983) and were particularly 

prominent in the Early Modern English (EModE) time (Claridge 2000). However, despite 

extensive research there are no studies that describe “the order in which new uses 

appear” (De Smet 2012: 601) in BrE. Moreover, they have not described the extent to 

which it is possible to generalize the observed uses of up from British English (BrE) to 

other varieties such as American English (AmE).  

The present study aims to fill this gap and to discuss changes driven by exemplar-

based analogy and recontextualization by taking up as a case study. Specifically, the aims 

are: (1) to describe processes of actualization characterizing up during the years 1600-

1999 in BrE; (2) to examine divergences in AmE and BrE over time. 

 The present research is a corpus-based investigation undertaken on the ARCHER 

corpus, which is a multi-genre corpus that is available online on the CQPweb server 

(Hardie 2012). Concordance-based analysis of instances has been matched to quantitative 

evaluation. 

The analysis reveals that: 1. the process of actualization of up as an adverbial 

particle may be seen as of a four-stage path leading prepositions and adverbs to the 
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bounded status of a particle; 2. new instances emerged via exemplar-based analogy, 

whereas well-established verbs underwent meaning recontextualization; 3. there are 

limited divergences between AmE and BrE over the years 1750-1999 in terms of 

productivity, but there are signs of phenomena of cross-varietal easement favouring the 

reciprocal influence of these two varieties. 
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But what about jealousy? 

Emotion talk in news discourse about polyamory   

Alon Lischinsky (Oxford Brookes University, United Kingdom)  

Keywords: news discourse, ethical non-monogamy, emotion, intimate citizenship, stigma 

Contemporary Western discourse about intimate relationships is dominated by 

compulsory monogamy (Barker & Langdridge 2010; Ferrer 2018; Schippers 2016). As a 

result, people who openly form non-monogamous attachments face significant stigma 

and rejection and such relationships are widely believed to be immature, emotionally 

stunted and riddled by conflict (Moors et al. 2021; Séguin 2019).  

Scholars and activists have often pointed out the importance of the media in 

reproducing this stigma (Antalffy 2011; Barker 2005; Klesse 2016; Séguin 2019). Ritchie & 

Barker (2006: 596) argue that the “emotions of polyamorous people are not easily 

described through the dominant language of monogamy”, for example the narratives 

tropes — such as the love triangle — that implicitly treat experiences of nonmonogamous 

desire as threatening and inherently unstable (Saxey 2010: 28). But despite the increased 

visibility of nonmonogamous relationships in entertainment and news media (Adams & 

Rambukkana 2018; Barker & Langdridge 2010: 749; Hurson 2016: 14; Moors 2017: 677), 

there are yet no empirical examinations of how journalistic coverage portrays, explains 

and evaluates the emotional dimension of polyamory.  

In this paper, I seek to describe what emotions are discussed in news discussions 

of polyamory and how they are characterised. Using the Factiva database (Dow Jones & 

Company 2024), I retrieved all articles from newspaper sources containing the word 

‘polyamory’ or related terms, a total of 9340 documents covering the period 1994–2023. 

The articles were downloaded from the database and converted using the Python 

BeautifulSoup library (Richardson 2023) into structured text files containing the full text 

and headline as well as metadata including date, country, publication, medium (online or 

print) and byline.  

Using the Python version of the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (Moore & Rayson 

2022), I identified and tagged all terms and expressions denoting emotional actions, states 

and processes. For those items missing from the preset dictionary, I manually 

supplemented semantic codes using existing entries as a basis. To identify emotions 

specifically associated with discussion of polyamory, I calculated the Dice coefficient 

(Rychlý 2008) of their frequency compared to the English-language section of the SIBOL 

corpus (Partington et al. 2022)  

Discussion of emotion forms an important part of media reporting about 

polyamorous relationships and experiences. Highly salient terminology in the corpus 

focuses on experiences of desire (amorous, fetish, lust) and affection (lover, favorite, tlc 

‘tender loving care’), but even more distinctively on those of unhappiness and conflict.  
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News reporting makes occasional space for the unique terminology developed by 

the polyamorous community to express its non-possessive relationship ideal 

(compersion, frubbly), but much more frequently it dwells on the risk of jealousy and the 

experiences associated with it.  

I argue that this persistent emphasis on the potential negative outcomes of 

polyamorous intimacy shows that the significant growth in polyamorous visibility over this 

period has not resulted in the reduction of the stigma against it.  
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Semantic prosody evolution of the word "女权 

[feminism/feminist]" in Chinese social media 

A corpus-driven analysis 

Siyuan Liu (Università di Bologna, Italy) 
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Research on feminism/feminist vocabulary explores the usage, semantic prosody and 

social implications of terms related to feminism and gender equality. Semantic prosody 

refers to a word's tendency to attract words with similar semantic features, forming 

habitual collocations and a specific semantic atmosphere. This phenomenon extends 

beyond word boundaries， and this association is influenced by the user's native 

language but exhibits a certain breadth and stability. (Sinclair 1996: 87; Sinclair 2004a: 

276; Bill 2000: 60; Partington 1998: 68) Examining the semantic prosody of a term provides 

intuitive insights into people's attitudes, emotions and, consequently, the cultural and 

social meanings behind it.   

In China, the feminist movement was historically a longstanding yet niche voice. 

Since the #MeToo movement entered China in 2018, sparking a wave of complaints 

regarding sexual harassment and assault, feminism has gained unprecedented attention 

and discussion. However, concurrently, feminists face an increasing online "backlash," 

with the term "feminism/feminist" gradually acquiring negative connotations.  

 This study employs a data-driven approach, analyzing the evolution of feminist 

representation on China's prominent microblogging platform, Weibo. It investigates the 

semantic prosody evolution of the term "女权 " (feminism/feminist), analyzing the 

attitudes and emotions of the online community, represented by social media users and 

the concept of "feminism/feminist" Semantic prosody is considered an extended 

meaning, where seemingly neutral items may acquire positive or negative semantic 

associations due to frequent co-occurrence with specific words.  

 The study collects original Weibo posts containing the term "女 权" 

(feminism/feminist) from 2018 to 2023, constructing a balanced corpus with 128,046 

posts. After processing, the total number of tokens is 6,692,258. Within a 4-4 window span, 

collocations with a minimum co-occurrence frequency of 20, minimum MI score of 3 and 

t-score of 2 are considered significant collocations (Xiao & McEnery 2006; Sinclair 1991).  

 The obtained significant collocations are categorized as positive, negative, or 

neutral. Ambiguous classifications are resolved by consulting dictionaries to ensure 

objectivity. Contextual factors, such as a word's usage in specific situations, are 

considered in meaning interpretation (Albertsson 2011: 8).  

 The analysis reveals a predominantly negative semantic prosody associated with 

the term "女权 " (feminism/feminist) on Chinese social media, intensifying over the years. 

Despite feminism not being a new phenomenon, it appears that feminists and the 

feminist movement are still perceived as threatening, subjected to derogatory and 
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insulting language. Through such linguistic behavior, gender discriminatory language 

persists, with women remaining its primary targets (Albertsson 2011: 18).  
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Over the past decade, China has become a focal point of global concern, being recognized 

as one of the foremost contributors to greenhouse gas emissions and the consequential 

environmental issues (Leggett, Logan & Mackey 2019). Scholars have approached these 

challenges from various perspectives, with some delving into linguistic analyses of 

sustainable practices (Zhou 2016). However, limited attention, if any, has been directed 

towards exploring specific linguistic features employed in diverse environment-related 

contexts. Starting from the general assumption that the passive voice serves as a 

technique to obscure language, reflecting a way to avoid direct responsibility (Kahn 2006), 

this study investigates the role of the Chinese passive voice as a grounding device in 

discourse. 

Adopting a functionally oriented approach, the three categories of passive 

constructions identified by Po-Ching & Rimmington (2016), i.e., marked passive 

constructions, notional passives and lexical passive structures, were isolated from the 

tailor-made multi-genre specialized Corpus of Chinese Environmental Discourse (CCED) and 

analyzed according to Hopper’s foregrounding theory (1979). With the aim of discerning 

whether and which, passive constructions are used to highlight (foreground) portions of 

discourse or demote (background) others, a contrastive examination has been carried out 

focusing on the properties of foreground-background distinction: sequentiality of event, 

aspect, subject presupposition, predicate kinesis and realis. In addition, the results were 

further observed, both quantitatively and qualitatively, by intersecting the grounding 

system with the parameters of the transitivity analytical tool (Hopper & Thompson 1980). 

 Preliminary results suggest that Chinese passive constructions exhibit a low 

degree of participants’ interactivity and transitivity. These structures tend to be linked to 

inanimate, abstract and vague entities, thereby contributing to a lower level of dramaticity 

in discourse. Furthermore, the passive voice is found to be commonly employed to 

introduce background information or downplay certain elements within a text, resulting 

in decreased processing priority and reduced accessibility. While distinctions among the 

three categories of passives can be discerned in terms of semantic prosody and emotional 

expressiveness, the passive voice in Chinese appears to serve as a means to convey an 

overall sense of indirectness, mitigate conflicts and promote social harmony in 

communication. 
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Multiplicity (also known as plurality) is a psychological phenomenon whereby a person 

experiences several selves within their single body. Historically, this was regarded as a 

disordered condition (American Psychiatric Association, 2004) but social media websites 

like Reddit have enabled people who experience multiplicity to gather online, discuss their 

experiences and contest the notion that multiplicity is necessarily disordered (Isler 2017). 

Previous work using corpus linguistics has studied a contested persecutory belief system 

known as gangstalking (Lustig et al 2021) and has showed that sufferers of a belief system 

labelled as pathological by mental health professionals can employ discursive strategies 

to construe a countervailing discourse wherein they contest the pathologization of their 

experiences.  

This study examines language used in four of the largest multiplicity communities 

on Reddit to identify idiosyncratic language use in these communities. Of these four reddit 

communities, two identify multiplicity as pathological (r/DID, r/OSDD), one explicitly 

identifies it as nonpathological (r/Tulpas) and one contains a diversity of perspectives 

(r/plural). These different communities, united by the experience of having multiple selves 

but distinguished by their embrace or rejection of mental disorder provides an 

opportunity to examine how people engage with the discursive regimes of disordered and 

nodisordered multiplicity. 

Our corpus of contains 800 threads and is comprised of the top 200 most upvoted 

threads for each of the four multiplicity communities described above (800 total threads).  

To analyze this corpus, we employ a recently described methodology which 

combines key-keyword analysis with concepts from set theory to identify and compare 

keywords between corpora and find keywords that are used uniquely within each corpus 

(McGlashan &  Krendel 2023). Key-key-words (Scott 1997) were identified by first 

generating keyword lists for each of the 200 threads for each of the four community 

subcorpora. We used the Webcorp Mini-Web reference corpus 

(http://wse1.webcorp.org.uk/home/syn.html) for keyword calculations. All keywords had 

to meet a Log-Likelihood threshold of >=15.13 (p<0.0001). Key-key-words were then 

identified for each subcorpus by aggregating the keyword lists for each of the 200 threads 

to rank keywords in terms of how often they are keywords in an individual thread. Key-

key-word lists were then compared to find complement keywords, i.e. “key-key-words that 

[are] found to be isolated in their use to a single subcorpus” (McGlashan & Krendel 2023: 

8). 
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Complement key-key-words within the r/DID (dissociative identity disorder) 

community focused on navigating challenges in interpersonal relationships. This includes 

romantic relationships (partner) as well as relationships with family (mom, family) and 

health care professionals (misdiagnosed, professionals). In addition, contributors focused 

on the challenges of receiving an accurate diagnosis of DID and the frustration of 

misdiagnosis. Keywords in the r/OSDD (Other specified dissociative disorder) community 

also focused on the challenges of receiving a diagnosis (undiagnosed, psychologist) and on 

concerns about being disbelieved (impostor, pretending). The r/plural keywords focused 

on the diversity of identities and experiences within the plural community (neurodiversity) 

and on concerns about including and excluding people from the community (exclusionists, 

inclusion). Finally, the r/Tulpa keyword lists focused on creative and imaginative processes.  

Complement keywords in the disorder-oriented communities (r/DID and r/OSDD) 

focused on diagnosis, misdiagnosis, managing distress and promoting recovery and 

improved mental health. Both communities evinced concerns about being disbelieved 

and about the authenticity of experiences and diagnosis. The r/plural community focused 

on the genesis of plural experiences and symbolic social boundaries in the plural 

community. Finally, the r/Tulpa community foregrounds the creative, artistic and 

imaginative aspects of plurality. 
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A babel of voices 

Making the Desert Island Discs corpus 
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This paper presents a new corpus resource with wide-ranging potential in corpus-assisted 

discourse studies. We compiled a corpus containing over 2400 episodes (close to 12 

million words) of Desert Island Discs transcripts, between 1951 and the present day and 

enriched it with fine-grained extra-linguistic information. In 80 years (the first broadcast 

was in 1942) the format of the iconic BBC radio program has remained unchanged: every 

week the host casts away on an imaginary desert island a well-known guest, with a choice 

of eight music tracks which guide the interview about the castaway’s memories, personal 

life and career. This remarkable consistency makes it an interesting barometer of cultural 

British life over the past eight decades. But, as well as being a formidable dataset for 

studies of diachronic variation (Smith & Waters 2019), Desert Island Discs is also – in the 

words of one of the castaways – a “library of Babel of human stories, experience and 

language” (Desert Island Discs, David Mitchell 13 November 2020) and could be a versatile 

tool to explore a number of questions about identity, memory, emotions, storytelling and 

other typical interests of corpus-assisted discourse studies, in pursual of “non-obvious 

meanings” (Partington 2017). Because of its cultural relevance, Desert Island Discs has been 

object of several small-scale studies on presentation of the self (Cohen & Duberley 2013) 

and identity building. Lamont and Loveday, for example, “found that music was chosen to 

reflect guests’ national identity, gender identity and sometimes more hidden 

psychological states” (2020: 7). In order to allow for more systematic, larger scale analyses 

along these lines, we mined Wikidata using Python ad hoc scripts and were able to retrieve 

a rich set of metadata about almost all speakers (over 98% out of nearly 2300 unique 

speakers), including their age, profession, nationality, education and gender. These 

metadata were indexed as corpus search criteria, so as to make it possible to connect 

linguistic features and socio-demographic parameters. The full paper will describe the 

procedure that we developed to build the corpus, starting from the automatic 

transcription of episodes, to the annotation pipeline and finally the indexing with the 

NoSketch Engine platform, which will allow public sharing of the corpus. We will conclude 

by suggesting examples of analyses based on linguistic (as well as non-linguistic) 

questions, thus hopefully demonstrating the width and depth of research interests that a 

carefully made and finely annotated corpus can accommodate, as well as addressing 

relevant methodological issues of data availability and re-usability. 
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The aim of this paper is to investigate evidence of distinct features of personal nostalgic 

discourse and explore ways of identifying ‘non-obvious’ (Partington 2017) linguistic 

markers that, working together, may create that nostalgic meaning we are able to 

recognise between the lines. In other words, we are in search of a shared language of 

nostalgia, that is, language that signals the emotion (Bednarek 2008) and language that 

potentially triggers the emotion. These pragmatic functions may manifest through 

multifaceted renderings, the methodological interest of this paper is understanding how 

a corpus-assisted approach (Partington 2004; Partington et al. 2013) can contribute to 

systematically and comprehensively (in terms of precision and recall) identify the 

mechanisms that express and invite nostalgic feelings. 

The territory of our analysis is the Desert Island Discs corpus, containing over 2400 

transcripts (almost 12 million words) of episodes of the iconic BBC Radio Four programme 

between 1951 and the present day. Desert Island Discs (Brown et al. 2017) is prototypically 

nostalgic in multiple ways. There is the “soundtrack of a lifetime” format which is 

intrinsically about reminiscing: every week the host is ‘cast away’ on an imaginary desert 

island with a well-known guest, who chooses eight music tracks to guide the interview 

through their memories, personal life and career. There is the castaway’s anticipatory 

nostalgia for what they will miss once stranded. There are the host’s explicit attempts to 

build up an expectation for nostalgia in framing the guests’ music selection (Are you 

choosing nostalgically or?); and then the island itself as a symbol of nostalgia, with its 

promise of a return to a simple life. 

References to time and memory emerge as consistent core properties of nostalgic 

discourse, they are however not distinctive properties, as Marchi puts it ‘all nostalgic 

narratives are “once upon a time” narratives, but not all “once upon a time” stories are 

nostalgic’ (2023: 202). Relying on collocation analysis and on the close reading of 

concordances we retrieve, dissect and classify corpus evidence and show that it is the 

combination and agglomeration of multiple features that creates the nostalgic effect. 

Among them we find: the presence of sensory and emotional language, positive 

evaluation, the accumulation of detail, the attribution of sharpness, vividness or 

uniqueness to the memory, or alternatively the immanence of the moment depicted. The 

expression of authenticity and self-continuity (resonating with research in psychology, 

Sedikides et al. 2004). Finally, we come to define discursive nostalgia as: painting a 

backdrop of “back then” and spending time in the memory.  
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A corpus-based study of the discourses of discourse analysis, with a special 

emphasis on the difference between critical and ‘non-critical’ approaches 
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Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is concerned with “linguistic and semiotic aspects of 

social processes and problems” (Fairclough, Mulderrig & Wodak 2011: 368). It was initially 

launched as an alternative to the insistence on unbiasedness, objectivity and abstraction 

from sociocultural contexts associated with traditional, ‘non-critical’ approaches to the 

study of discourse (including Conversation Analysis and sociolinguistic, pragmatic and 

psycholinguistic strands). However, since the time of its inception, Critical Discourse 

Analysis has developed into its own ‘brand’ (Billig 2000), so that not claiming the label 

critical today is sometimes (mis)interpreted as a disinterest in the social dimensions of 

discourse, including the construction of ideologies, social identities and relationships, the 

exercise of power and discrimination. But are there really significant differences between 

critical and ‘non-critical’ approaches to discourse analysis and to what extent do they 

adopt different scientific thought-styles (Pahta & Taavitsainen  2010: 23). These are the 

research questions this paper seeks to answer. 

As CDA assumes that thought-styles are constructed in the way language is used 

in particular discourses, it seems plausible to apply its methods to itself and its ‘non-

critical’ counterparts and investigate the language of discourse analysis. I will particularly 

look at conceptual strategies variously mentioned by critics as being too prominent ((a.), 

(b.), (e.) or not prominent enough ((c.), (d.)) in CDA (Dillon 1982; Stubbs 1997; Widdowson 

1998; O’Halloran 2003): 

a) Subjectification: foregrounding the author’s beliefs and evaluations. 

b) Moralization: foregrounding evaluations and normativity. 

c) Metatheorization: foregrounding data and scientific practices of research. 

d) Linguistic theorization: foregrounding linguistic concepts, theories and 

models. 

e) Extralinguistic contextualization: foregrounding social, political and 

historical contexts. 

I will use a corpus-based discourse analytical approach (e.g. Baker et al. 2008, 

Mautner 2009), examining two self-compiled 2-million-word corpora, each containing 300 

articles from the last 15 years. The articles for the ‘critical’ corpus are taken from the 

journals Discourse & Society, Social Semiotics, Journal of Language & Politics, CADAAD Journal 

and Critical Discourse Studies, those for the ‘non-critical’ corpus from Text & Talk, Discourse 

Processes, Discourse Studies, Discourse & Communication and Discourse, Context & Media. 
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The corpora have been part-of-speech tagged and semantically annotated via Wmatrix5 

(Rayson 2009) and are analysed with Wordsmith 9. 

Methodologically, I partly proceed inductively, using keyword lists comparing the 

two corpora to see which semantic domains are quantitatively predominant and thus 

which aspects are more salient in critical and ‘non-critical’ approaches, 1  and partly 

deductively, focusing on particular constructions that can be argued to be associated with 

one of the aforementioned conceptual strategies. 

The study is work in progress at this point but will be completed in the next three 

months. Although I have used the corpora for exploratory research (see Table 1), no major 

systematic results can as yet be reported.  
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1 For a preview, see Table 1, which presents semantic profiles of the most important keywords, i.e. words occurring 

significantly more often in one corpus than in the other. The data seems to support the assumption that CDA focuses 

more on extralinguistic contextualization, but significantly less so, comparatively speaking, on metatheorization 

and linguistic theorization.  
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 Critical approaches  Non-critical approaches  

Scientific 

practice General  

critique; textbook  assessment; cue; effect; condition; 

congruent/ congruency; experiment; eye-

tracking; feedback; inconsistency; 

interference; judgment; null; pause, 

predict/predictive/prediction/predictor; 

priming; probe; random; rate/rating; 

screen; task; test; uncertainty; valence; 

variable; variance  

Quantification    0.2; 0.5; 2; 3; 6; 7; 9; duration; measure; 

N400;  

SD; T1; T2  

Linguistic theory 

General  

CDS; DHA/discourse-historical; 

semiotics  

  

  

Structure   sign; transitivity  antecedent; NP; prosodic; sentence; 

referent;   

Text & 

communication  

logos; topos; multilingualism  coherence; conversational; epistemics; 

filler; formulation, hedge; interactional; 

maxims; metadiscourse; polite; abstract; 

chat; closing; CMC; comics; e-mails; 

expository; meme; movie; narrativity  

Cognitive 

processes & 

performance  

  activation; comprehension; inference; 

learning; memory; non-native; problem-

solving; processing; recall; skill  

Healthcare    client; counsellor; diagnostic; patient; 

therapy/ therapist; deaf  

Nationality & 

geography &  

religion & 

languages  

BIH; borders; Bosnia/Bosnian; 

China; citizenship; city; Czech; 

Eastern; EU;  

Europe; Greece; Hindu; 

homeland;  

Islamic; Israel/Israeli; Jerusalem;  

Jews; land; Muslim; nation; 

Northern; Palestine/Palestinian; 

Serbia; transnational  

Hungarian; Japanese  

Politics  coalition; communist; 

conservative; election; elite; far-

right; flag;  

governance; government; 

governmentality; hegemony; 

liberal; Nazi; parliament; patriot; 

populism; referendum; regime; 

minister; populist; liberty; Bush; 

Hitler; Thatcher  
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Society 

General  

ideological; logics; 

multiculturalism; societal; socio-

political  

  

  

Identity  gay; homosexual/homosexuality; 

lesbian; LGBTQ; queer; same-

sex; sex  

  

Conflict  sectarian/sectarianism; camp; 

terrorism/terrorist; victory; war  

  

Inequality  homeless; homophobia; 

inequality; nationalism; racism; 

slave/slavery; surveillance; 

colonial/colonialism  

  

Economy  brand/branding; 

capitalist/capitalism; tourism; 

trade  

  

Table 1: Semantic profiles of the 100 most prominent keywords in the ‘critical’ corpus and the 

‘non-critical’ corpus (only those expressions assigned to one of the semantic categories are 

included).   
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This research examines the development of climate change discourse in the Polish press 

from 2015 to 2022. The main objective is to analyse how media narratives in Poland have 

evolved during this period, which is marked by significant environmental and political 

events. This study also provides a methodological contribution by combining corpus-

based discourse analysis (Baker 2006; Gabrielatos & Baker 2008; Jaworska & 

Krishnamurthy 2012; Baker et al. 2013; Wang 2018; Liu & Huang 2022) with the novel 

technique of usage fluctuation analysis (UFA) (Baker et al. 2017; Brezina 2018; McEnery et 

al. 2019, 2021; Gillings et al. 2023). The UFA technique allows us to identify statistically 

significant shifts in word usage over a period of time by tracking the fluctuation in word 

usage manifested by collocation. Using a combination of Usage Fluctuation Analysis (UFA) 

and corpus-based discourse analysis, the study examines the frequency and context of 

the terms climate change and global warming in a targeted corpus of Polish media.  

For this study, we created a specialized corpus to investigate discourse on climate 

change. The corpus comprises articles published in the Polish press from 1 January 2015 

to 31 December 2022. The corpus includes articles from the following daily newspapers: 

„Rzeczpospolita” and „Gazeta Polska Codziennie” and weekly newspapers: „Newsweek”, 

„Polityka”, „Wprost”, „Do Rzeczy” and „Sieci”. The corpus consists of 11,493 texts, with a 

total of 9,788,321 tokens. We used advanced methodology that includes machine learning 

algorithms to analyze these large data sets. Through this approach, patterns and themes 

related to climate change were identified without explicitly mentioning these terms, 

resulting in a broader range of relevant content. 

Our analysis results confidently indicate that the media's presentation of climate 

change issues has undergone significant changes. This demonstrates a growing 

awareness and recognition of the importance of climate change in the media debate. 

Initially, climate issues received limited coverage, often overshadowed by other national 

concerns, but over time there has been a remarkable increase in volume and depth. The 

research clearly indicates a gradual shift in the Polish media's approach to climate issues, 

moving from minimal engagement and skepticism to a more proactive and informed 

discussion. Moreover, this study is a significant methodological contribution as it employs 

Usage Fluctuation Analysis (UFA) on a specialized corpus, providing new and valuable 

insights into the evolving dynamics of climate change discourse in the Polish context.  
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In view of its strong impact not only on extralinguistic reality, but also on social behaviour 

and to some extent even on language use and system, the COVID-19 pandemic has 

attracted the interest of linguistic research since its beginnings: the various contributions 

on this topic, which have been published since the middle of 2020, range from those 

focusing on lexical innovations (Elia 2020; Sgroi 2020) and new models of word formation 

(Sgroi 2020; Pietrini 2021) to those anchored in the field of communication science as well 

as political linguistics in the broader sense (Koch & Thörle 2021; Wodak 2021). 

The genre of public political speech itself had already been studied before the 

pandemic from numerous perspectives, including the morphosyntactic dimension 

(Danler 2007, 2020; Amenta/Strudsholm 2014). As far as political speeches during the 

COVID-19 pandemic are concerned, they have already been examined, too. So far, 

however, these studies focus on specific aspects and approaches, belonging above all to 

the field of cognitive linguistics, such as frame semantics (Wodak 2021) and conceptual 

metaphor theory (see in particular the several publications on the WAR metaphor, like e.g. 

Piazza 2020; Salvati & Verdighi 2020; Castro Seixas 2021; Semino 2021). On the other 

hand, there seems to be a lack of more specific analyses concerning e.g. sensorimotor 

concepts (Mayr 2023), which can in turn reflect conceptual metaphors or metonymies, or 

even going beyond (merely) cognitive linguistics, such as those focusing on 

morphosyntactic forms and structures that can be identified as characteristic of COVID-

19 political discourse. 

In this mainly qualitative study, a corpus of 10 selected speeches pronounced by 

Italian and Spanish politicians between 2020 and 2022 is analysed with regard to the use 

of sensorimotor concepts on the one hand (see the frequent use of lexical items such as 

It. prendere, far fronte, lotta, di cuore or Sp. hacer frente, tomar, entender, batalla etc.) and 

the use of recurrent morphosyntactic patterns on the other; among the latter, particularly 

salient seem to be different structures serving to express deontic modality, progressive 

periphrases, parenthetical clauses, accumulations of qualitative adjectives etc., as well as 

specific argument structures connected with highlighting or hiding certain semantic roles. 

In this way, we will demonstrate the persuasive functions and effects achieved through 

the interplay between both of these linguistic means and, more generally, between 

lexicon and morphosyntax.  
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Text mining on mining 

Investigating a sustainability report corpus through the lens of climate change 
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sustainability reporting 

Climate change is associated with human activities, which contribute to global warming. 

In recent years, publishing sustainability reports to account for operational impacts has 

become a trend. This can also be observed in the mining sector, which is naturally impact 

intensive in its operations. Significant greenhouse gas emissions stem from 

energyintensive mining and the processing. This paper makes a contribution to the field 

of public corporate discourse in relation to environmental impacts and investigates 

“corporate discourse and the outside world” (Jaworska 2020) using annual sustainability 

reports.  

These voluntary reports provide a stage for self-representation, being composed 

to achieve this goal. Nonetheless, as Jaworska (2020) states, as writers and editors make 

choices, their favour of some over other choices offers valuable insight into how issues 

are presented to fit the company ideology. In the context of mining Poole (2016) has 

investigated a mining company’s discourse and position on environmental concerns. 

The present paper contributes to the field by investigating the research question: 

How does the text type of sustainability reports frame the words “climate” and “climate 

change”? The hypothesis that the company uses the terms in a specific way and thus 

frames connected themes is tested via a comparison to a reference corpus. In order to 

investigate the research question a corpus of VALE’s – a global mining company - 

sustainability reports was created, spanning over eight years 2013-2020 and including 

236.427 words. The VALE sustainability report corpus was searched for the terms climate 

and climate change using the software LancsBox. The focus was on identifying collocations 

of climate and the fixed expression climate change and to investigate their use in terms of 

frequency, position in collocation networks and directionality of association to frequent 

collocations. The results were compared to a reference corpus, a sample of the Corpus of 

Contemporary American English (COCA). The COCA sample was chosen due to its 

availability of relevant data, which encompassed the timespan of the texts in the VALE 

corpus (the sample COCA includes the years 1990-2019). The COCA samples consist of 8,9 

million words with a word range between 962.652 and 1.345.414 words per text type 

(academic, blogs, fiction, magazine, newspaper, TV and movies subtitles and web pages). 

Differences between the corpora are reflected in the themes associated with 

climate change. However, similarities exist on themes such as risk and opportunity and 

energy, which are prevalent in both corpora and are predominantly linked to discourse on 

climate change. The value of the analysis is especially enhanced by investigating 
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collocation networks (Brezina 2015), which provided interesting results on discourses on 

risk and climate change in the VALE sustainability report corpus. 

Due to the difference in frequent colocations in each network, as could be shown 

impressively, the corpora create two fundamentally different networks. Another benefit 

of using collocation networks was the finding of asymmetric framings of the collocation 

risk and opportunity / risks and opportunities in the VALE corpus. Frequent mentions of risk 

are elaborated on and at times paired with opportunities, which never appears alone and 

is not described in detail. This gives rise to the argument that the frequent collocation 

risks, in the context of climate change, is softened by the use of (not elaborated) 

opportunities. This framing provides a glimpse into the softening narrative mining 

companies use in their reports to account for their environmental impact. 
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Gendered characters and gendered worlds in best-selling, 

contemporary Young Adult fiction 
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Children’s and Young Adult (YA) literature offers ‘windows and mirrors’ onto the world 

(Bishop 1990), worldviews and experiences (windows) and self-reflections (mirrors). This 

paper focuses on YA fiction, which provides resources for identity building, as well as 

acting as a guide in navigating the world. Previous corpus linguistics research (Hunt 2015, 

in press) has shown highly gendered representations, as indicated through the linguistic 

patterning, of characters’ appearance and agency in best-selling children’s literature 

series (including The Famous Five, by Enid Blyton; The Chronicles of Narnia by CS Lewis). 

However, there is a paucity of work on representations of characters in recent young adult 

fiction using a CADS perspective. Therefore, little is known about the identity resources 

made available for young people in the literature they read as construed by the hidden 

discourse patterns of the language choices. This paper aims to address this gap and 

identify the discourses underlying the language patterns in relation to appearance and 

agency. 

This presentation shares a CADS investigation of the ‘windows and mirrors’ on 

gender representations of the characters and the worlds constructed by female and male 

authors.  This work draws on a newly compiled corpus of the 50 most commercially 

successful books for young adults (11-18 years) in the UK over a 5-year period (2017-2022). 

Our analysis involves the investigation of impact of the role of gender in linguistic 

patterns in a unique corpus of c.5 million words. These findings were shared with and 

enriched by the insights of secondary school students and their school librarians, in focus 

groups and interviews. 

The paper will report mainly on the following research questions: 

1. What gendered patterns in characters’ agency and appearance are constructed 

in YAF? 

2. What differences and overlaps exist in the fictional worlds created by female and 

male authors? 

To answer the first question, we searched for collocates of the gendered nouns 

girl, woman, boy and man and extracted the attributive modifiers of appearance preceding 

them. Those with the highest LogDice scores were investigated more fully in concordance 

lines for discourse patterns.  

Female-authored (n=34) and male-authored books (n=16) were analysed 

separately through Wmatrix semantic tagging to explore what makes each subcorpus 

distinctive.  
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RQ1: Findings reveal interesting correlations between characters’ gender and 

physical appearance, as shown in the following collocates:  

- girls: little, pretty, young, beautiful, baby 

- boys: little, old, young, tall, invisible 

- women: young, old, beautiful, blonde, elderly  

- men: young, old, tall, dead, big 

Insights around gendered agency will also be explored in the presentation. 

RQ2: Female and male authors constructed starkly distinct worlds in terms of the 

prominent semantic categories e.g. emotions and warfare respectively. 

Findings were shared with young people and school librarians and their responses will 

be drawn on in the presentation. 
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Since the establishment of Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT, Lakoff & Johnson 1980) 

and of metaphor research, one of the major developments has been a shift from a 

reliance on researchers’ intuition and ad hoc examples towards a focus on naturally 

occurring linguistic data contained in corpora, in order to gain a more comprehensive 

understanding of the characteristics of metaphorical language usage. One of the methods 

to locate metaphors in corpora requires selecting certain keywords and analysing their 

concordance lines (Deignan 2009). To determine the keywords in question, an area of 

investigation can be established a priori and treated as a potential source or target 

domain and lexicon related to it is considered. This provides insights either into the 

multivalency of the source domain, that is, the target domains it is used to conceptualise, 

or into the diversification of the target domain, that is, the various source domains used 

to conceptualise it (Goatly 1997).  

In the present study, sustainability was considered as a target domain, with the 

aim of investigating the use of metaphors in the discourse on this topic. Sustainability, or 

sustainable development, understood as the ability of meeting the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs  (WCED 

1987), has become increasingly relevant in recent years in public discourse and yet 

remains difficult to delineate clearly, due to its complexity (Purvis et al. 2018). When 

dealing with a complicated system of relatively unfamiliar concepts such as the notion of 

sustainability, metaphoric framings can provide a useful tool for its comprehension by 

prompting receivers to interpret the target issue using their knowledge of the source 

domain (Malt & Majid 2023). Since no single metaphor can provide a comprehensive 

representation of sustainability, different metaphorical mappings can be used to frame 

and offer different perspectives on the topic (Carew & Mitchell 2006), contributing to its 

diversification.  

Considering the relevance of sustainability as not only a scientific or environmental 

issue, but also a social and political issue to be debated in the public sphere (Atanasova 

2019), the manner in which it is discussed in newspapers becomes particularly relevant, 

due to the role they play in shaping public opinion (Baker et al. 2013) and, more 

specifically, in helping readers understand what sustainability is and how it can be 

achieved (Ziemann 2011). Consequently, a comparable corpus was created with articles 

from daily Italian and British newspapers mentioning, respectively, sustainability or 

sustainable development and sostenibilità or sviluppo sostenibile, starting from May 2022, 

when the 8th Environment Action Programme entered into force (European Commission 
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2022). Concordance lines for sustainab-/sostenib-, the keywords selected for the target 

domain, were analysed and figurative meanings were determined adapting the Metaphor 

Identification Procedure (Pragglejaz Group 2007, Steen et al. 2010). The results yielded by 

this approach demonstrate the role of metaphors in shaping the public discourse on 

sustainability, while contributing to the understanding of its conceptualisation. 
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Research at the level of discourse in world Englishes has mainly focused on features of 

discourse as language in use (Kachru & Smith 2008; Mesthrie & Bhatt 2008, Kirkpatrick 

2021) rather than on the analysis of ‘discourse’ as social practice (cf. Fairclough 2013; 

Fairclough, Mulderrig & Wodak 2011), one of whose key aims is to explore how people, 

social actors, or other phenomena are represented (or constructed) in reality. The lack of 

such studies may be due to, until recently, the non-availability of big data for world 

Englishes, which is required to enable researchers convincingly analyse a concept like 

representation. With the advent of big (textual) data in the form of a corpus, such as the 

1.9-billion-word GloWbE corpus (Davies & Fuchs 2015), it is now possible to study 

discourse in this way across different varieties of English. In this paper, I explored how the 

related words politics and politician/s are constructed in varieties of native and non-native 

Englishes. I chose to search these words for analysis because of their crucial role in the 

events that shape how a society is organised. 

Using a social theory of discourse (Foucault 1972; Burr 1995; Gee 2018), I analysed 

these two words in three inner circle varieties (USA, Great Britain and Australia) and three 

outer circle varieties (Ghana, Nigeria and Sri Lanka) in the GloWbE. The texts in the corpus 

are mainly from online sources, including informal blogs and newspapers. The analysis 

used the corpus methods of normalised frequencies, collocates and concordance lines 

(e.g., Baker 2023) and the discourse-historical approach to CDA (Wodak 2001). 

Quantitative differences were based on normalised frequencies as corpus sizes for the 

countries of focus varied. 

Key findings include, first, that people in the outer circle countries generally tend 

to talk more about politics and politicians than those in the inner circle countries. Second, 

the analysis of both politics and politician/s highlights differences (and similarities) of 

discourse representation in not just between the inner and outer circle varieties but also 

between individual varieties. For instance, the analysis shows that while people in the 

inner circle countries discuss politics in terms of how it relates to or collaborates with 

other fields and in terms of preferable political ideologies, those in the outer circle 

countries tend to discuss politics more in terms of regional or national identities as well 

as in terms of political actors and institutions. A common representation of politics is that 

it is negatively evaluated in both the inner and outer circle varieties. In addition, between 

individual varieties, similarities and differences are observed in the way politicians are 

represented, especially in the discourses of negative evaluation and nationality and external 

reference. For instance, people in all the six countries consider politicians to be corrupt, 
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although this evaluation is discussed more prominently in the non-native countries. The 

findings suggest that representations of politics and politicians predominantly highlight 

culturally relevant variations between inner and outer circle countries and in specific 

countries, which may be attributed to differences in people’s experiences of (and attitudes 

towards) political activities and actors in their geographical contexts. 
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This study explores the terminological landscape surrounding policing and undercover 

operations within supranational law, with a specific focus on the European Court of 

Human Rights (ECtHR). The proper use of legal terminology has been recognized as a 

crucial factor contributing to the clarity and consistency of the ECtHR’s operation (Brannan 

2023). As the ECtHR deals with cases originating in 46 jurisdictions of the Council of Europe 

(CoE), it is exposed to differing conceptualizations, linguistic realizations and legal 

definitions and implications of the practice when a law enforcement agent induces a 

person to commit a crime. This exposure results in a significant amount of terminological 

variation (Freixa 2002) in the pinnacle genre within the system of genres (Bazerman 1994) 

at the ECtHR: the judgment. Consequently, potential friction points and harmonization 

challenges may arise in the application of supranational jurisprudence within domestic 

legal landscapes.  

The study discerns where and how the ECtHR’s terminology diverges from 

domestic interpretations, shedding light on the nuanced complexities that emerge at the 

crossroads of national and supranational legal systems.  

The materials comprise a corpus of judgments in English dealing with police 

entrapment cases (Art. 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights) along with other 

procedural genres within the ECtHR system of genres. The main methodological 

framework of the (cross-linguistic) corpus-assisted discourse study (Gillings, Mautner & 

Baker 2023) is supplemented by insights from legal terminology (Biel & Kockaert 2023) 

and legal translation studies (Cheng et al. 2014; Biel et al. 2019). The study builds on the 

classification of legal terms at international organizations by Prieto Ramos (2014) and, 

specifically, at the ECtHR by Brannan (2013, 2018, 2023) and Peruzzo (2019), 

supplementing them with phraseological perspectives where applicable, as the terms 

under analysis pertain to the category of the so-called multiword terms, combining 

elements of terminology and phraseology (Nikitina 2019: 272).  

The findings identify the co-existence of diverging terminological choices across 

different cases and, surprisingly, even within the procedural documents dealing with the 

same case (application, case communication, written pleadings, judgment). In applying 

the Convention, the ECtHR relies on the socalled generic terms or terms that underwent 

“autonomous interpretation” (Peruzzo 2019: 81), but it also operates with terms coming 

from domestic law of a given CoE State and/or other instruments of international law 

(Brannan 2023). Multiword terms such as “agent provocateur”, “undercover operation”, 

“police incitement” and “(police) entrapment” coexist with system-bound terminology 
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(Peruzzo 2019;  Nikitina 2022), i.e., terms rooted in the national legal system that must 

remain marked as national terms (e.g., “investigative test”, “operative experiment”). The 

latter appear in the overview of domestic laws and facts and, for some languages, can be 

marked by the presence of translation couplets (Šarčević 1985: 131). A significant amount 

of hidden or covert translation from non-official languages carried out by the ECtHR 

lawyers at the case communication stage, significantly preceding judgment drafting, is 

found to be a factor contributing to terminological variation, along with overt translation 

across the two official languages of the Court, English and French, at the judgment stage.  

The findings thus offer a critical reflection on the potential challenges resulting in 

the misuse or incorrect terminological choices, underscoring the dynamic interplay 

between supranational and domestic legal discourses.  
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RQTR to test relevance in query terms to build a bilingual corpus 

of media representation of Ukrainian refugees  

Aroa Orrequia-Barrea (Universidad de Cádiz, Spain) 

Keywords: corpus linguistics, corpus building, critical discourse analysis, media representation, 

Ukrainian refugees  

On 24th February 2022, Russia invaded Ukraine and a war broke out. Since then, millions 

of Ukrainians have been forced to leave their houses and fled to different parts of the 

European continent.  

This research is part of a larger project which looks into media representation of 

Ukrainians in the UK and Spanish press and compare it with the discursive construction 

of other migrant groups in the press (Baker & McEnery 2005; Gabrielatos & Baker 2008; 

Baker et al. 2008; KhosraviNik 2009, 2010a, 2010b). 

The aim of this study is to show the results of employing the relative query term 

relevance (RQTR, henceforth) technique proposed by Gabrielatos (2007) to identify the 

best candidates for a query to build a bilingual corpus. 

Five steps were followed to carry out the study (Gabrielatos 2007: 31). First, two 

pilot corpora, one in each language, were compiled over the period of a year with the 

terms refugee and asylum as seeds (Gabrielatos 2007: 12). We downloaded the news 

articles published in the third week of each month, since February 2022 until February 

2023, to reduce the presence of seasonal words. Second, keywords were extracted to see 

the candidate terms that can be potentially included in the query. For this purpose, we 

used the written and news subcorpora of the BNC2014 from #Lancsbox X (Brezina & Platt 

2023) for the English corpus. For the Spanish corpus, it was compared with the news and 

European Spanish domain subcorpora of the esTenTen from Sketch Engine (Kilgariff & 

Renau 2013). In this case, we also needed to calculate log likelihood (Rayson, n.d.). Third, 

we also included some introspective candidates that were not retrieved by the keywords 

but were semantically related to the topic. The fourth step was to calculate the query term 

relevance score (QTR, henceforth) to obtain the baseline for the subsequent steps. Fifth, 

the RQTR is calculated using the QTR and the baseline. Finally, RQTRn was calculated so 

that the results were normalised. 

The RQTR procedure deemed relevant many candidates, but the researcher’s 

subjectivity is required to choose which ones can be included in the query. In our case, we 

took the candidates that were key and positive in RQTR, namely the highest result, 100. 

The query for the English corpus resulted in: refugee* OR asylum* OR immigra* OR 

migra* OR evacuee* OR evacuat* OR sanctuary OR exodus OR flee* OR fled AND Ukraine* 

OR Ukrainian*. In the case of the Spanish, the query was slightly different: refugiad* OR 

asilo OR inmigr* OR migr* OR evacu* OR exodo OR huir* OR huy* OR acog* AND Ucrania 

OR ucranian* OR ucrani*  
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The RQTR procedure provides researchers with a useful mechanism to choose 

scientifically relevant terms for a query avoiding the presence of non-related articles or 

noise. Additionally, it allows researchers to consider whether the introspective ones are 

actually relevant. RQTR is also a helpful way to start the analysis as it also points to 

research areas that can be interesting for the future analysis (Gabrielatos 2017). 
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‘Homeless’ in the cost-of-living crisis 

A corpus-assisted analysis of British national media coverage  
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discourse analysis  

The language used to describe homeless people can pigeonhole individuals negatively 

and have implications for social responses to homelessness (Daly 1996). People tend to 

deal with people experiencing homelessness by distancing themselves to minimise fear, 

guilt, or shame (Daly 1996). This is never more evident than in the discursive divide 

between “us” and “them” or the dehumanising collectivisation of the noun phrase “the 

homeless”. Through the third person pronoun ‘they’, people experiencing homelessness 

‘become an amorphous, remote, alien mass lacking individuality or even humanity’ (Daly 

1996: 8). In other words, language can become a ‘tool of manipulation’ (Daly 1996: 9). This 

is especially problematic in the case of media accounts of homelessness, which are a key 

source of information for many people (Schneider, Chamberlain & Hodgetts 2010; Power 

1999). It is more concerning given that ‘even when members of the general public are 

already familiar with homelessness in their own communities, media help them make 

sense of their experiences and prescribed strategies for their responses to the homeless’ 

(Hodgetts, Cullen & Radley 2005).  

This paper constitutes a corpus-assisted critical discourse analysis exploring 

representations of people experiencing homelessness during the beginning of the cost-

of-living crisis in the left-leaning national newspaper, The Guardian and the right-leaning 

online news outlet MailOnline. The two specialised corpora consist of 405,860 words and 

446,715 words, respectively. Using Lancsbox X, the paper examines collocations of the 

noun ‘homeless’ in both corpora to uncover the most prominent ways in which people 

experiencing homelessness are framed in the two newspapers. Through a close linguistic 

analysis of textual examples, it uncovers the linguistic strategies through which people 

experiencing homelessness are constructed. It considers the discursive consequences of 

these representations during a period of economic crisis and in light of statistics that 

represent homeless populations in the UK. It also contemplates whether the moment of 

the cost-of-living crisis represents an opportunity for increased empathy in the UK, based 

on the idea that people are less likely to blame people for their own poverty during 

periods of economic crisis (Van de Mieroop 2011).   

The paper demonstrates that while there are some shared collocates between the 

two corpora (e.g., ‘people’ and ‘population’), The Guardian’s collocates focus on people on 

the brink of homelessness (‘made’, ‘becoming’, ‘risk’) and help for those experiencing 

homelessness (‘shelter’, ‘charity’, ‘shelters’, ‘charities’), whereas MailOnline’s collocates 

include words related to crime (‘shot’), addiction (‘drug’, ‘addicts’), males (‘man’, ‘men’) and 

generally negative words (‘problem’). The paper considers the question of who is 
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constructed as homeless in each case and the degree to which these representations 

reflect official statistics. It questions the implications of these representations for empathy 

for people experiencing homelessness among readers, which has been found to be lower 

in the UK than in other countries.  
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information leaflets and their effectiveness in British and Italian 

domains  
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Patient information leaflets (PILs) serve as users’ sources of legitimate information on 

medicine administration, safety and side effects. Far from being mere reference material, 

PILs guide consumers to make informed healthcare decisions. This means that PILs 

become controversial when they do not deliver comprehensive information and can thus 

be a source of confusion to patients (Askehave & Zethsen 2014). As such, PILs should 

balance two complementary and opposing requirements. On the one hand, they must 

meet the needs of user-friendliness for a diastratically heterogeneous audience, on the 

other hand, they must comply with scientific accuracy and a set of stringent criteria 

established by current regulations (Zethsen 2022). Nevertheless, expectations on PILs are 

often disregarded as the results seem to fall short of the intended lay-friendliness targets 

(Fage-Butler 2013; Okoro 2022). PILs carry out an indirect and unidirectional form of 

communication (from the sender to the addressee), which does not allow the addressee, 

in case of doubt, to obtain immediate clarification and, on the contrary, delegates the task 

of providing explanations to a third interlocutor, external to the communicative 

interaction, namely the doctor or pharmacist. Moreover, it is a communication deferred 

in place and time in which the recipient plays a primarily passive role. With this in mind, it 

is understandable how the concepts of medication adherence and compliance can be 

undermined if users have not understood what a statement instructs them to do (Albert, 

Bix & Bridgeman 2014).  Although the European Union and the United Kingdom have 

implemented rather homogeneous regulations for PILs, there is a high degree of variation 

in how the approach to readability is addressed in different national and linguistic 

domains (Miglietta 2012). This article presents the methodology and preliminary results 

of my PhD research. This contribution aims to identify features that hinder patients' 

accessibility to PILs by using a corpus-driven approach (Biber 2015) to collect quantitative 

data on four different corpora that respectively comprise the PILs of the top-selling over-

the counter and prescription drugs in the UK and Italian contexts. This comparative work 

sheds light on the stylistic, syntactic and lexical differences in PILs. It shows that these 

features can vary the level of accessibility to PILs and require future investigations in a 

universally recognised field, with a view to improving those documents that directly affect 

all human beings and their fundamental right to health.  
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Investigating ecological change and climate crisis through 

diachronic corpus-assisted ecolinguistics  

Robert Poole (University of Alabama, United States of America) 

Keywords: diachronic studies, ecolinguistics, climate crisis  

In this presentation, I investigate how social data captured in large corpora can 

complement existing scientific evidence of climate change and serve as indicators of our 

worsening ecological crisis. Indeed, there is ample scientific data for our present 

ecological crisis, but we have largely left unexplored the social data present in large 

collections of language and how this data may also reflect the climate crisis and 

demonstrate our changing understandings of and relationships with the physical world. 

While it is broadly accepted that social and technological changes are reflected in 

language change, much less explored is the relationship between language change and 

ecological change. 

Thus, the present study explores the shifting representations of the ecology-

relevant words wilderness and hurricane/s in order to investigate the shifting perceptions, 

understandings and relationships with these entities and events.  The approach integrates 

the techniques of discourse-oriented corpus studies with the framework of ecolinguistics, 

as it implements a data driven approach for investigating the role of language on “the life-

sustaining interactions of humans, other species and the physical environment” 

(ecolinguistics-association.org). 

In the presentation, I will briefly present case studies of two eco-keywords: 

wilderness and hurricane/s. For the former, I explore shifting collocational patterns with 

wilderness across the approximately two-hundred years of language use captured in the 

Corpus of Historical American English. For the latter, a diachronic collocation analysis of 

adjectives co-occurring with hurricane/s across the six five-year periods in the Corpus of 

Contemporary American English was conducted. In the analysis, collocation data were 

collected and the Kendall’s Tau correlation coefficient for each collocate was calculated in 

order to assess the strength of diachronic change. For wilderness, the data demonstrates 

that framings of grandeur and vitality have declined while framings reflecting poor health 

have increased. For hurricane/s, the data indicate that adjectives indicating larger size, 

greater severity and increased strength are more frequently co-occurring with the node 

terms across the last three decades. 

The presentation asserts the affordances of diachronic analysis for revealing 

changing perceptions and understandings of the physical world and climate change-

related events.  Finally, the presentation forwards a case for continued diachronic corpus 

studies in ecolinguistics to complement existing physical science data of climate change, 

to demonstrate how language use reflects beliefs and practices that contribute to the 

climate crisis, but also to explore how emergent language patterns align more positively 

with ecological wellbeing, justice and sustainability.  
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Half-witted women and exceptional men? 

A corpus-assisted study of gendered social actors in two large heritage 

mountaineering corpora 

Claudia Posch (University Innsbruck, Austria) 

This presentation examines patterns of social actor representation and gender in two 

large cultural heritage corpora. The research presented compares the domain-specific 

New Zealand Alpine Journal Corpus, an 8-million-word corpus of the New Zealand Alpine 

Journal (NZAJ) and Alpenwort, a 19-million-word corpus of the Austrian Alpine Journal 

(ZAV). The two corpora are comparable in terms of the period they cover and their 

thematic orientation, namely mountains and mountaineering. Mountaineering texts have 

not received much attention in discourse studies, although, like other leisure and sport 

discourses, they reflect social and political developments. Even more than in leisure and 

sports discourses, what counts as a sporting achievement in mountaineering depends on 

discursive events, without spectators or referees present. As a result, there is an 

abundance of texts on the subject that are well suited to CADS. 

Beyond their communicative function, mountaineering texts reflect certain 

conceptualisations, beliefs, values and norms and behaviours that are prevalent in the 

group of mountaineers. Moreover, the discursive products are consumed by a very wide 

audience, consisting of other professional mountaineers, amateurs, or people who only 

occasionally hike or climb and even "armchair alpinists" (Walter 1984). Historically, ideas 

about masculinity (and femininity vice versa) have been based on the idea of the British 

mountaineer or conqueror and this is true of both, the Austrian and the New Zealand 

alpinist traditions. In modern texts the focus has shifted to the athletic body and 

competition between nations. Men are still the dominant figures in these discourses (as 

well as in sport in general) (Apollo 2021; Moraldo 2020), despite the increasing 

participation of women. It is therefore not surprising that women are under-represented 

in the texts1. When they are there, they are represented in significantly different ways 

than men are. The presentation will show how those ways are different by comparing 

frequently occurring patterns of key actor terms (Baker 2010, 2014; Taylor 2013) and their 

collocations by using collocation network graphs (Desagulier, 2020a; 2020b). To facilitate 

cross-linguistic comparison, van Leeuwen’s (1996a) taxonomy of social actor 

representation was used to assign the types of nomination and categorisation (similar to 

Krendel et al. 2021) that social actor terms and their collocates entail. For example, is there 

a difference in the types of modifiers that can be used with different social actor terms? 

  

 

 
1 In the data, the representation of other types of (gendered) identities is not even traceable. 
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The use of adjective phrase inversion in learned and scientific 

exposition 

Carlos Prado-Alonso (Universidad de Oviedo, Spain) 

Keywords: adjective phrase inversion, scientific discourse, involvement, corpus, written English 

In the last years, subject-dependent inversion — constructions in which the subject 

follows the entire verb phrase in a declarative clause, as in “On the near corner was Herb’s 

Gas Station” or “Upstairs was a bedroom and a bathroom”— has been the subject of 

extensive research from a corpus-based perspective (cf. De Wit 2016, Prado-Alonso 2016, 

Teixeira 2016, or Duffley 2018, among others). 

On the basis of the kind of phrasal category occurring as clause-initial constituent, 

five different types of subject-dependent inversion have been traditionally distinguished 

in the literature on the topic: noun phrase, adverb phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase 

and prepositional phrase inversion. Broadly speaking analyses of subject-dependent 

inversion carried within the functional paradigm have focused mainly on inversions 

following a locative constituent (as in the examples provided above) which subsumes 

“spatial locations, path and directions and their extension to some temporal and abstract 

locative domains” (Bresnan 1994: 75). In this sense, these studies have neglected the 

analysis of some inversion types, such as adjective phrase inversion ––as in “Equally 

important is the state of affairs in Uganda” or “Conspicuous among the winners was 

Michael Jordan”–– which do not contain such locative clause-initial constituents. 

In order to bridge the gap mentioned above, the present paper offers a corpus 

based analysis of the distribution and pragmatic function of adjective phrase inversion in 

Present-day English scientific texts taken from the Corpus of Contemporary American 

English (COCA); cf. Davies (2008). The scientific texts under analysis deal with natural 

sciences, medicine, technology and engineering, politics, law, education, humanities and 

social sciences. In the study, they have been grouped into two main categories: Scientific 

Exposition (natural sciences, medicine, technology and engineering) and Learned 

Exposition (Politics, Law, Education, Humanities and Social Sciences); see Biber (1998). 

The distribution and frequency of adjective phrase inversions in the corpus texts 

is compared to Biber’s (1988) well-known multidimensional textual analysis. On the basis 

of a statistical analysis and a comparison, it is argued that the distribution of adjective 

phrase inversion in these scientific texts may allow the presence of the writer in the text 

in order to change the reader’s focus of attention. It will also be argued that the more 

involved a scientific text, the greater number of adjective phrase inversions may be 

expected and that the construction itself may be considered a discourse marker through 

which involvement is coded in scientific writing. Finally, it will also be demonstrated that 

because of its more involved nature, Learned Exposition makes a more frequent use of 

adjective phrase inversion than Scientific Exposition. 
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The good, the tasty and the delicious 

Evaluative strategies in online eating shows  

Sofia Rüdiger (Universität Bayreuth, Germany) 

Keywords: language and food, collocation, evaluation, identity-construction, YouTube  

Eating shows have recently emerged as a new genre of performative food consumption 

in the virtual realm. Based originally on Korean live-streamed Mukbang (cf. Choe 2019), 

eating shows are performed asynchronously and usually feature a solo-performer eating 

copious amounts of food while talking to the non-co-present viewers (Rüdiger 2020). Since 

their conception in South Korea, eating shows and Mukbang have evolved into a truly 

global phenomenon, capturing the interest of a diverse viewership, contributing to the 

spread of Korean culture throughout the world and playing an important role in creating 

digital conviviality and eating communities. 

In this study, I use a corpus of 100 YouTube eating shows (by 10 performers; ca. 

250,000 words) to investigate how eating show hosts evaluate the food items that they 

consume. In particular, I draw on the notion of subjective vs. objective constructions in 

food assessment (Wiggins & Potter 2003), the use of gustatory exclamations (cf. Wiggins 

2002) such as mmm (to indicate pleasant food experiences) and ew (to indicate unpleasant 

food experiences) and adjectives commonly used to describe taste (Bagli 2021). The 

corpus was analyzed using AntConc, drawing on the manual analysis of concordance lines 

for disambiguation (where necessary), to determine word frequencies and collocation 

patterns of the items and constructions of interest. 

The analysis of the corpus shows that the performers prefer to use objective 

evaluations (e.g., it is good; relating to the object of the evaluation) over subjective 

evaluations (e.g., I liked the burger; marked by verbs indicating personal stance such as 

love, hate, (dis)like). In terms of gustatory vocabulary, the taste descriptors are 

predominantly positive (e.g., delicious n=0.25 per thousand words [ptw] vs. bland 

n=0.04ptw). Despite a range of culinary adjectives being in use in the shows to describe 

the food experience to the viewers (referring to gustatory, haptic, olfactory, visual and 

auditory aspects of the food), these are outnumbered by general adjectives to index a 

superficially positive stance (e.g., good n= 3.27ptw, nice n=0.88ptw vs. tasty n=0.05ptw; 

flavorful n=0.02ptw). It is thus also not surprising that positive gustatory exclamations 

prevail in the dataset (e.g., mmm n=4.07ptw vs. eww n=0.07ptw). The collocation analysis 

of mmm (5L/5R) reveals that positive gustatory experiences marked by this expression are 

also accompanied by exclamations of surprise (e.g., woah, wow) to indicate unexpected 

(but pleasant) flavors and general delight in the taste encountered. The positive taste 

experience is further underlined by frequent repetitions of mmm as well as its co-

occurrence with lexical items indicating positive stance (cf. the occurrence of yum, yummy, 

bomb(s) and awesome in the Top 15 collocates of mmm). Altogether, food evaluations on 

eating shows are predominantly positive and the shows thus deviate from genuine ‘taste 
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testing’ episodes. Emphasis lies on the creation of the identity of a lowbrow gourmand 

and an atmosphere of gustatory pleasure, allowing the performers to create digital eating 

communities around other activities which are present on the shows, such as story-telling. 
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A multifactorial analysis of CAN and MAY in essays written by 

American, German and Korean university students 

Mi-Lim Ryoo (Korea Maritime & Ocean University, Republic of South Korea) 

Keywords: learner corpus research, modal verbs, German English, Korean English, multifactorial 

analysis  

In recent years, learner corpus research (LCR) has become an established subfield of 

general corpus linguistics utilizing more sophisticated statistical techniques (Gries & 

Deshors, 2020). From an LCR perspective, the present study compares the use of the 

nearly synonymous modal verbs, can and may by English learners from different L1 

backgrounds (in this case, German and Korean) with native English uses, applying 

multifactorial methods which allow the analyst to identify linguistic features that 

distinguish non-native uses from native uses (Deshors, 2014). The study aims to find out 

which linguistic features contribute to nonnativeness and what relationship, if any, there 

is between these linguistic features and learners’ L1. 

The study hypothesized that both German and Korean learners of English would 

show a higher preference for can over may than native English speakers because can is 

generally more frequent (cf. Neff et al. 2003) and thus the default form in learners’ English 

(Deshors & Gries 2014). This discrepancy would be greater for Korean learners than for 

German learners because the L1 of Korean learners lacks semantically equivalent forms 

of can and may (i.e., Korean uses the same expression (~ (eu)l su itda) for both can and 

may), whereas German has können and dürfen, which are more or less equivalent to 

English can and may respectively. Furthermore, can in Korean English would show the 

characteristic of amalgamating the morphosyntactic and semantic features of can and 

may in native English, whereas the linguistic behavior of can and may in German English 

would deviate relatively less from that used by native speakers. 

The data for this study was derived from three comparable corpora: The American 

subsection of the Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays (LOCNESS-AE), the German 

subsection of the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE-GE) and the Korean 

Learner English Corpus (KLEC). Following the Behavioral Profile approach which helps the 

analyst to examine the interactions between multiple variables and a linguistic choice 

(Gries 2012, 2018; Deshors 2014), a total of 2,140 occurrences of can and may in the three 

corpora were first manually annotated and analyzed. 

It was found that among the three corpora, KE employed can most frequently 

(1,181 times (0.7%)), followed by GE (871 times (0,52%)) and then AE (720 times (0.43%)), 

whereas may appeared in exactly the opposite order (83, 147 and 236 times, respectively). 

The differences in the frequency of can and may between the corpora were statistically 

significant, except for between AE and GE for can (p=.984), which means that the 

frequency of can in GE was more similar to that in AE than KE was to AE. The overall results 

supported the initial hypothesis that GE and KE would show a higher preference for can 
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than AE and KE more than GE. The interactions between the co-occurring 

morphosyntactic and semantic features of can and may in native and learner English are 

currently being assessed using logistic regression modelling. 
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Misogyny vs. solidarity 

Social media polarization over revenge porn 

Marta Sánchez Cócera (Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain) 

Keywords: revenge porn, CADS, social media discourse, cybercrimes, appraisal 

The purpose of this paper is to explore polarization in the discourse of social media 

commentators over crimes of revenge porn. Revenge porn refers to “the nonconsensual 

sharing of intimate images” (Bond & Tyrrell 2021), videos, or other intimate material, 

which are ultimately weaponized against its victims. As is the case with other sorts of 

crimes, revenge porn cases are highly discussed on social media. Previous research on 

social media has demonstrated that users engage in polylogues that (a) reproduce 

prejudice and stigma or, contrarily, (b) resist unequal ideologies as a form of activism 

(Jones et al. 2022; Garcés-Conejos Blitvich & Bou-Franch 2019; Palomino-Manjón 2022). In 

light of this, this paper aims to explore the discursive construction of the phenomenon of 

Revenge Porn, its victims and its perpetrators on the social network platform YouTube. 

YouTube constitutes an interactive site, where polylogic communication and 

confrontation are maximized, as users can directly react to the content of videos, to other 

users, or to the general audience (Bou-Franch & Garcés-Conejos Blitvich 2016: 65). 

Considering this, the present study analyzes a corpus of 15,000 comments (ca. 440,000 

words) from four different YouTube videos tackling Revenge Porn cases to reveal 

conflicting ideologies among online users. All the YouTube videos selected had a 

reportative style in which specific crimes were described and victims explained their 

experiences. Additionally, they were all published by officially verified journalistic and 

informative media. 

The paper adopts a Corpus-Assisted Discourse Studies (CADS) approach (Baker & 

McEnery 2015; Gillings et al. 2023; Partington et al. 2013) and uses the software tool Sketch 

Engine to retrieve data that describes the most recurrent themes in the corpus. To this 

end, a keyness analysis was run, capturing the unique lexical patterns that characterize 

the corpus; the top 50 keywords were then analyzed in context. Additionally, due to the 

gendered nature of revenge porn crimes, the adjective and verb collocates of the lemmas 

GIRL, WOMAN, MAN, BOY as subject and object were explored using the ‘Word Sketch’ 

function to scrutinize the representation of victims and perpetrators. Finally, a more 

detailed analysis of evaluative resources was carried out drawing on Appraisal Theory 

(Martin & White 2005). Results show that a segment of commenters use victim-blaming 

discourse to construct female victims of revenge porn, ascribing traditional gendered 

sexual roles to them, while perpetrators are, in turn, exonerated from all responsibility. 

Other users, however, emphasize blame on both perpetrators and society for stigmatizing 

female victims, using positive appraisal of victims to build solidarity toward them. 
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Metaphors we interpret by: What’s with WATER? 

Charlotte Taylor (University of Sussex, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: metaphor, collocation, media discourse, CDS   

Since the publication of Johnson & Lakoff’s (1980) seminal work on conceptual metaphor, 

(critical) discourse studies has embraced metaphor as a tool for understanding how 

discourses are construed. With regard to newspaper discourse alone, recent years have 

seen studies of metaphor in relation to representation of migration (e.g. Catalano & 

Musolff 2019; Charteris-Black 2006), climate change (e.g. Cotton et al. 2019; Woods et al. 

2012), healthcare (e.g. Cotter et al 2012; Semino 2021), international conflict (e.g. Palmero 

2019; Sahlane 2013), gender (e.g. Koller 2004), homelessness (e.g. de Melo Resende 2020) 

and many more. Their relevance is strengthened yet further by experimental research in 

cognitive linguistics and metaphor studies which indicates metaphor use intensifies 

reader responses to texts (e.g. Hart 2018). Certain metaphor source domains (e.g. WAR or 

FIRE) are observed to recur across in studies of diverse topics in the media which raises 

questions about the strength of relationship between a target (e.g. immigrants) and 

source domain (e.g. WATER). These discourse studies have been supported by the rise of 

corpus linguistics but may have neglected one of the basic tenets of the field: that 

frequency of a linguistic phenomenon must be considered as a relative concept. We have 

empirical evidence regarding the frequency of metaphor in the press (16.4% of lexical 

items are metaphorically used according to Krennmayr 2015), but no measurement of 

which concepts are frequently drawn on to frame discussions of events, people or ideas. 

In one of the few contributions to address frequency of source domains, Karlberg & Buell 

(2005) found 17% of articles in Time magazine (1981–2000) contained at least one WAR 

metaphor. This suggests that the presence of WAR metaphors is a feature of the genre 

and this should be taken into account in interpreting the significance of such metaphors 

with reference to any specific target.  In this paper, I report on a pilot study from a larger 

project which will establish this type of baseline for the British press. The pilot study 

focusses specifically on WATER metaphors in eight UK newspapers. In the first phase, the 

entire output from two days’ reporting was manually annotated for WATER metaphors. In 

the second phase, corpus tools were used to scale this up to analysis of the entire output 

over a full year. This paper will summarise the frequency of WATER metaphors (by paper 

and article) and outline the most common targets (people, money, concepts etc.). The 

findings will allow researchers to assess whether the presence of WATER metaphors in 

their data is characteristic of framing of that particular group or phenomenon. The 

broader aim is to establish and evaluate a replicable frame to be repeated on the same 

data for different source domains and across other genres and languages.  
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Exploring discourse organization through metadiscourse, textual 

colligation, recursion and discourse patterning 

Aleksandar Trklja (University Innsbruck, Austria) 

Keywords: discourse organization, textual colligation, metadiscourse, recursion, corpus linguistics 

The present paper introduces a novel data-driven methodological approach to the 

investigation of discourse organization. Although the approach applies to any kind of text, 

the focus of the present study is on judgments from the Court of Justice of the European 

Union (CJEU) and the United Kingdom Supreme Court (UKSC), extracted from EUCLCORP, 

a large multilingual corpus of legal judgments (AUTHOR). A peculiarity of legal judgments 

is the absence of systematic structural markings such as headings or paragraphs.  

In the first part of the paper, the results of the analysis of formulaic expressions 

serving as metadiscursive devices (Hyland 2005) associated with specific textual 

colligation (Hoey, 2005) will be presented. The examination reveals that paragraph-initial 

formulaic metadiscursive signalling devices (PIMFE) indicate text development and 

repetition degree in both CJEU and UKSC judgments. CJEU judgments predominantly 

feature PIMFE indicating logico-deductive relations (e.g. It follows from this, It follows from 

the foregoing, It is clear from the) while UKSC judgments exhibit more variation, including 

Self-mentions, Frame markers and Importance markers. This analysis suggests that the 

discourse structure of CJEU judgments is based on a “lego-building block” principle, 

characterized by a high degree of automation and standardization in language patterns.  

Building on the results presented in the first part, the second part of the paper 

discusses how PIMFE signals textual organization in terms of discourse grouping, utilizing 

Hoey's (1983) discourse patterns (e.g., Problem-Solution pattern, Opportunity-Taking 

Opportunity pattern). Notably, the paper introduces a methodological model that 

investigates the interaction between interactive metadiscursive devices (IMD), discourse 

pattern devices (DPD) and textual colligation. The results of the analysis demonstrate that 

when when IMD and DPD exhibit the property of textual colligation they signal discourse 

patterning. Thus, Frame markers and Frame markers and Evidentials indicate Question-

Answer and Claim-Response patterns, respectively. Finally, the findings also show that the 

discourse organisation of legal judgments can be described in terms of nested relations 

between individual discourse patters. This is explained by borrowing the notion of 

linguistic recursion from syntax (Hauser et al. 2002) which has already been employed in 

conversation analysis (Levinson 2013). The results of the analysis show that in CJEU 

judgments the Claim-Response pattern is embedded within the Question-Answer pattern.   
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Construction of the dichotomy of West versus East in the 

American and Russian newspapers 

Corpus-driven discourse analysis of the news coverage of  

Ukrainian revolution 2014 

Svitlana Tubaltseva (Richmond American University London, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: antagonistic discourse, CADS, semantic prosody, collocations 

The conflict between Ukraine and Russia has dominated the international agenda for the 

past two years, receiving extensive coverage worldwide. Yet, few have linked the ongoing 

warfare to the Ukrainian Revolution Euromaidan of 2014, which previously underscored 

internal divisions in the country. Most works on Euromaidan focus on the role of Ukrainian 

social media in mobilizing the protests (Bohdanova 2014; Heintz 2013; Kapliuk 2013; Lokot 

2013; Onuch 2015; Knoblock 2020) rather than on a geopolitical positioning of Ukraine 

between two superpowers – Russian and the USA. This research paper delves into the 

construction of the dichotomy of 'Us and Them' or 'West and East' in the American and 

Russian press in the discourse on Euromaidan.   

Given the complexity of the 'Us and Them' dichotomy as a socio-political and 

discursive phenomenon, an interdisciplinary approach is essential. The paper utilises the 

epistemological traditions of CADS research on warfare (Brym et al. 2014; Byun & 

Hollander 2015; Du 2016; Elena 2016; Lawless & Chen 2016; Lukin 2019) and complement 

it with the evaluative focus (Martin & White 2005; Partington 2015; Stubbs 2001) and the 

antagonistic discourse model (Carpentier 2018). While CADS approach offers tools to 

retrieve evaluative patterns and prosody from key collocations, the antagonistic model 

offers deeper insights into how the Us versus Them dichotomy is constructed and realized 

in discourse.  

Regarding the data selection, two criteria, such as a large circulation and different 

political affiliation, are applied. Thus, two American newspapers, The Washington Post 

(right-wing) and The New York Times (left-wing) and two Russian newspapers Izvestia (pro-

government) and Kommersant (pro-opposition) have been chosen. Due to the lack of 

existing corpora, a tailor-made corpus of each newspaper coverage during the 

Euromaidan is compiled.   

The paper recognises the limitation of focusing on two newspapers from each 

region, however, the analysis still provides intriguing data which can shed light on the 

construction of the Us and Them dichotomy in each newspaper. Although all the 

newspapers construct a clear dichotomy of Us and Them, the structure of the dichotomy 

varies and appears to be more complex and multifaceted than previously discussed. 

Another significant finding reveals that despite a similar agenda, the newspapers from 

two contexts deploy different discursive and ideological techniques. The American 

newspapers invest more in the construction of the negative image of Russia and provide 

a more geopolitical framing of the event. The Russian newspapers, due to its geographical 
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and cultural proximity to Ukraine, offer a more personalized approach and focus on their 

role in the crisis rather than constructing the negative image of the West. This discursive 

discrepancy clearly highlights Euromaidan 2014 as a visible geopolitical event which was 

used by other countries to promote their ideological positions (Russian and the USA) and 

which still has effects on the current warfare between Ukraine and Russia.  
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A corpus-assisted discourse analysis of language variation in 

child-directed praise and reprimands  
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Keywords: corpus-assisted discourse analysis, language variation, child-directed speech, praise 

and reprimands, language regards 

Through a mixed-methods approach, this study examines language variation in child-

directed praise and reprimands with the aim to explore to which extent these specific 

pragmatic phenomena provide insights into the social meaning of language varieties and 

caregivers’ language regards (Preston 2013). In doing so, it builds on work by AUTHORS 

(2021), who drew a link between the hyperstandardised linguistic situation in the Dutch-

speaking community of Belgium and the Western-European ideal of democratic 

parenting, indicating that caregivers seem to reserve standard language (the “best 

language” in the speech community, see Van Hoof & Jaspers 2012) for softer control acts 

(the “best parenting” in a Western-European context, see Pećnik 2007).  

Eight Belgian Dutch families with children between 1 and 8 years old were asked 

to self-record conversations at and around the dinner table in the family home. This 

resulted in approximately 30 hours of video material, which was transcribed using the 

Chat conventions of the Childes project (MacWhinney 2000) for the overall transcriptions 

and the Jeffersonian conventions for the qualitative analyses. The transcriptions 

culminated in a corpus of 24,903 utterances, comprising a total of 156,415 words of 

spontaneous speech across the eight families.  

To gain a general view on the distribution of standard and non-standard variants 

in the contexts of praise and reprimands, the corpus is first subjected to a preliminary 

quantitative variational analysis, focusing on pronouns of address. The outcomes 

subsequently inform a qualitative discourse analysis of selected cases which are identified 

through the corpus analyses. This approach enables us to cross-validate our findings and 

enrich our insights, ultimately providing a more comprehensive understanding of the 

sociolinguistic implications of variation in childdirected praise and reprimands.  

Given the respective positive and negative valence of praise and reprimands and 

consistent with how caregivers seem to associate the standard variety more with softer 

control acts than with more direct ones (2021), we expect that caregivers will associate 

standard forms significantly more with praise than with reprimands. These results may 

not only provide a new angle in caregivers’ language regards as well as on the status of 

the varieties under scrutiny, they may also underpin the value of incorporating mixed-

methods research that specifically combines corpus linguistics and discourse analysis.  
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Perspectives on democracy and education 

A corpus assisted cognitive critical discourse analysis of the Chilean’s citizenship 

education official textbooks 

Felipe Villegas (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Chile) 
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The relationship between democracy and education has been subject to academic 

discussion for a long time since Dewey’s publication of “Democracy and Education” in 

1916 (Sant 2019). This educational discussion, which is still relevant and ongoing, has its 

roots in the different ideological perspectives that struggle to impose their ideas on how 

democracy should be taught (Apple et al. 2022; Sant 2019).  

The literature has grouped the aspects in which these perspectives differ in various 

continuums (Almeyda & Jiménez 2020; Sant 2019). Among other areas of interest, the 

literature on Chilean citizenship education has focused on the spectrum between 

minimalist and maximalist perspectives on democracy and education (Kerr 2002). The 

government has explicitly mentioned this spectrum in the National Plan for Citizenship 

Education (Plan Nacional de Formación Ciudadana 2022). However, as the result of the 

body of research on this area has shown, there is no clarity regarding what perspective is 

encouraged to be adopted by the educational system. Because of the former, it is possible 

to observe that different groups of teachers and students may have opposing beliefs and 

discourses concerning this continuum (Muñoz & Torres 2014; Salinas et al. 2016; Orellana 

& Muñoz 2019; Soto & Peña 2020; Quilamán & Vitale 2023). 

Citizenship education has been a mandatory subject in Chile for the last two high 

school levels since 2020. With the creation of the subject, the Ministry of Education started 

the distribution of official textbooks, which are used by 90% of Chilean schools (Olivera 

2016); because of the impact these textbooks have on the Chilean educational system, it 

is relevant to generate research on them. 

The present study aims to interpret the discursive construction of Citizenship 

Education in the official textbooks, specifically in the continuum between minimalist and 

maximalist perspectives on democracy and education, from a cognitive linguistics 

approach to critical discourse analysis. To accomplish this objective, it follows Baker's 

(2023) and Baker and Levon's (2015) methodological recommendations for a Corpus 

Assisted (Critical) Discourse Analysis combining quantitative techniques in Corpus 

Linguistics and more qualitative techniques typically associated with discourse analysis. 

A small corpus of 294.446 words comprising the four textbooks distributed from 

2020 to 2023 was built and stored in SketchEngine. This study operationalises two main 

differences between the minimalist and maximalist perspectives, namely, the topics 

related to democracy and the consideration of the student on these topics (Salinas et al. 

2016). Wordlists were used to determine the most frequent nouns in the textbooks. The 
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WordSketch feature was used on these nouns, which may indicate the main topics 

addressed in the textbooks and then, a Conceptual Frame Analysis (Fillmore 1982, 2006) 

was carried out based on the revision of concordance lines of these nouns. Regular 

expressions were used to analyse the proportion of grammatical persons in the sentences 

in the textbooks (with special attention to the second person), which may contribute, or 

not, to the conceptualisation of the reader (i.e. the student) under the notion of 

subjective/objective construal (Langacker 1985, 2007). 

The results show that the textbooks give a strong emphasis in teaching rights and 

construing the students as citizens who are mostly subjects of rights within legal and 

institutional frames, typically associated with a minimalist perspective. The notion of 

human rights, associated by the literature with a maximalist perspective (e.g. Almeyda & 

Jiménez 2020), is, contradictorily, framed within the legal and institutional frames. 

Consequently, the textbooks discursively construct human rights from a minimalist 

perspective. Regarding reader construction, only 21 % of the sentences codify the first 

person plural or the second person, which may promote the conceptualisation of the 

reader in relation to the topics covered by the textbooks. In conclusion, it is possible to 

interpret that Chilean citizenship education textbooks may promote a minimalist 

perspective over a maximalist perspective. However, throughout the textbooks there are 

also interesting elements from a maximalist perspective evidenced in the analysis.  
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The Early Modern English period is a time of radical changes. This paper builds on 

previous studies within the Linguistic DNA project, which applied digital methods in 

deriving patterns of discursive concepts and modelling semantic change in Early English 

Books Online (EEBO) (e.g. Fitzmaurice 2022; Fitzmaurice & Mehl 2022; Mehl 2020). The 

LDNA corpus is built from EEBO which consists of 146,000 titles encompassing a diverse 

range of discourse genres across English Literature, History, Philosophy, Linguistics, 

Religion, Politics and Government between 1470-1700. 

Close manual analysis of discourse and semantics alone, however, cannot 

thoroughly discern shifting concepts within the corpus. Distant reading, particularly via 

lexical co-occurrence data and visualisation, dramatically enriches close reading and 

manual analysis of discourse and semantics. We experiment with data visualisations; we 

explore the relationships between a node lemma and its constellation; that is, the sum of 

the quads (sets of four highly frequent common co-occurring lemmas including the node 

lemma). We focus on the similarities and differences among the constellations of the node 

lemmas, earth, heaven, church. To do so, a statistical analysis was conducted in the 

following steps: 

● Calculation of the number of co-occurring unique words, the number of co-

occurring quads and their relative frequency around the node lemmas to 

identify the size and complexity of each constellation and its respective 

concepts; 

● Extraction of shared co-occurring lemmas across these constellations of node 

lemmas and calculation of their co-occurrence frequency to ascertain their 

significance in these concept constructions; 

● Thematic clustering of lemmas within the constellation of each node lemma to 

ascertain the composition and distribution of themes which shape the 

concepts; 

● Thematic coding of lemmas within each cluster of the constellations to evaluate 

the corresponding relationship between concepts and word senses. 

The data reveal that in this exemplar, church has the highest frequency (1,254,880 

out of 1.6 billion tokens; earth: 376,877, heaven: 682,867). Its constellation is the most 

complex with the most diverse set of co-occurring unique words (263; heaven: 212; 

earth:112). While church is composed predominantly of lemmas themed around ‘roles and 

hierarchy’ (76.78%), followed by ‘nature’ and ‘name’ (8.99% and 8.04%), heaven and earth 
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share a similar pattern of composition (heaven: 48.91% in ‘nature’, 38.59% in ‘roles and 

hierarchy’ and 6.74% in ‘supernature’; earth: 32.94% in ‘nature’, 31.14% in ‘roles and 

hierarchy’ and 27.69% in ‘supernature’). The patterns in the example suggest that the 

concepts around these three lemmas associated with early modern religious concerns 

are dominated to different degrees by concerns with governance, organisation and 

structures. 

Our results show that by classifying the ideological constructs of these lemmas, we 

can trace the process of semantic shift of concepts. Data visualisations (e.g. network 

graphs, sankey diagrams and radial tree diagrams) are used in the process as curation 

explaining the pattern and as exploration unveiling underlying meanings (Knaflic 2015). 

This paper demonstrates how data visualisation can be an invaluable tool for representing 

complex concepts of semantic change. 
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In very recent times, as a result of the mounting pressure on businesses to also achieve 

goals of social and human sustainability, there exists a growing interest in the field of 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) to promote employees’ well-being. Research carried 

out from a management perspective has shown that CSR practices oriented towards 

better income and work-life balance also enhance individuals’ work performance and, 

hence, the quality of the services provided by a company (e.g., Kim & Kim 2020). In other 

words, studies have suggested a strong link between CSR, perceptions on work 

meaningfulness, well-being and level of engagement and performance (e.g. Bauer 2022; 

Cao et al. 2022). However, there is still a paucity of research in corporate discourse 

focusing on how workers’ well-being is linguistically promoted in a transparent way.   

Drawing on this background, this paper aims at shedding light on how employees’ 

well-being is discursively constructed and communicated in CSR. A subsequent focus of 

this research is to assess whether information released by companies in relation to this 

issue is linguistically transparent or vague (Schnackenberg & Tomlison 2016; Jin 2022). 

This is done by analyzing a monolingual corpus of 2020-23 CSR disclosures – including 

CSR/ESG reports, webpages and press releases, all written in English – created by a sample 

of international companies having their headquarter in different geographical areas. 

Firms under investigation are chosen among Forbes’ “2023 Worlds’ Best Employers” and 

operate in various sectors, such as automotive, banking and financial services, clothing 

and shoes, drugs and biotechnology, retail and wholesale, software and hardware.  The 

corpus is explored using the tools of corpus-assisted discourse studies (Partington et al. 

2013; Marchi & Taylor 2018): these include, more specifically, the identification of the 

topic-related key words across time, geographical areas and sectors, their collocates and 

the close reading of their extended concordance lines to observe their lexico-

phraseological patterns (Sinclair 2003, 2004).   

On the one hand, findings suggest that companies tend to highlight the CSR 

practices for the well-being of their employees, through the prevalent use of promotional 

lexis and statements of commitment. On the other hand, a closer reading of the extended 

concordance lines and entire texts reveals a lack of linguistic transparency – especially in 

terms of information accuracy – with regards to details of actions and outcomes achieved. 

This is suggested by the co-occurrence of vague lexical items associated with quantity and 

quality assessment adjectives or verbs. These results might open a new question in 

relation to the necessity to find more transparent linguistic solutions that companies 
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should adopt while drafting their documents, according to the readership these texts are 

address to.   
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National identity refers to national members' emotional attachment and sense of 

belongingness to a particular national group. It is fluid, unstable, subject to change and 

can often be aroused by crisis in troubled times (De Cillia et al. 1999; Wodak et al. 2009) 

such as the global pandemic COVID-19. In this study, I adopt corpus-based critical 

discourse analysis (CDA) to analyze COVID-19-related news articles and posts on Chinese 

mainstream newspapers and a Chinese online Q&A forum ‘Zhihu’ from 27 December 2019 

to 7 December 2022. The research aims to uncover how national identities are 

constructed and negotiated in response to health crises, particularly in fostering a sense 

of collectiveness, reinforcing group solidarity and promoting health communication while 

consolidating national unification. By scrutinizing the discursive strategies employed in 

news media and online forums, we can elucidate the interplay between state power, 

ideology and the perceptions of ordinary Chinese internet users. The significance of the 

Q&A forum lies in its role as a platform for ordinary citizens to engage with and challenge 

dominant discourses. While aligned with mainstream narratives, some posts on Zhihu 

pose critiques and alternative perspectives, reflecting a nuanced understanding of 

national identity beyond official rhetoric. Furthermore, exploring the discursive 

construction of Chinese national identity offers insights into the broader context of 

international relations, as national identity is intrinsically linked to the Self-versus-Other 

division.   

The analysis is done by examining the collocates and concordances of national 

identity-related words in the two corpora generated from frequency analysis and keyword 

analysis (comparing the news corpus against the Zhihu corpus) using Sketch Engine. The 

concordance analysis is carried out to examine the patterns of use of these collocates in 

co-text. The analytical frameworks used for CDA are the three-tier framework developed 

specifically for the analysis on national identity (Wodak et al. 2009) and the Discourse-

historical approach.  

As for themes related to Chinese national identities, by examining the key terms 

pertaining to nationhood and their collocates, ‘a collective present and future’ are 

expressed through the discourse emphasizing the collective efforts done by Chinese 

people, reflecting ‘the consciousness of the Chinese nation community’ advocated by the 

Chinese government. The themes of ‘a homo-nationals’ and ‘a national body’ are 

expressed in discourse depicting the emotional and behavioral dispositions towards 
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compatriots in both mainland China, cross-traits and overseas using the strategy of ‘we 

are all in the same boat’ (Wodak et al. 2009). The theme of ‘a common culture’ are most 

closely associated with framing on the effectiveness of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) 

during covid. Constructive and perpetuation strategies are used to 

emphasize/presuppose Chinese intra-group sameness, positive political continuation 

under the leadership of CCP and a positive self-presentation that praises China’s efforts 

in epidemic prevention and control, in comparison with the other national collectives, 

especially the negative portrayal of the U.S as China’s enemy (e.g., the U.S. tends to 

collocate with verbs discrediting and accusing China). The first-person plural pronoun we 

are used to create a ‘we-group’ that encompasses not only Chinese, but also China itself 

and other nations engaged in cooperative ties with China, serving to build up a group 

solidarity among Chinese readers while conveying globalist ideology stressing 

cooperation of mankind. In Zhihu, while most texts carry ideological meanings aligning 

with those delivered by mainstream newspapers, some pose a challenge to the values 

and beliefs promoted by the newspapers representing the central of the Chinese 

government, such as questioning and criticizing the strict or even unreasonable epidemic 

prevention and control policy. 
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The Governance of China (GC), a four-volume collection of political articles by China’s 

President Xi Jinping from 2014 to 2022 and translated by the Central Compilation and 

Translation Bureau in China, serves as the latest authoritative materials for understanding 

China’s spirits. In the context of China’s traditional culture, the meaning of red in political 

texts is not only a color but a symbol of Chinese revolutionary spirit.   

Based on the framework of Frame Theory (Fillmore & Atkins 2012), this study 

presents a cognitively oriented analysis of Chinese red metaphors and their English 

translation in the Chinese-English parallel corpus of GC, showing how an understanding 

of cognitive linguistics can be employed by scholars working on translation studies to 

enhance and support their analysis. Two important corpus tools, AntConc and 

CUC_ParaConc, are used to retrieve all Chinese words consisting the character “红(red)” in 

the Chinese corpus and the corresponding English translation of the word in the parallel 

corpus. In addition, Metaphor Identification Procedure VU University Amsterdam (MIPVU) 

by Steen et al. (2010) is used to identify different kinds of red metaphors. Followed by 

that, various translation techniques, methods and strategies (Xiong 2014) are interpreted 

from the perspective of Frame Theory (Zhou 2008) to reveal the cognitive process in the 

translation of red metaphors. 

The study reveals three key findings. Firstly, the majority of red metaphors in the 

Chinese volumes appear in the third volume, highlighting 2017-2020 as a pivotal period 

for promoting the revolutionary spirit in China. However, over half of these metaphors 

are omitted in the English translation, along with related historical and ideological 

contexts. Secondly, the translation predominantly adopts a domestication strategy, aiding 

in the accurate conveyance of Chinese ideologies abroad. In cases of red metaphors that 

trigger distinct frames, a literal translation approach is often employed for proper nouns, 

such as Red Army, Red Boat and Red Area. In addition, it is worth noting that the translation 

of Hongyan Spirit into revolutionary spirit of Hongyan not only retains the original 

metaphorical vehicle but also paraphrases its meaning, which effectively transcends the 

dualistic thinking prevalent in traditional translation studies. Conversely, liberal 

translation is typically favored for compound terms related to the revolutionary legacy, 

faith, nature, traditions and resources. Lastly, these differences between the Chinese and 

English versions are primarily due to the different purposes of promoting the 

revolutionary spirit within China prior to the CPC's 100th anniversary in 2021 and 

enhancing international understanding of China. 
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The study underscores the complexities in translating culturally significant 

metaphors and highlights the strategic choices made to balance domestic propagation of 

ideology and international comprehension. It contributes to the field of translation 

studies by offering a nuanced understanding of metaphor translation in political 

discourse, particularly in the context of Chinese-English translations. 
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Advertising is one of the most omnipresent, powerful and persuasive types of discourse. 

Similar to other types of advertising, food advertising usually employs images of models 

to promote a company’s products, thus creating stereotypically gendered 

representations.  

This study aims to analyse the discursive strategies employed in the representation 

of gender in a sample of print advertisements launched between 2000 and 2020. This 

study analyses posters that promote products comprising five major categories: (1) 

alcoholic and (2) nonalcoholic beverages, (3) fast food, (4) snacks and (5) sport nutrition, 

in order to trace the relation between the types of endorsed products and the strategies 

employed in the representations of gender. The brands analysed include Burger King, 

Carl’s Jr., Coca-Cola, Maximuscle, McDonald’s, KFC and Nespresso.  

The multimodal analysis of advertisements is complemented by a corpus-assisted 

linguistic analysis of the Corpus of Contemporary American (COCA), which includes an 

analysis of the selected terms featured frequently in the slogans and taglines of the 

advertising campaigns in question. For instance, concordance and collocational analyses 

were conducted on the terms real man/men, strong and powerful as these terms proved to 

be recurrent in the portrayal of masculinity and are seen as central to its construction.  

The key findings show there is a correlation between the representations of 

masculinity and the notions of strength, (competitive) sports and muscle building (Connell 

2005; Connell & Messerschmidt 2005; Katz 2011; Gentry & Harrison 2010; Vokey et al., 

2013) in the advertising of sport nutrition (protein-containing and low-fat products) and 

beverage advertising for both alcoholic (especially beer) and non-alcoholic drinks (Coca-

Cola, milk). Meat consumption in fast-food advertising is likewise frequently linked to the 

idea of a strong man (cf. Adams 2020; Klainberger 202). On the other hand, Coca-Cola 

intentionally links femininity with Diet Coke and thus with diet and dieting in a more 

general sense. Finally, the linguistic analysis supports the key findings of the multimodal 

analysis, which shows that language and advertising operate in a distinct, circular 

structure and mutually impact one another.  
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What role do language skills play in dual apprenticeship training? – In this article, we 

address the importance of general, technical and vocational language skills within this 

context from a quantitative and qualitative perspective.  

Various studies deal in particular with the need for German as a second language 

in the context of vocational training (cf. in particular the early project of the Deutsche 

Institut für Erwachsenenbildung (DIE) Berufliche Weiterbildung mit MigrantInnen (1992-1995, 

cf. Nispel & Szablewski-Çavuş 1996) as well as its later project Deutsch am Arbeitsplatz 

(2007-2011) and follow-up projects) and guidelines have also been published (cf. e.g. 

Sprachbedarfsermittlung im berufsbezogenen Unterricht Deutsch als Zweitsprache. Ein 

Leitfaden für die Praxis (Weissenberg 2012). Other studies deal with general language 

needs from a vocational and business education perspective. Efing & Kiefer (2018), for 

example, provide an overview of the thematization of language and communication in 

vocational training.  

The consideration of general, technical and vocational language skills (cf. for 

example Kniffka & Roelcke 2016; Roelcke 2020; Roche 2021) is particularly, but not 

exclusively, important in the context of training apprentices with non-German mother 

tongue (cf. Dornmayr & Riepl 2023) to prepare them for everyday life and profession. 

Support in language training during the entire dual training program is deemed 

important.  

In a previous study, we evaluated a large selection of texts from Austrian media 

(225 different media, evaluated for the period 01/2014-01/2024) to determine to what 

extent and with which keywords language skills and language teaching are addressed 

there.  

With the same aim in mind, we now examine eight scientific journals, four from the 

field of vocational training, three from the field of language, DaF/DaZ and one journal that 

combines the two fields. First, we extract the 100 most frequent lexemes from the 

individual journals and filter them according to thematic criteria. Then we carry out 

keyword analyses (cf. Bubenhofer 2013, 2021; Schröter 2019) and determine collocation 

lists and central multi-word units. Finally, following Spieß 2013, we examine individual 

texts that were selected with the help of qualitative analyses from a discourse linguistic 

perspective.  
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With this approach, we come closer to determining the role language skills play in 

dual apprenticeship training. Our results shed light on the perspectives, focus and 

objectives within the scientific discussion. 
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“Atrocity propaganda” and the language of terror to be found in 

a German text corpus from 1933.  

Hanno Biber (Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria) 

Keywords: digital literary studies, corpus linguistics, critical discourse analysis, historical studies, 

text corpora  

The research question of this proposal is how to use a digital text corpus and how to apply 

the methods of computational discourse studies and corpus-based text studies for an 

analysis of the language of terror in Germany in the year 1933. Digital text corpora and 

digital editions of German original texts of the time will be made use of in order to study 

the language with a focus on the discourse of threat, terror, violence and related linguistic 

and discursive strategies of concealing or revealing the intentions of committing atrocities 

and criminal political aggression. The resources are based upon the text collections of the 

“AAC Austrian Academy Corpus” and comparable historical text corpora. The research 

objective is determined by “The Third Walpurgis Night”, the most important contemporary 

analysis of the language in focus. This historical text, written by the language critic Karl 

Kraus between May and September 1933, is the most important literary account of the 

events that happened when Hitler and the Nazis came to power. It explains on three 

hundred pages the origins, the conditions and the consequences of the unspeakable 

events that occurred and it gives several hundred of quotations from contemporary 

sources documenting how the violent actions unfolded and how the crimes were made 

possible. The text is taken as a starting point for an exemplary corpus-based analysis of 

the discursive strategies in this particular historical context. The study will also, based 

upon an index of names, document who was acting, who was suffering or who was 

witnessing the criminal atrocities committed and how. The source texts, that are 

registered digitally in the edition, using historical documents and digitalized archive 

material, will provide detailed examples of the language of terror to be found in the texts 

from 1933.  
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The meanings of crisis 

A corpus-based analysis of parliamentary discourses across space 

Ksenija Bogetic (Università degli studi di Ferrara, Italy) 

Dario Del Fante (Università degli studi di Ferrara, Italy) 

Keywords: crisis, parliamentary discourse, political discourse 

The meaning of crisis as occurring in today’s public discourse has become subject to 

extensive new theorization (Krzyżanowski et al. 2023; Wodak 2021), not least given the 

concept’s fast shifting connotations amidst the challenges of the pandemic, global conflict 

and crisis of neoliberalism. Recently, crisis has been highlighted as a profoundly discursive 

and narrative construct that legitimizes re-definitions of social reality (Krzyżanowski et al. 

2023), instrumentalized with increasing skill in populist discourses of ‘threat’, but 

malleable in in various ways in top-down political discourses more broadly. 

Departing from this scholarly interest, the present work presents the preliminary 

results of a wider study aimed at investigating the shifting meanings of crisis in different 

European contexts of political discourse. It applies a combination of corpus-linguistic and 

Critical Discourse Analysis perspectives (Partington et al. 2013; Baker 2023) to investigate 

the use of the lemma crisis, looking at the discourses of four national parliaments in 

Europe: UK, Slovenia, Serbia and Italy. As data, we draw on the recently compiled 

multilingual corpus ParlaMint containing transcriptions of parliamentary (Erjavec et al. 

2023). While the study is at this point not primarily comparative, the focus on different 

socio-political contexts in/beyond the EU and its peripheries is expected to contribute to 

understanding conceptions of crisis as both globally defined and constrained by local 

contexts. Specifically, collocation analysis is a productive first step for gaining insights into 

what is emphasized as crisis in the given locales over the past ten years, while also yielding 

some insights into emerging concepts like polycrisis and permacrisis that appear to 

collocate with the node. Qualitative analyses of concordances and broader textual 

contexts further reveals the various and conflicting interrelations, representations and 

social associations of crisis in the discourses at different points in time. In this preliminary 

form, the findings will be illustrated through selected corpus-analysis results and 

discursive examples, while stressing some polarizing representations of ‘crisis’ most 

strongly highlighted in our analysis so far. 
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Code switching between Italian and dialects in TikTok discourse 

Claudia Roberta Combei (Università degli Studi di Salerno, Italy) 

Luisa Troncone (Università degli Studi di Salerno, Italy) 

In the last decades, the Internet has revolutionised communication channels and the 

dynamics of interaction, with social media standing out as a foremost manifestation of 

this digital transformation. TikTok, in particular, distinguishes itself from other networking 

platforms since it prioritises the multimodal dimension of communication, enabled by the 

instantaneous sharing of user-created videos. 

This paper deploys a corpus-assisted approach to investigate the functions of code 

switching (CS) in the TikTok discourse of Italian users. Here, CS refers to the linguistic 

phenomenon characterised by the alternating use of Italian language and Italo-Romance 

dialects by a single speaker within the same speech event, involving the interweaving of 

passages in both codes (Berruto 1997). 

We expect to find various types of code-switching usages on TikTok: defining the 

linguistic identity of the users; establishing and consolidating social ties in the target 

linguistic community; and providing a means of accommodation and clarification. 

Additionally, we hypothesise that CS manifests itself in situations of strong emotionality, 

in which speakers exert less control over the language. In these instances, slurs and 

profanity are frequently encountered and when uttered in dialect, they go unnoticed by 

identification algorithms, avoiding classification as inappropriate content (hate speech, 

sexually explicit language, etc.). 

The ongoing compilation and analysis of the corpus focus on specific elements of 

TikTok content: the users’ oral discourse transcribed with ELAN; automatically generated 

and manually edited subtitles; and comments associated with the videos. We have 

extracted, so far, over 20 of such instances of CS that successfully eluded filters designed 

to identify inappropriate language, such as those in (1), (2) and (3): 

(1) ma va Fe kinott [comment to video] 

Translation: ‘go give some blowjob’. 

(2) è semplice: con l’asfalting e il kitammuorting [oral discourse] 

Translation: ‘it’s easy, through bulldozing and cursing their dead relatives’. 

(3) accirt [comment to video] 

Translation: ‘go kill yourself’. 

The results will allow us to identify regularities of CS use, considering the context 

in which this phenomenon occurs. Finally, our study may contribute to research on the 

creation of language models and algorithms intended to filter inappropriate content on 

social media. 
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Control procedures in sceptical pandemic discourse 

A grounded theory on discursive series and practices 

Dario D’Agostino (Zürcher Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften, Switzerland) 

Keywords: Foucauldian discourse analysis, grounded theory, corpus linguistics, network analysis 

In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, some scientific disciplines (e. g. epidemiology) 

have gained particular attention, both in media and in academia. However, the pandemic 

has also raised numerous questions which can be addressed by linguistic discourse 

analysis (LDA). In fact, already much research has been done in the field, also regarding 

discourses in Switzerland 1 . To date, however, the sceptical pandemic discourse in 

Switzerland has not been analysed thoroughly from a linguistics perspective. 

My doctoral thesis addresses this field of research with analytical (1) and 

methodological (2) contributions. The dataset consists of an annotated text corpus of 107 

sceptical websites, comprising 18.868 texts, 15.108.308 words. 

Analytically (1), the reconstruction of discursive practices of the digital sceptical 

pandemic discourse in German speaking Switzerland stands in the foreground. Particular 

attention is given to the discursive control procedures, with which – according to Foucault2 

– discourses are organized, controlled, selected and redistributed. By the principle of 

commentary2, the discourse is ordered by a gradation among “text”: there are primary, 

canonical texts which are perpetually recited, repeated and varied by secondary, 

commentary texts. Current empirical results of my research show a manifestation of the 

principle of commentary in the digital sceptical pandemic discourse: the use of 

bibliographical referencing and citing, similar to academic conventions and a frequent use 

of hyperlinks. I claim that these deictic practices have a regulatory function in the 

discourse. To further investigate on these findings, I have created a deictic network (based 

on hyperlinks extracted from the project’s corpus) which visualises the digital pointing 

practices: who points at whom? Parallelly, patterns of the pointing practices are analysed 

on the linguistic surface using corpus linguistics methods. 

The methodological (2) contribution consists of an adaption of the grounded 

theory 3  approach, which addresses LDA purposes and comprises mapping 4  and 

visualization techniques.  

 

 

 
1 cf. e.g. Bubenhofer, “Exploration semantischer Räume im Corona-Diskurs”; Rocco, Dreesen and Krasselt, 
“Exploration zu Deutschen und italienischen Akteursrollen in Covid-19-Diskursen : Methodologische 
Überlegungen und praktische Schlussfolgerungen zur vergleichenden Diskurslinguistik.” 
2 Foucault, Die Ordnung des Diskurses [Inauguralvorlesung am Collège de France, 2. Dezember 1970]. 
3 Glaser and Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research. 
4 Clarke, Situationsanalyse Grounded Theory nach dem Postmodern Turn. 
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The making and sharing of news values in online shared political 

news 

The contextual interpretations and influence on news sharing of personalisation 

and eliteness" 

Johanna Disdier (Swansea University, United Kingdom) 
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content analysis. 

Social media have transformed how news is produced and distributed, making users 

active participants in shaping news narratives. As “co-consumers”, “co-producers” and 

“produsers” (Bruns 2007, Khosravinik 2017), they not only share news but also reflect on 

its values, demonstrating how news values resonate within the digital sphere. From this 

perspective, the treatment and the selection of news articles are intricately interrelated.  

This study focuses on the production and reception of political news in English, 

shared on Facebook and Twitter, particularly regarding citizen protests following post-

pandemic global political elections. The protests, sparked by election outcomes or 

nominations of former leaders, revealed concerns about potential threats to democracy. 

The research includes a dataset of 193 shared news articles spanning six countries — 

United States, Iraq, Peru, Chad, Kenya and Benin —collected between 2021 and 2022 from 

Buzzsumo. This platform ranks news articles based on social media engagements such as 

shares, reactions and comments. 

This study combines textual analysis, participatory survey methods and automated 

content analysis to examine how news values Eliteness, referring to stories featuring high-

status individuals and Personalisation, referring to stories revolving around the personal 

experiences of ordinary individuals, are perceived and influence news sharing on social 

media (Trilling et al. 2016). The relationship between newsworthiness and 

shareworthiness (Trilling et al. 2016) was explored by considering both user and news 

characteristics. 

First, corpus linguistics tools, specifically frequency and dispersion, were used to 

identify news values constructed through discourse (Bednarek & Caple 2017). This 

analysis was supplemented by qualitative methods, including concordance analysis and a 

survey of 400 participants to delve into perceptions and choices related to news sharing. 

The study also used automated content analysis of articles and their associated metadata, 

particularly share counts and news sources. 

The results show that there is an overlap of interpretation in constructing and 

perceiving Personalisation and Eliteness. Personalisation often emerges more in local 

news, which tends to focus on individual rather than collective experiences. However, 

when group experiences are mentioned, they are sometimes perceived as personal 

stories, although the categorisation of Personalisation may be more significant and direct 

when news narratives are centred on individual experiences rather than those of groups 
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(Bednarek 2016: 244). In contrast, Eliteness is more prevalent in international news, yet 

reflects varying political and cultural interpretations of what constitutes an elite figure to 

a global audience.  

Second, Eliteness and Personalisation appear to be predictors of news sharing in 

several case studies, suggesting that in some contexts, articles that feature elite figures or 

individuals’ personal experiences are more likely to be shared. This influence varies across 

different regions and audiences, indicating that the impact of these news values on news 

sharing is context dependent. 
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Silencing climate 

A study on televised climate reporting 
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While existing studies extensively assess climate reporting qualitatively, a scarcity persists 

in quantitative research examining climate change reports on television. Television is still 

the platform most used worldwide to receive general news (News Source Usage 

Worldwide 2020, n.d.), climate information included (Painter et al. 2023). Despite the 

societal importance of this field, television’s portrayal of climate change has yet to receive 

the necessary research attention (Schäfer 2015). 

As noted inter alia by Schröter and Taylor (2018), the absence and silence of certain 

topics is still rather under-researched in corpus-assisted discourse studies (CADS), which 

is one reason why this study brings some important additions to our knowledge of how 

climate issues are represented in televised media. 

Environmental issues are not a rare topic in CADS (e.g. Bednarek et al. 2022), 

whereas television has not been covered as often. We examine all the news broadcasting 

on Czech television from January 2012 to April 2022, combining both shorter news reels 

and longer discussion shows. This corpus is extracted from the archive Mediasearch. 

Drawing on topic modelling followed by keyword and collocation analyses, we scrutinize 

how an imbalanced prioritization of perspectives collectively impedes the establishment 

of a nuanced and comprehensive climate change reporting. The corpus contains 532 000 

documents. Of these, 0.56 % contain the noun klima and 0.62 % contain the adjective 

klimatický, both translated as “climate” in English. The topic models we found in the news 

do not at all include any established climate change terms, not even “global warming” or 

“greenhouse effect”, which was an unexpected example of silence. As a comparison, 

Tschötschel et al (2022: 575) showed that the German Tagesschau news show mentioned 

the climate in an average of 20 % of the days 2007–2022. While our analyses thus reveal 

significant ‘climate silence’ in the corpus, we also observe a notable silence on social issues 

and on particular geographical regions. Our poster will reveal some of the issues 

mentioned instead of climate change and some striking absences. 
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Language relating to tobacco products used by transnational corporations, the scientific 

community and the public do not always overlap (van Druten et al. 2022). Gaps in 

understanding impact the effectiveness of the communication of health risks to the 

public and can provide opportunities for the tobacco industry to obfuscate tobacco 

product-related harms, manipulate public opinions and derail legislative processes 

relating to tobacco use. (Fitzpatrick et al. 2022, Freeman et al. 2018).  

Corpus-based methods have previously been applied to analyses of patient and 

practitioner language, highlighting how linguistic choices impact dynamics of 

responsibility in the context of health (Adolphs et al. 2004; Berg et al. 2021). Similarly, 

differences in the use and understanding of certain phrases relating to public health can 

stifle efforts to enact effective policy solutions and inhibit behaviour change (amongst 

tobacco consumers for example). 

This project investigates the use of tobacco product-related terms by three 

impacted groups: the tobacco industry, health bodies and the general public. The primary 

aim of this work is to contribute to the body of work examining corporate use of language 

and the role of transnational corporations in the shaping of cultural and behavioural 

norms. 

We use a corpus-based approach to examine two tailor-made corpora and two 

open-source public corpora representing the three groups: 1) reports and web content 

produced by the tobacco companies BAT and PMI (~ 6 million words); 2) guidelines 

produced by the health bodies WHO, CDC, NHS and NICE (~ 2 million words); 3) the British 

National Corpus (BNC) and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), 

representing the general public’s language use. We explore differences in how tobacco 

product-related terms were used between the three groups, how their uses change over 

time (2003-2023) and assess implications for the negotiation of responsibility and 

accountability for product use, cessation and regulation. Focusing on terms such as 

‘smok*’, ‘quit*’, ‘cessation’, ‘switch*’, ‘vap*’, ‘addict*’ and ‘relaps*’, we employ techniques 

including concordances, collocation and usage fluctuation analysis. 

The findings revealed disparities between the way tobacco companies and health 

bodies define and talk about product use. In their narritivisation of cessation-related 

activities, tobacco companies suggest switching to e-cigarettes is a form of quitting, 

whereas the health bodies define ‘quit’ as quitting all forms of tobacco products. 

Discourses of personal responsibilities to quit/switch and corporate responsibilities to 
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provide products with a lower risk than cigarettes are found to be prominent in the 

tobacco industry corpus. Analyses also revealed similarities in the language used by 

tobacco companies and the general public, especially in relation to vaping. By tracking the 

fluctuations in frequencies and changes in collocation profiles of the terms of interest, we 

uncovered key turning points where discourses around newer tobacco products emerge 

and meaning associations with quitting and product-use begin to change.  

Our findings highlight ongoing challenges in the way key groups understand 

tobacco products and their related behaviours. By uncovering the discrepancies and 

similarities in how tobacco companies talk about smoking and cessation behaviours 

compared with health bodies and the public, we have identified areas where improved 

clarity of messaging, specifically related to shared understandings, is needed.  
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Conceptualizing metaphor use in the Brookings Institution's 

foreign policy guidance 

Katherine Hallin (University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom) 

Keywords: metaphor, corpus, cognitive linguistics, foreign policy 

Cognitive Linguistics has long viewed metaphor as a means to understanding the make-

up and efficacy of political argumentation (Gibbs 2017; Lakoff 2001).  However, traditional, 

mostly qualitative, studies on metaphor in politics lack a comprehensive consideration of 

metaphors' semantic, grammatical and domain complexity.  Results from quantitative 

and corpus research have only partly verified the conclusions of their predecessors and 

nonetheless tended to focus on the same small samples of intuited metaphor domains 

(Charteris-Black 2004, 2011; Feinberg et al. 2020; Musolff 2010, 2021; Thibodeau & 

Boroditsky 2011). A more recent exception to this trend has been in the data-led 

identification of metaphors from political corpora.  Methods of computational detection 

and semantic/grammatical classification of metaphor words have documented a wide 

range of source domain semantics, grammar and connections to target domains (Ahrens 

& Zeng 2022; Shaikh et al. 2014; Wachowiak et al. 2022). 

In this dissertation, I add to this latter literature and answer the question: How 

might frequent metaphor use in foreign policy guidance entrench concepts in an 

audience's mind?  I visualize metaphor domain complexity in finer detail than previous 

corpus studies by using a Cognitive Linguistics Word Grammar theoretical framework, 

based on Gisborne (2010); to illustrate the metaphors I find within a mental network.  I 

account for metaphors’ semantic and grammatical diversity with corpus and 

computational data collection methods to identify a range of real-world source domain 

words and their context.  These are sourced from the foreign policy briefs issued in 2022 

by the Brookings Institution think tank, one of the most influential foreign policy think 

tanks in the world (Barham 2021; McGann 2023). 

I assemble a corpus of 319, 571 words by scraping public data from Brookings’s 

website.  From this corpus, I find the most frequent metaphor and its semantic and 

grammatical context using metaphor detection (Wachowiak et al. 2022) and part-of-

speech and dependency tagging (Qi et al. 2020). I then draw Word Grammar conceptual 

networks to visualize the most frequent metaphor, which was found to be ‘support’ 

meaning material or political help.  These networks illustrate the links that ‘support’ has 

with the semantic concepts it inherits from, its proximal grammatical arguments and the 

metaphorical and literal alternative senses of the ‘support’ lexeme.  This network 

visualization demonstrates that support's givers and recipients are conceptually closely 

associated, as is the causal relationship between the sense of 'support', meaning approval 

and 'support' meaning help. I therefore conclude that repetition of 'support' entrenches 

its association for Brookings’s audience with its political givers, recipients and 

preconditions. 
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“[O]f course he’d be confused with all the languages flying 
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A corpus-assisted critical discourse analysis of multilingual parenting discussions 

on Reddit 
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Reddit is a social media platform with over 100,000 active communities and 57 million 

daily active unique users (Reddit Press 2021). It provides discussion fora on several topics 

(‘subreddits’), where registered users (‘redditors’) post content and add 

upvotes/downvotes to contributions made by others. Although Reddit has received some 

academic attention in relation to controversial communities (see Chang 2020 on incels), 

subreddits containing potentially less hostile content are still underexplored. 

Taking a corpus-assisted critical discourse approach (Baker & McEnery 2015), the 

present study involves the analysis of 13 posts and approx. 4000 associated comments 

on multilingual parenting, taken from the AITA (=’Am I the Asshole?’) subreddit. AITA is a 

forum for users to ask questions and discuss moral dilemmas (e.g., ‘AITA for refusing to 

make my bilingual daughter use an English term for my Brother?’).   

The dataset was extracted using RedditExtractoR package for R (Rivera 2022). It will 

be imported to NVivo to carry out basic quantitative analyses (sentiment/word 

frequencies), followed by in-depth qualitative coding and analysis (for dominant 

themes/discourses; Fairclough 2010). A particular focus will be on the exploration of the 

stances users take vis-à-vis language learning and bilingual/multilingual identities, 

evaluating whether raciolinguistic ideologies are reproduced and/or challenged. A 

raciolinguistic ideological perspective foregrounds the role that racialised ideological 

perceptions play in understanding how particular language practices come to be 

stigmatised, regardless of how well they may correspond to standard forms (Rosa and 

Flores 2017). For example, white affluent speakers’ bilingualism is often celebrated while 

that of racialized speakers from low-income backgrounds is stigmatized.  

Overall, the results of this study will contribute to and expand on existing research 

on social media discourse by providing a novel perspective on raciolinguistic ideologies, 

mono-/multilingualism and language standardisation in online discussion fora.  
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In the proposed paper, we will present and discuss the results of a project on the 

annotation and automation of interpretative topoi. We define interpretative categories as 

those that do not necessarily appear on the linguistic surface, as implicit aspects as well 

as the contextual knowledge of the annotator are important for the annotation (Bender 

et al. 2023). 

The project is part of a research group that analyses controversial political 

discourses in Germany since 1990. Its methodological program is to improve corpus 

linguistic methods of discourse analysis with the help of expert knowledge from 

qualitative research. In the process, a tag set consisting of collaboratively developed 

categories is being created, from which researchers choose relevant categories for their 

analysis and annotate their data. Semantic and pragmatic categories are annotated 

manually. Automation experiments are carried out with selected sentences of annotated 

data in order to be able to apply the corresponding tags to the entire corpus. 

However, tag set creation, collaborative annotation and automated classification 

pose challenges. The creation of a tag set and the collaborative annotation of the project 

data are characterised by a constant process of negotiation and the externalisation of 

knowledge. Those categories that are used in several subprojects must be negotiated by 

the annotators to find commonalities across sub-discourses, despite the differences in 

thematic orientation. Furthermore, the annotators must agree on certain criteria to 

ensure the comparability of the annotations, such as segmentation standards and depth 

of interpretation. The comparability of the annotations and the distinctiveness of the 

categories are essential, especially for the automated classification of the data. 

As a practical use case, we will discuss the category of topoi. Topoi, as we use the 

term, refers to the essential function of creating ‘acceptable content relations between 

argument and conclusion’ (Kienpointner 1992: 43), a process integral to establishing the 

credibility and acceptability of an argument's premise and its consequent thesis. 

Relationships that are viewed as acceptable can provide information about shared social 

knowledge. Using this particular example, we inform about our findings in collaborative 

negotiation processes in the annotation of topoi, e.g., segmentation standards and the 

depth of interpretation. Furthermore, we show the results of the automated classification 

of the topos of autonomy using a data set from the subproject on Human and Technology 

with a thematic focus on bioethics. Our data consists of linguistically preprocessed 

corpora from three main sources: 
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• the plenary minutes of the German Bundestag (Müller 2022), 

• German news media, e.g., FAZ, Die Zeit, taz, BILD, 

• information brochures or position papers on bioethics.  

To classify the topos of autonomy in the data, we work with the pretrained 

transformer language model BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) and use our linguistic background 

to evaluate the results. Based on current experiments, we expect positive results in the 

automated classification of topoi, especially through the additional annotation of phrases 

that the annotators consider to be crucial for their annotation decision, i.e., a human 

“attention mechanism”.  
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We analyze the use of nominal compounds (i.e. nouns modified by one or several nouns) 

in a historical corpus of written scientific English discourse. Nominal compounds are a key 

feature of scientific English writing (e.g. Halliday 1988) and a form of phrasal elaboration 

(e.g. Biber & Gray 2010). They are highly compressed structures, allowing much 

information to be transmitted at once. With scientific writing becoming increasingly 

compressed in the noun phrase, the use of nominal compounds has increased 

significantly over the last two centuries (e.g. Hundt et al. 2012). However, accounts like 

Uniform Information Density theory (Jaeger 2010) posit that language users aim to 

distribute information uniformly along the linguistic signal. To investigate if this principle 

applies to scientific English discourse, we analyze if the use of these compressed 

structures is balanced out by the use of less condensed structures, such as finite 

complement clauses. 

We analyze how different factors influence phrasal elaboration, using mixed 

effects regression models implemented in R (R Core Team 2023). Our dataset is the Royal 

Society Corpus (Fischer et al. 2020; Menzel et al. 2021), a diachronic corpus containing 

articles, reports and other publications of the Royal Society. We focus on texts from the 

second half of the 20th century, examining how structural compression affects the number 

of dependent clauses. We also consider the effects of sentence length, time and text type 

on densification and use the information-theoretic notion of surprisal (Shannon 1948), 

which is the predictability of a linguistic unit in a certain context (here: the predictability 

of a word based on the three preceding words). 

Our preliminary findings suggest that compounds are associated with fewer 

dependent clauses in the same sentence. We also find that the likelihood of compounds 

increases with greater sentence length and over time, while it decreases with some text 

types. In the next step, we explore the interaction of phrasal elaboration with 

predictability. We expect compounds to be preferably used in more predictable contexts. 
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Distance learning in Higher Education has become increasingly prevalent, particularly 

post-Covid 19 (Dos Santos 2022), yet little is known about the linguistic features of 

distance students’ assessed writing or about lecturer feedback on their texts. Much recent 

work is based solely on students’ writing and does not consider feedback comments (e.g. 

Nesi & Gardner 2012). The current project explores both student writing and lecturer 

feedback in a distance learning setting across four disciplines (Business, Engineering, 

History and Childhood Studies) with a focus on how linguistic features vary across 

disciplines, demographic student profiles and levels of attainment. Also explored is how 

lecturers respond to student writing, with the aim of pointing to ways of reducing student 

attainment gaps.  

So far we have compiled an innovative 4-million-word corpus of over 2,500 

undergraduate assignments written in a distance learning context over a five-year period 

(2017-2022) from a total of 192 students across four disciplines. Student demographic 

data such as disability, carer status and socio-economic status has also been collected in 

order to compare texts across categories. In addition, a 0.5-million-word corpus of 

lecturer feedback from on-script comments has been compiled. In the next phase of the 

project (January-June 2024), corpus analysis of both student texts corpus and feedback 

corpora will be complemented by ‘talk-around-text’ interviews (Lillis 2009) exploring 

lecturers’ practices and perspectives.  

By the time of the conference we will be able to display results around a wide range 

of linguistic features across a variety of subcorpora and potentially also to track the 

potential impact of extensive/less extensive feedback comments. We will have completed 

interviews with tutors and gained insight into how assessed writing is read and evaluated, 

potentially identifying links between particular textual features and positive or negative 

evaluations.  
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Corpus insights into narcissistic abuse discourses 
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Narcissistic abuse, the type of abuse inflicted by individuals exhibiting severe narcissistic 

traits, which is linked to intimate partner violence, domestic abuse and coercive control 

(Howard 2022: 84), affects an estimated one in five individuals (Brown 2010). Despite its 

prevalence, the omission of narcissistic abuse from current psychological diagnostic 

classifications, including the latest edition of the DSM-V (American Psychiatric Association 

2022), has arguably impeded comprehensive research in this domain. 

This study employs a corpus-assisted discourse analytical approach to explore 105 

narratives from the Narcissist Apocalypse podcast (2019–2023), shedding light on the 

underexplored realm of recovery from narcissistic abuse. Examining the recovery group’s 

insider vocabulary, specifically the manipulative strategy of love bombing, reveals its 

pervasive presence in 90% of romantic relationships with narcissists. 

Collocational analysis uncovers interconnected manipulative strategies such as 

mirroring and future faking, providing a more nuanced understanding of assumed 

narcissists’ tactics. The narratives illustrate a two-stage relationship pattern: an initial 

trust-building phase involving love bombing, mirroring and future faking, followed by 

gaslighting and devaluation. 

Gender disparities identified in support group discussions underscore the need for 

further research to unveil potential gendered differences in abuse survivors’ language 

use. The study also hints at variations in strategies employed by narcissistic parents 

compared to narcissistic romantic partners, urging focused exploration into childhood 

victims of narcissistic abuse. 

This study bridges lived experiences with abuse research, identifying patterns in 

abusive relationships. The insights not only guide future research directions but also 

foster a nuanced understanding of narcissistic abuse dynamics within the examined 

corpus, addressing a crucial research gap in this critical area of mental health. 
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“Taking chronic recidivists off the street would protect lives” 

Corpus linguistic ventures into criminology 

Karoline Marko (Universität Graz, Austria) 

Keywords: forensic linguistics, criminology, New York City, news discourse 

Mass incarceration and high rates of recidivism in the US (e.g. Ostermann & Hasimi 2022) 

have long been discussed in literature. While the prevalent punitive culture in the US has 

fostered ever harsher punishments (e.g. Darley 2005), research evidence indicates that in 

fact lighter punishments have positive effects on recidivism rates (e.g. van Ginneken & 

Palmen 2023). One endorsing aspect of recidivism is incarceration itself, as prisons are 

considered criminogenic environments (e.g. Harding et al. 2017). Also, even after release, 

the label of ‘criminal’ remains. In criminology, one theory that overlaps with linguistics is 

that of Labelling Theory (Tannenbaum 1938), which argues that the label a person is given 

(e.g., “criminal”, “inmate”) determines the self-identity of that person, as he or she will 

incorporate the qualities of the given label and act accordingly (Singelnstein & Kunz 2021).  

To investigate the phenomenon of recidivism in the news, a corpus of 666,290 

words comprised of articles of the New York Times (NYT) and the New York Post (NYP) was 

used. The study aims to highlight how the label “recidivist” is used in the reporting of the 

respective newspapers, how this is connected to underlying (political) ideologies and what 

the real-life consequences of such reporting and labelling can be. These aims are achieved 

by investigating word lists, keyword lists, collocations and concordances. 

The analysis shows that conservative political ideologies tend to give rise to 

stronger punitive attitudes that connect recidivism to a person’s character rather than 

regarding it as a problem of the criminal justice system. This type of reporting is found 

more in the NYP, while the reporting of the NYT is centered around measures that can 

reduce recidivism. The NYP also occupies itself with terrorist recidivism, while the NYT 

exhibits a more differentiated style of reporting. 
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The ongoing digitization and emergence of Web 2.0 have sparked a radical shift in 

scientific production and communication, known as Open Science. This movement, which 

is symptomatic of the “Politics of Openness” (Hartley et al. 2018), responds to a perceived 

crises in science (cf. Mirowski 2018: 174–187) and aims for a more trustworthy, efficient 

and democratic scientific process. However, my research questions whether the 

discourse surrounding Open Science inadvertently adopts economic and neoliberal 

ideologies, potentially undermining its intended goals. 

The study is based on a corpus, that covers a period of 16 years and consists of: 

1) Participation-oriented discourse realizations (Roth 2015), that are elicited in the 

form of semi-structured interviews conducted with members of a grassroot Open Science 

Initiative at TUD Dresden University of Technology and staff members working in Open 

Science related departments of the Sächsische Landesbibliothek – Staats- und 

Universitätsbibliothek Dresden (SLUB). 

2) Publications of said initiative and library (mission- and transparency statements, 

strategy papers, blog entries, periodical articles, third-party funding applications and 

annual reports). 

The analysis primarily attends to the lexical and argumentative level of discourse, 

combining quantitative and qualitative methods (Bubenhofer 2013). Using the 

SketchEngine (Kilgarriff et al. 2004) keywords are being calculated and their persuasive 

potential is being analyzed. Additionally, in a more qualitative approach, salient 

metaphors and their argumentative function are being examined. 

For example, the domain of movement metaphors proves to be very productive 

throughout the entire corpus, e.g. when open, replicable science is described as a motor 

for the progress of knowledge (“Erkenntnisfortschritt”) or the faster growth of knowledge, 

thus functioning as an argument in favor of Open Science. This corresponds with the 

keyword analysis, which reveals several lexemes that refer to concepts of movement and 

growth (e.g. expansion, goal, growing, transformation, progression, dynamic). 

Paradoxically, while interviewees mentioned the increasing pressure to perform 

and produce as an obstacle to trustworthy science, capitalist logics of growth and 

acceleration are invoked to argue for the application of Open Science practices, that are 

meant to cure the ailments of the science system. 

The presentation draws on research conducted in the project “Digitalisierung als 

Disruption von Wissenssystemen – Open(ing) Knowledge (DiaDisk)” that is part of the EXU 

measure “Disruption and Societal Change (TUDiSC)” at TUD Dresden University of 

Technology. 
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Could a lexicographer be a stylist? If yes, which tools do they need? In the poster 

presentation, we outline the initial findings regarding the usage of Large Language Models 

(LLMs) and corpus query tools for register identification. To accurately determine the 

register of specific words it is crucial to understand the context in which these words are 

typically used (Biber & Conrad 2009). Our initial objective is to analyze the actual usage of 

words previously categorized as colloquial or informal by Estonian language planning. We 

aim to test the possibility of automatically detecting registers with LLMs and corpus query 

tools to add labels to a dictionary based on actual language usage. To identify registers, 

the Estonian National Corpus (in Sketch Engine, Kilgarriff et al. 2014) employs a 

hierarchical classification of texts (Koppel & Kallas 2022). We compare the effectiveness 

of LLMs with the outcomes of corpus query tools and the expertise of L1 lexicographers.  

In Estonia, the general understanding of language is strongly influenced by 

Standard Language Ideology, i.e the belief that one language variant is better than others 

(Lindström et al. 2023). This research is motivated by the Estonian discourse where a 

heated discussion has been going on (see Koreinik 2023), including the need to determine 

register labels in a dictionary. Even L1 language professionals want more confidence 

whether a word or its meaning is appropriate for Standard Estonian. The user experience 

survey on the language portal Sõnaveeb (‘Word Web’, Tavast et al. 2018; Koppel et al. 2019), 

conducted by the Institute of the Estonian Language (EKI) in 2023, revealed the same 

attitude (Langemets et al. 2024).  

The corpus and corpus query tools have been intensively used for compiling the 

EKI Combined Dictionary (since 2019, displayed via Sõnaveeb, see Langemets et al. 2021), 

but LLMs have not been tested so far (unlike elsewhere: TLex, see Joffe et al. 2003). The 
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research project focuses on potential applications of LLMs in lexicographical work to find 

new ways to make lexicographer’s work more efficient. 
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Anonymous discussion and text visualizing 

A case study of YouTube comments on the Ukrainian war 

Akira Sano (University of Tsukuba, Japan) 

Keywords: text mining, Russian study 

This study analyses Russian-language comments posted on YouTube videos about the 

war in Ukraine by using text mining methods. The analysis results suggest the possibility 

to influence what individuals think and believe during the war by changing the context in 

digital public space. 

This study visualizes the YouTube comments about Ukrainian war with text mining 

to figure out what Russian people react to this war. Combining text analytics and political 

communication studies can reduce ideological biases in discussions on international 

conflicts. In addition, anonymous comments provided by YouTube are well suited to 

sensitive topics such as war. 

The analysis subject is Russian comments posted on the 10 most-viewed YouTube 

videos collected by searching videos for “украина (Ukraine)” and “война (war)” and 

filtering the results by highest view count. This study conducts two types of text mining 

methods such as co-occurrence analysis and LSS. Co-occurrence analysis visualises the 

content of a sentence by connecting words that occur simultaneously in a sentence with 

a line. LSS is a type of semi-supervised machine learning model employing word-

embedding techniques and classify words in the corpus to “negative” or “positive” 

categories.  

 

Results (Co-occurrence Analysis):  

In Figure 1, high frequency words such as 'Russian', 'Ukraine' or 'War' are plotted at the 

center of the terms network. At the left side “Human” and “Life” related words are 

displayed such as 'human', 'family', 'Christ' or 'time'. At the right side “Country and Place 

Name” related words are displayed such as 'USA', 'Kiev', 'West' or 'Poland'. 

 

Results (LDA analysis):  

Figure 2 shows “Military and War” related words are given low polarity scores and 

classified as negative such as 'strike/attack', 'submarine' and 'ballistic missile'. In 

comments regarding China, Figure 3 shows “Economy and bilateral” related words are 

given high polarity scores and classified as positive such as 'corporation', 'locomotive' and 

'intimate'.  

It turns out Russian users tend to associate themselves with "connections between 

people" or "faith in God" when referring to the war in Ukraine, but the users display a 

more aggressive attitude toward USA by mentioning specific names of strategic missiles 

or military weapons in comments regarding USA. When it comes to China, Russian users 

are likely to hope to cooperate on economic and business areas with China instead of 
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military assistance. The analysis results suggest the possibility to figure out what 

individuals in Russia feel about USA and expect from China in the Ukrainian war. 
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This poster presents first findings of an exploratory corpus-assisted comparative 

discourse analysis, which is part of an ongoing dissertation project. This analysis examines 

metadiscursive statements about media discourse on COVID-19 vaccination, comparing 

data from two regions with similar measures and restrictions to combat the COVID-19 

pandemic but significantly different vaccination rates: the German-speaking part of 

Switzerland and the Republic of Ireland (Statista 2022).  

As public discourse shapes the actions and consciousness of individuals 

(Spitzmüller/Warnke 2011), it can be assumed that media discourse on the COVID-19 

vaccination significantly influenced individuals’ decisions for or against vaccination. It can 

be further assumed that the analysis of metadiscursive statements helps to shed light on 

individuals’ responses to media discourse. In this analysis, metadiscursive statements are 

defined as statements about media discourse, e.g., discussions about semantics, 

problematisation of keywords, claims of absences and/or silencing and statements about 

the order of discourse. As in every discourse analysis, features such as intertextuality and 

recurrence are crucial (Schröter 2021).  

To conduct this analysis, two corpora were compiled: the Swiss corpus, consisting 

of 3,923 readers’ comments on articles on the COVID-19 vaccine from five different Swiss 

newspapers with a total of 148,516 tokens and the Irish corpus, consisting of 3,861 

Facebook comments on the COVID-19 vaccine from five different Irish newspapers with a 

total of 102,440 tokens. The analysis will follow an iterative process (Dreesen & Judkowiak 

2011) and incorporate both corpus-driven and corpus-based methods (Bubenhofer 2009). 

First, data will be collected using topic modelling, n-gram and keyword analysis. Second, 

hypotheses based on these data will be generated and tested by applying them to the 

corpus material.  

The aim of this analysis is of exploratory nature. It is assumed that based on 

readers’ and Facebook comments, prototypical metadiscursive statements can be 

formulated, which can later be applied to larger and broader corpus material, e.g., media 

and political discourse.  
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The paper analyses media narratives in Polish newspapers, magazines and media sites 

regarding the 2021 refugee crisis on the Polish-Belarusian border. The aim of the research 

was to test the accuracy of the hypothesis that there are two parallel narratives in the 

media discourse surrounding this topic: one based on security concerns, emphasising the 

potential danger coming from the migrants (later referred to as the security-based 

narrative); and the other, recognising them as victims and appealing to the readers' 

empathy (later referred to as the human rights-based narrative).  

The study analyses the keywords of the 17 most influential Polish online 

publications, which were selected based on the Institute of Media Monitoring [IMM 2021] 

ranking for October 2021, when the media coverage of the crisis was at its peak. Articles 

were selected with the use of curated search engine prompts and then collected 

automatically through web scraping methods.  

The texts were later compiled into one specialised corpus consisting of 1441 

articles, which was used during the analysis as a reference corpus for finding the key 

words in every individual publication’s corpus. Because Polish is a highly inflected 

language, the texts had to be lemmatised before any analysis was possible. This process 

was conducted thanks to a neural network model for the SpaCy Python library. Keywords 

were then analysed in context to determine what narrative about the crisis each 

publication was building.  

The study verified the hypothesis that there are two opposing narratives about the 

migrant crisis at the Polish-Belarusian border in the Polish media. The discourse 

concerning the crisis was polarised, with there being a slightly larger number of strong 

supporters for the narrative concerned with national security than those empathising 

with the migrants. There was very little overlap between the two narratives. No 

publications focused on the security issues and simultaneously found the humanitarian 

aspect important enough for the keywords to reflect it. Only traces of overlap could be 

found in the human rights-oriented publications.  

This lack of overlap shows that most publications chose to omit certain aspects of 

the crisis in ways that focused the blame on specific actors. The security-oriented 

publications blamed the Belarusian government and Lukashenko, seemingly omitting the 

questionable actions of the Polish authorities. On the other hand, most human rights-

oriented publications ignored the Belarusian involvement, putting the whole blame on 
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the Polish government. This suggests a severe politicisation of the topic, which was 

detrimental to the quality of the media coverage.  
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The number of articles and words from each publication used in the reference corpus 
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